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Energy storage is becoming a key challenge of the 21st century as the global energy 
system transitions away from the use of fossil fuels, which have been linked to 
damaging climate change and increasing air pollution. Electrochemical energy 
storage devices, such as batteries and supercapacitors, offer great potential to 
enable the clean energy transition, but require significant improvements to their 
performance characteristics such as energy density, power density and lifetime. The 
design and study of new electrode materials is key to achieving these improvements. 
MXenes are a new class of two-dimensional transition metal carbides and nitrides 
which have shown early promise in the field of electrochemical energy storage. 
Particularly interesting is the discovery of pseudocapacitive intercalation as their 
charge storage mechanism, since this could enable high power and energy densities 
with long cycling lifetimes into one device. However, the performance of MXene 
electrodes greatly depends on the electrode architecture, with multilayered or 
restacked MXenes showing unsatisfactory performances.  
This thesis reports on the development of pillaring techniques to increase the 
interlayer spacing between MXene (Ti3C2 and Mo2TiC2) sheets creating porous 
electrode architectures. This is shown to lead to large increases in the interlayer 
spacings, with up to 60-fold increases in the specific surface areas, among the highest 
reported for MXenes to-date. The pillared MXenes are then tested in a variety of 
systems for metal-ion capacitor applications, including organic Li-ion and Na-ion and 
aqueous Zn-ion systems. It was found that the pillared materials outperformed the 
non-pillared materials in each system studied, with improvements in capacities, rate 
capabilities, cycling stabilities and coulombic efficiencies. In addition, the pillaring 
and electrochemical mechanisms are studied using a combination of microscopy, 
spectroscopy and electrochemical techniques, providing important understanding to 
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based on the results obtained from in-situ pillaring Ti3C2 with CTAB, and the 
behaviour of these materials in an aqueous Zn-ion system, which are reported in 
Chapter 6.  
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1.1 Scope and Motivation 
Energy storage is gaining increasing attention worldwide as concerns grow about the 
continuing use of fossil fuels, which have powered the industrialised world for over 
150 years. In particular, greenhouse gas emissions produced by the use of these fuels 
have been linked to causing severe shifts in the global climate systems, with 
potentially catastrophic consequences. Other fossil fuel emissions, such as 
particulate matter and nitrous oxides, have been linked with worsening and unsafe 
air quality, which causes premature deaths of millions each year. Finally, the finite 
nature of fossil fuels combined with an ever increasing global energy demand has led 
to increasing worries about the security of supply, with the remaining reserves often 
located in politically unstable countries and being more technically challenging and 
costly to extract than previous resources. This has led to a growing focus on 
developing low carbon, non-fossil fuel energy sources such as nuclear fission power 
stations, and renewable technologies such as wind, solar and wave.  
However, these alternative energy sources bring their own challenges, in particular 
with regards to matching energy supply with demand. Nuclear power stations suffer 
from long start-up times, which means that they cannot be rapidly deployed to fill a 
sudden increase in demand. Emerging renewable technologies, such as solar and 
wind power, are widely known to be highly intermittent in nature, since the energy 
generated depends on uncontrollable factors such as whether it is sunny or windy. 
Therefore, there is an urgent need to develop energy storage technologies which 
could facilitate the alignment of energy supply with demand. Such energy storage 
technologies must be affordable, scalable and have the desired performance criteria 
such as high efficiency, power density, energy density and long lifetimes. 
Electrochemical energy storage devices, such as batteries and supercapacitors, have 
recently attracted significant interest as potential technologies to fulfil this 
application. In addition, transportation has so far proven to be a difficult sector to 
decarbonise, and solar, wind or nuclear powered vehicles are not considered 
practical. Recently, mainstream electric vehicles, powered by Li-ion batteries, have 
been commercialised, with major manufacturers and economies setting targets for 
further electrification of transport in the near future. This offers a way of removing 
greenhouse gas and other emissions from the tailpipe of vehicles, which would have 
significant effect on climate change and air quality. However, the performance of 
current generation supercapacitors and batteries, which is dictated by the electrode 
materials used to make them, is not sufficient to meet the requirements that will be 
demanded of them. In addition, Li-ion batteries in particular also have associated 
concerns surround the supply and manufacture of some of the materials used. 
Therefore, there is an urgent need to develop safer, more abundant and higher 
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performing electrode materials in these devices, with a particular focus on combining 
high energy density (characteristic of a battery) with high power density and long 
lifetime (characteristic of a supercapacitor) into one device (such as a metal-ion 
capacitor), which could meet the demanding requirements of these new 
applications.   
This thesis investigates the development of pillaring processes to create porous and 
stable architectures of the family of two-dimensional (2D) layered materials known 
as MXenes. These are a family of 2D transitional metal carbides and nitrides 
discovered in 2011, which have shown early promise in the area of electrochemical 
energy storage, but have limited performance when their layers stack closely 
together, giving a non-porous material with low capacities and poor charging rates. 
Therefore, porous MXenes (Ti3C2 and Mo2TiC2) are investigated as potential 
electrode materials for metal-ion capacitor applications (specifically lithium, sodium 
and zinc systems) with the aim to improve the capacity, rate capability and cycling 
lifetime of this promising class of materials. As well as electrochemical 
characterisation, the role of surface groups, which terminate the MXenes, on the 
pillaring process is investigated. Furthermore, a series of ex-situ structural 
characterisation techniques are used to determine the charge storage mechanisms 
of the pillared MXenes in the different electrolyte systems. 
1.2 Structure of thesis 
This thesis consists of seven main chapters. Chapter 1 (this chapter) introduces the 
thesis, describing the motivation, scope and structure. Chapter 2 describes the 
background to the thesis, introducing energy storage, MXenes and pillaring, including 
a review on the current state of research in these areas. This chapter does not aim to 
be a complete review of all works carried out under these topics, but instead focuses 
on key concepts and reports which are most relevant to understanding the contents 
and context of this thesis. Chapter 3 is the materials and methods chapter, which 
introduces the materials and methods uses to carry out the work described in the 
results chapter of this thesis. As well as explaining what experimental techniques and 
methods were used, some basic background theory is also explored. The background 
theory for each technique is presented only to the level needed to interpret the 
results reported in this thesis, and is not intended to be a thorough review of each 
technique described. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 are results chapters, which describe the 
bulk of the work carried out for this thesis. Chapter 4 reports on the development 
and application of an amine-assisted pillaring method to Ti3C2 MXene, which 
successfully expanded the interlayer and created porous Ti3C2. The pillared Ti3C2 was 
then tested as a negative electrode in organic Na and Li-ion systems, and compared 
to the non-pillared MXene to determine the effect on performance of the porous 
structure. Chapter 5 applies this amine-assisted pillaring method to the out-of-plane 
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ordered MXene Mo2TiC2, which consists of Mo-only outer metal layers. This allows 
for the effect of the metal (M) element on the pillaring process to be studied. The 
pillared Mo2TiC2 MXene was also studied as a negative electrode in Li and Na-ion 
systems, with ex-situ XPS experiments being used to investigate a suspected 
conversion reaction in the Li-ion system. Chapter 6 reports on the use of MXenes (in 
particular Ti3C2) in Zn-ion systems, with a focus on aqueous electrolytes. A series of 
ex-situ spectroscopic techniques were applied in addition to electrochemical 
characterisation techniques to determine the charge storage mechanism in this 
system. Chapter 7 summarises the results presented in this thesis, giving the main 
conclusions and some recommendations for further work. The final chapter, Chapter 




























As mentioned in Chapter 1, this thesis investigates the development of pillaring 
processes to create porous and stable architectures of the family of two-dimensional 
(2D) layered materials known as MXenes. These materials have shown early potential 
in the area of electrochemical energy storage, but have limited performance when 
their layers stack closely together, giving a non-porous material. Therefore, this 
thesis investigates methods to create porous MXenes (Ti3C2 and Mo2TiC2) which are 
investigated as potential electrode materials for metal-ion capacitor applications 
(specifically lithium, sodium and zinc systems) with the aim to improve the capacity, 
rate capability and cycling lifetime of this promising class of materials. Therefore, this 
chapter introduces the main background and concepts for this thesis, including 
electrochemical energy storage, MXenes and pillaring techniques, and concludes 
with the aims and objectives for the thesis.  
2.2 Energy Storage 
Energy storage is becoming more important now that at any previous point in human 
history. Over the last 150 years, industrial development has relied greatly on the use 
of fossil fuels. However, there are multiple concerns about the continuing use of 
fossil fuels, which have been linked to climate change, air pollution and geopolitical 
tensions. In addition, as global energy use generally continues to rise, the non-
renewable nature of fossil fuels has led to growing fears about the finite nature of 
remaining reserves, which also tend to be more challenging and costly to extract 
than the resources already exploited.  
This has led to the development and increasing deployment of alternative (such as 
nuclear fission) and renewable energy sources such as wind, solar and tidal power 
stations. However, an energy system dominated by these power sources needs 
significant contributions from energy storage technologies to be able to provide a 
stable grid system which can efficiently match supply and demand.1 For example, 
typical nuclear fission power stations cannot rapidly change their power output, 
regardless of demand.2 Instead it can take several days to start up one of these 
power stations to full output. On the other hand, renewable energy sources such as 
wind and solar are highly intermittent in nature, generating energy whenever it is 
windy or when the Sun is shining, not when it is needed.3 Being able to store the 
generated energy for when it is needed is crucial for the widespread development of 
these clean fossil fuel free energy systems. 
In addition to the drive to decarbonise the energy generation systems, there is 
growing focus on developing alternative powertrains for the transport sector, where 
the use of fossil fuels causes significant greenhouse gas emissions linked to climate 
change, and is attributed to high air pollution, especially in city centres. For example, 
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in the UK, there are several areas with illegal levels of pollutants such as NOx (nitrous 
oxides), which predominantly arise from fossil fuel powered vehicles. Air pollution 
has been linked to directly causing the deaths of over 40,000 people a year in the UK 
alone.4 This has led to a significant push to electrify the transport sector, since this 
would remove the emission of these pollutants from the exhaust of vehicles. Since 
vehicles cannot currently be powered directly by non-fossil fuel energy sources, this 
transition is reliant on energy storage technologies, with batteries and fuel cells 
(using hydrogen as the energy carrier) currently the most promising technologies for 
this application.  
There has also been a remarkable growth in portable electronics in the last few 
decades, such as mobile phones and laptops. This has been enabled by the 
commercialisation and continuing development of lithium-ion batteries (LIBs), 
without which the increasingly energy consuming electronic devices would not be 
able to be powered to a similar scale.5 
There are a variety of energy storage technologies under development for different 
scales of energy storage and with different cost, power density and energy density 
characteristics. These include pumped hydroelectric energy storage, thermal energy 
storage, compressed air energy storage, chemical energy storage and 
electrochemical energy storage.1 Of these, the electrochemical energy storage 
technologies have potential applications in all three of the areas described above, 
and therefore are the focus of significant research and development programs.  
2.3 Electrochemical Energy Storage 
There are two main technologies for electrochemical energy storage: batteries and 
supercapacitors. These will both be discussed in detail and compared in the following 
sections. 
2.3.1 Batteries 
There are many different types of battery chemistries, each with their own 
properties and applications. These include lead-acid batteries, nickel-cadmium, 
nickel-metal hydride, metal-ion (such as lithium-ion, sodium-ion and zinc-ion), metal-
oxygen (such as lithium-oxygen and zinc-oxygen), molten salt and redox flow 
batteries. These technologies have different properties, with varying energy 
densities, power densities and device lifetime (cycling stability). A plot of relative 
energy densities (gravimetric and volumetric) for a selection of these technologies is 




Figure 2.1. Comparison of the different battery technologies in terms of volumetric and 
gravimetric energy density. Note that P in PLiON stands for polymer. Reproduced from 
Springer Nature, Nature, Tarascon et al., 2001, with persmission.6 
 
Lead-acid batteries are the oldest type of secondary (rechargeable) battery listed, 
which stores charge via the reversible reactions between Pb (negative electrode), 
PbO2  (positive electrode) and H2SO4 (electrolyte), but suffer from the lowest energy 
densities, making them both heavy and bulky. There are also safety concerns 
associated with the corrosive sulphuric acid electrolyte. They have however been 
reliably used in a number of applications for decades, including in cars.7 
Nickel-cadmium batteries, which are based on the reversible oxidation of Cd and NiO 
to Cd(OH)2 and Ni(OH)2 respectively with a KOH electrolyte, have a higher energy 
density than lead-acid batteries, but cadmium is a toxic element, and is therefore 
being replaced in many countries. They are being replaced by nickel-metal hydride 
(NMH) batteries, which work in a similar way, based on the formation of a metal 
hydride (such a Co hydride) rather than Cd(OH)2, but have a slightly higher energy 
density and contain only low toxicity elements.8 The biggest drawback form nickel-
metal hydride batteries is that they are prone to self-discharge, and therefore must 
not be left in a charged state for too long, otherwise they return a reduced capacity. 
In industrial uses, when multiple cells are stacked into a larger battery pack, the self-
discharge leads to a variation in the state of charge that each cell is in. This can cause 
cells to be over-discharged, which can damage the lifetime of the cell.9 However, 
NMH batteries do have good lifetimes overall, and are low cost with relatively high 
power densities for a battery. These characteristics have led to them being 
developed for a variety of applications including consumer electronics, hybrid-
electric cars10 and power grids.9 Research here focuses on minimising cost and 
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toxicity of materials used (Co is still used in commercial cells), while improving the 
lifetime and power and energy densities. It is also desirable to eliminate problems 
from self-discharge. Another similar issue with these types of batteries is the 
memory effect. This is where a battery is charged before it has finished a full 
discharge cycle (this partial discharge will result in a smaller discharge capacity that 
cycle), and subsequently shows a reduced capacity on further cycles.11,12 
2.3.1.1 Lithium-ion Batteries 
Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have dominated the consumer electronics market since 
being commercialised by Sony in 1991.13 They have high energy densities and good 
power densities, which has made them widely used as lightweight batteries in a 
variety of portable applications from cameras and laptops to phones, and transport 
applications such as battery-electric and battery-hybrid electric cars. Lithium is the 
lightest and smallest metallic element which gives lithium-ion batteries these 
desirable properties. More recently LIBs are being studied as possible batteries for 
grid-scale energy storage14.   
LIBs work by the reversible intercalation (or insertion) of Li+ between the electrodes. 
The positive electrode, e.g. a layered transition metal oxide such as LiCoO2, 
LiNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2 and LiNixCoyAlzO2, is typically fabricated in the discharged state 
containing Li. The negative electrode (normally graphite) is a material that can act as 
a host for Li. Upon charging, Li+ ions are extracted from the positive electrode, move 
through the organic electrolyte, and insert into the negative electrode (Figure 2.2). 
During discharge this process is reversed. Ideally this can be repeated many times, 
giving a long-life rechargeable battery. The electrode materials are therefore key to 





Figure 2.2. Schematic representation of a rechargeable lithium-ion battery, showing the Li+ 
ions and electrons, e-, moving from the positive electrode to the negative electrode upon 
charging, and from the negative electrode to the positive electrode upon discharging. 
 
Despite their commercial success, there are several problems with LIBs. One is that 
lithium is not an easily accessible element, with most reserves in politically sensitive 
countries, making these batteries relatively expensive. Another is safety, with LIBs 
having been implicated in a number of high-profile incidents over the last few years. 
Other limitations of LIBs include environmental and toxicity impacts of elements (e.g. 
Co) in electrode materials, flammability and lithium plating of electrolytes, relatively 
low power densities and low energy densities compared to some other technologies 
and the complexity of stacks of cells for large scale energy storage.15 In addition, the 
charging times are typically slow (multiple hours) compared to what is required for 
many of the new more demanding application areas such  as electric vehicles and 
grid stabilisation and storage (where charge times of minutes would be desirable).  
There is a large volume of research currently being carried out on LIBs, with 
electrolytes, electrode materials and the overall battery management system all 
under investigation to improve performance. Recently, 2D nanomaterials have 
shown excellent potential for electrode materials, with high rate capabilities 
(improving power) and capacities, compared to bulk materials. However, stability 
issues with these nanomaterials as electrode have so far limited their take up in 
commercial systems.16,17,18 
2.3.1.2 Sodium-ion Batteries 
Sodium-ion batteries (NIBs) are analogous to LIBs, with the only difference being that 
Na+ is the active ion, not Li+. They are the subject of renewed interest in the last few 
years, after researchers abandoned them in the 1980’s to focus on the higher 
performing LIBs. The resurgence of NIBs is due to the issues with LIBs outlined above, 
with the cost and abundance of Na a clear advantage over Li. NIBs are expected to be 
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cheaper and safer with fewer toxicity and environmental issues than LIBs. NIBs do 
have lower energy and power densities than LIBs, due to the larger ionic size and 
electrochemical potential of Na+ compared to Li+ (Table 2.1).  
Table 2.1. Comparison of sodium vs. lithium. Adapted from Slater et al.19 
 
This makes them unlikely to replace LIBs in portable applications, but more 
competitive in stationary applications, such as grid storage, where cost rather than 
weight is the primary concern. However, they could find future uses as cheaper 
alternatives to LIBs in transport applications, especially in low-energy vehicles. 
Research here also focuses on similar challenges to LIBs, with electrode materials 
again a major topic of research. Since cost is the main driver for NIBs development, it 
is particularly important to consider the cost of materials for NIBs, although the 
highest capacity materials reported are based on more expensive 2D materials. 
The best performing materials for NIBs currently reported exhibit higher capacities 
than current commercially used LIBs materials, showing that NIBs can achieve high 
energy densities. However, these materials have much lower capacities than those 
reported for the leading LIB electrode materials at equivalent stages of development. 
For example, Yan et al. reported a reduced graphene oxide/carbon nanotubes 
sponge negative electrode with a capacity of 436 mAh g−1 after 100 cycles at a 
current density of 50 mA g−1.20 Hung et al. reported a large capacity of 241 mAh g-1 
for a P2-NaLi0.2Mn0.8O2  positive electrode when cycled between 1.5-4.5 V, with a 
capacity retention of 78% over 40 cycles.21 For comparison, LiCoO2 and LiFePO4, 
typical commercial LIB positive electrode materials, have capacities of around 14022 
and 17016 mAh g-1 respectively, while graphite, the typical LIB negative electrode, has 
a capacity of 372 mAh g-1.22  
2.3.1.3 Zinc-ion batteries 
Due to the disadvantages of the Li and Na based batteries described above, other 
metal-ion batteries have been proposed, with some research focusing on multivalent 
ions, for example, Al-, Zn- and Mg-ion batteries. These systems have some very high 
theoretical energy densities, since each ion can utilise two or three electrons. 
However, these batteries are in very early stages of development, with low capacities 
and generally poor cycling stabilities reported.23,24 
 Lithium Sodium 
Potential (V vs. SHE) -3.04 -2.70 
Ionic radii (Å) 0.69 1.04 
Mass (atomic units) 6.941 22.99 





Of these multivalent batteries, zinc systems are gaining significant interest, in 
particular for aqueous energy storage systems.6,7 Zinc is relatively wide-spread in 
nature, has a large theoretical capacity (over 800 mAh g-1) and a low potential (-
0.76 vs. standard hydrogen electrode (SHE)).8,9 Importantly, this potential sits in the 
stable voltage window for water, making zinc metal compatible with aqueous 
electrolytes, unlike most elements under consideration for rechargeable energy 
storage systems.10 Aqueous electrolytes are of interest since they are inherently non-
flammable, which gives them significant safety advantages over systems based on 
organic electrolytes. However, aqueous electrolytes have significantly reduced 
voltage windows compared to organic electrolytes, due to the hydrogen and oxygen 
evolution reactions.11,12 This gives a thermodynamically stable window of 1.23 V, 
which limits considerably the energy density of aqueous systems and makes the 
need to find high energy density electrode materials an urgent priority for these 
systems.   
Zinc is already widely used in primary (non-rechargeable) batteries, but commercial 
rechargeable systems have not yet been realised, partly due to a lack of electrode 
materials that can reversibly store Zn2+ ions. Another reason is 
because zinc metal forms dendrites (analogous to the Li metal electrodes in organic 
electrolytes) when used with certain electrolytes, making the systems non-
rechargeable in the long-term. However, it is now known that in some neutral and 
mildly acidic aqueous electrolytes (pH 4 to 6), such as 1 M zinc sulphate (ZnSO4) in 
water, zinc can be reversibly cycled for long duration times without losing significant 
capacity.6 This development makes the investigation of electrode materials for zinc-
ion systems significantly more feasible.  
This is explained by the Pourbaix diagram for Zn metal in an aqueous system, which 
shows how Zn behaves in different pH conditions (Figure 2.3).25 This reveals that only 
in electrolytes in pH 8 or above is Zn able to reversibly plate without involvement of 
OH side-products, which are known to irreversibly precipitate to ZnO, preventing Zn 
metal from being able to cycle multiple times in basic conditions. It should also be 
noted that at pH values below 4, Zn corrosion becomes the dominant process, also 
preventing stable cycling.25 Therefore, Zn metal is suitable to use as a reversible 
electrode in aqueous systems so long as the pH at the electrode surface is in the 
range of 4-7. Using mildly acidic electrolytes, such as those used in this thesis, in the 
pH range 4-6 enables the Zn pH to remain in the stable regime even if there are local 
pH changes near the electrode during cycling.  Figure 2.3 also reveals that the 
potential at which the Zn/Zn2+ reaction occurs is independent of pH in acidic 
electrolytes, as long as the local pH does not drop below 8, which should allow its use 
as a reference electrode in half-cells as is common practice for Li and Na metal in Li- 




Figure 2.3. Pourbaix diagram for Zn metal in aqueous electrolytes. Reproduced with 
permission from the RSC.25 
The majority of electrode materials belong to the oxide family and are based on 
manganese (Mn4+/ Mn2+)26 and vanadium (e.g. V5+/V4+in V2O5)
27 redox couples, which 
store charge based on intercalation mechanisms. However, despite having relatively 
high capacities, typically between 100-350 mAh g-1, manganese oxides tend to suffer 
from poor cycling stability due to manganese dissolution in the electrolyte.28–30 
Vanadium oxides generally have better cycling stability, but lower voltages than 
manganese-based ones. The capacities are typically around 170-300 mAh g-1.31–33 In 
addition, Prussian blue analogues have recently been studied as a new class of zinc-
ion electrode, but have shown low capacities (50-65 mAh g-1) despite reasonably high 
operating voltages (greater than 1.2 V).34–36 So far, none of these materials classes 
have been able to meet the demands of a commercial zinc-ion energy storage 
system.7 Therefore, there is an urgent need for widespread research into new Zn2+ 
hosts with stable and reversible electrochemical performance. One difficulty has 
been that the smaller Zn ion size (0.67 Å) and 2+ charge give rise to poor diffusion 
kinetics, which has limited the range of available materials. In addition, the materials 
need to contain multivalent redox centres to allow them to be redox active with Zn. 
One group of materials which have received lots of attention in other ion systems 
has been two-dimensional (2D) materials such as graphene.37–40 These are 
considered promising electrode materials due to the potential for high surface areas, 
large open structures between nanosheets, and high electrical conductivity which 
can result in hybrid capacitor mechanisms giving a combination of high energy 
densities, high rates and long cycle life. However, there have only been limited 
reports on the use of 2D materials in zinc-ion systems so far, with the work at a very 





Supercapacitors are often described as a bridge between low power, high energy 
density batteries and high power, low energy density capacitors (Figure 2.4). 
Conventional dielectric capacitors have very high power densities, but the 
capacitance is typically measured in micro-farads, which leads to tiny energy 
densities. Consequently, they are typically only used in a few applications where a 
small amount of energy is required to be delivered quickly. On the other hand, 
supercapacitors can have capacitances measuring over 1,000 F, while maintaining 
high power densities. They can be charged and discharged very rapidly (in seconds if 
required) and are stable for thousands of cycles giving them long life. Therefore, they 
have complementary properties to typical batteries. 
 
Figure 2.4. Ragone plot comparing energy and power densities of supercapacitors to various 
battery technologies. Reproduced from Springer Nature, Nature Materials, Simon et al., 
2008, with permission.44 
 
The differences in the properties of supercapacitors and batteries arise from the 
different charge storage mechanisms which occur in each device. In batteries, energy 
is stored in the bulk of the material, allowing higher energy density (none of the 
active material is wasted) but leading to slower reaction kinetics, which limits the 
power. In supercapacitors, energy is stored only on the surface, which allows for fast 
reactions kinetics (high power) but low energy density since atoms below the surface 
cannot participate in storing energy.  
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There are two main classes of supercapacitors: electric double layer (EDL) 
supercapacitors and pseudocapacitors. The names are related to the charge storage 
mechanism. Hybrid capacitors that make use of both mechanisms also exist. 
2.3.2.1 Electric Double Layer Supercapacitors 
In EDL supercapacitors, energy is stored through the formation of an electric double 
layer at the interface between the electrode and the electrolyte. They form 
whenever a charged solid is placed into a liquid. To counteract the charge that 
accumulates on the surface of the solid, the ions in the liquid self-organise with ions 
holding the opposite charge on the surface accumulating in the liquid near the 
interface. In supercapacitors, this occurs on both electrodes. When a supercapacitor 
is charged, electrons migrate through an external circuit from the positive electrode 
to the negative electrode. This causes charge imbalance that is counteracted by 
cations forming an EDL near the surface of the negative electrode and anions 
congregating at the positive electrode. While simple models exist for describing the 
behaviour of ions in EDLs, e.g. Helmholtz model, these are insufficient for the 
complex behaviour in porous electrodes used in supercapacitors. This has led to the 
development of more complex models for these systems, but to date, none provide 
full understanding for the behaviour of ions in supercapacitors.45 
2.3.2.2 Pseudocapacitors  
In pseudocapacitors, charge is stored through fast highly reversible reactions on the 
surface of the electrodes. This leads to higher energy densities than for EDL 
capacitors (capacitance can be up to 100x higher), but the reactions can cause 
volume changes and potentially cracking in the electrodes, in a similar way to what 
occurs in batteries, which could reduce the lifetime of the cell. The power density is 
often lower than for EDL capacitors, since charge storage processes are slower than 
electric double layer formation. There are a variety of mechanisms that are classed 
as pseudocapacitive including redox reactions, intercalation and reversible doping 
which is often seen in polymer electrode materials. Pseudocapacitive materials can 
be classed as either intrinsic or extrinsic. In extrinsic capacitive materials, capacitance 
is introduced to materials that do not usually show capacitive energy storage via 
materials processing, for example, nanosizing.46 
The charge storage mechanism may be identified by a variety of characterisation 
techniques such as cyclic voltammetry, galvanostatic cycling and impedance 
spectroscopy. Often a combination of techniques will be needed, since the 
differences can be very subtle.46 The mechanism of charge storage is dictated by the 




2.3.2.3 Hybrid Metal-ion Capacitors 
Hybrid, or asymmetric, capacitors are a third class on supercapacitor devices. In 
these devices two different electrode materials are used on the negative and positive 
electrode. Typically this would be a carbon electrode with an alternative 
pseudocapacitive electrode. These can give a higher energy density than typical 
supercapacitors due to increasing the electrochemically active voltage range.45 In 
addition, the combination of charge storage from EDL and pseudocapacitive 
mechanisms allows for a greater capacitance (and therefore energy density) than 
symmetric supercapacitors and faster charge storage (and therefore power densities) 
than batteries or all redox pseudocapacitors. When a typical battery electrode is 
paired with a capacitive electrode (EDL or pseudocapacitive) in a battery electrolyte, 
these hybrid asymmetric capacitors are called hybrid metal-ion capacitors. For 
example, a graphite negative electrode paired with an activated carbon positive 
electrode using a LiPF6 EC-DEC electrolyte is called a lithium-ion (hybrid) capacitor.  
These devices have large voltage windows due to the highly stable LIB electrolytes 
(which can perform up to around 4.5 V in LIBs), relatively fast charge times (less than 
10 min) due to the EDL capacitive charge storage on the activated carbon positive 
electrode and high energy densities (over 4 times that of EDL supercapacitors) as a 
result of the high capacity graphite intercalation electrode. This type of device has 
already been commercialised by Taiyo Yuden Ltd., who claim their devices can 
achieve up to 100,000 charge-discharge cycles and deliver 4 times the energy density 
of EDL capacitors with a voltage of 3.8 V.47 Therefore they are considered a 
promising technology to bridge the energy-power gap between traditional 
supercapacitors and batteries.  
However, due to the differing charge storage mechanisms, these devices suffer from 
kinetic and capacity mismatches between the two electrodes. Battery materials 
cannot store charge as rapidly as EDL electrodes, and EDL electrodes store many 
times less charge per weight than the battery electrodes, leading to significantly 
thicker EDL electrodes compared to the battery side. This means that there is an 
urgent need to develop materials which can store charge in similar quantities as 
typical battery materials and at similar rates to EDL electrodes.  MXenes have shown 
early promise in this technology area, therefore metal-ion capacitors is the 
application chosen to develop the porous MXenes towards in this thesis. As well the 
Li-ion capacitors, Na-ion and Zn-ion capacitors are also studied, due to the 
advantages of using these elements in energy storage systems as outlined in the 






The energy (E) stored in a supercapacitor is given by Equation 2.1: 
E = 0.5 C V2                                                                                                              Equation 2.1   
where C is the capacitance and V is the working voltage of the cell. Therefore, while 
high capacitance electrode materials are clearly important for the development of 
supercapacitors with a high energy density, it is equally important to increase the 
voltage that the cell can work at (since this contributes to the energy stored with a 
power of two). The major route to improving this is the electrolyte, since it is 
generally the decomposition voltage of the electrolyte that dictates the stable 
voltage window for the cell. There are three main types of electrolyte for 
supercapacitors: aqueous, organic and ionic liquids.  
2.3.3.1 Aqueous Electrolytes 
There are a number of different aqueous electrolytes, with different conductivities 
and ionic radii. This influences the capacitance, energy density and kinetics (power). 
Typically, aqueous electrolytes are stable between 0-1.0 V. This is because of 
decomposition of water via electrolysis at higher cell voltages, which limits the 
voltage window of aqueous electrolytes.48 They are generally safer and cheaper than 
organic electrolytes, with higher concentrations and smaller ionic radii which allows 
for higher capacitance. The smaller ionic radii allows for access to smaller pores, 
which may be inaccessible to organic electrolyte ions. Common aqueous electrolyte 
salts include, NaSO4, MgSO4, NaCl, H2SO4, KOH and ZnSO4, which are dissolved in 
water as the solvent (Figure 2.5a) .  
 




Due to the water splitting reactions severely limiting the useable voltage window in 
aqueous systems, there has also been research carried out on extending the voltage 
window. This has included using different electrode materials to make asymmetric 
capacitors and by studying the effect of electrolyte concentration on the water 
splitting reactions. For example, more concentrated electrolytes will have less free 
water, since most molecules are in the solvation shells. Taken to extremes, this has 
led to the development of water-in-salt electrolytes, where the number of water 
molecules present in the electrolyte is less than the number of salt ions. This means 
that there is almost no free water in the electrolyte, giving voltage windows up to 3 
V, similar to many organic systems.49 However, these systems will have significant 
extra mass and cost from such high salt loadings, which may limit their future use. In 
addition, these are relatively early in their development, and not currently fully 
understood. Therefore, the work on aqueous electrolytes in this thesis focuses on 
more traditional electrolytes, with concentrations less than 1 M.  
2.3.3.2 Organic electrolytes 
Organic electrolytes use organic solvents rather than water as the solvent to dissolve 
the salts (Figure 2.5b). They are more electrochemically stable than aqueous ones, 
and therefore can be cycled in a wider voltage window, with up to 3.5 V achievable.50 
This leads to organic supercapacitors generally having a higher energy density than 
aqueous ones, and explains why they are generally used commercially. 
Disadvantages of organic electrolytes include lower ionic conductivity (lower power), 
larger ionic radii (lower capacitance), flammability, safety and cost.51 A large aspect 
of the cost is the need to remove water from the electrolyte, otherwise water 
electrolysis would occur. Common organic electrolyte solvents include acetonitrile, 
diethyl carbonate and propylene carbonate with tetraethylammonium 
tetrafluoroborate, tetraethylphosphonium tetrafluoroborate, 
triethylmethylammonium tetrafluoroborate and LiPF6 used as salts.
51 Toxicity can 
also be an issue with organic electrolytes, for example in acetonitrile, which is a 
common solvent.45  
2.3.3.3 Ionic liquid electrolytes 
Ionic liquids are salts which are liquid (or molten) at relatively low temperatures, 
removing the need for a solvent to be used to dissolve a salt, as is the case in 
aqueous and organic electrolytes (Figure 2.5c). For energy storage applications, the 
most suitable ionic liquids are molten in the temperature range from around -20 to 
60 °C, which is a desirable temperature range for devices. They have very wide 
voltage stability windows, with up to 6 V has being reported, but have the largest 
ionic radii, highest cost, and lowest conductivity (typically) of the three classes of 
electrolyte.45 Despite having the largest ionic radii, the absence of any solvent means 
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that the solvation shell (and therefore the total ion size) is better known. The high 
voltages may enable high energy densities in future supercapacitors. 
2.3.4. Mechanisms of Charge Storage 
As mentioned previously, there are several different charge storage mechanisms 
which can be exploited in electrochemical energy storage devices. These vary 
depending on the choice of electrode materials and electrolyte, and have a 
significant impact on the overall device performance characteristics. Consequently, 
the charge storage mechanism should be considered and understood as well as 
possible when designing new electrode materials. Therefore, the different charge 
storage mechanisms, with example electrode materials, are now discussed in more 
detail.  
2.3.5 Battery Charge Storage Mechanisms 
Battery materials store charge via faradaic charge transfer redox reactions.6 For 
example, in a lithium-ion battery, Li+ ions are reversibly gained and lost from the 
active electrode materials, which also simultaneously gains or loses one electron per 
Li+ ion. These electrons travel round the external circuit (between the electrode 
materials) where they either power the desired device (discharge) or are forced 
across by an applied current (charge).6 When a current is neither being drawn nor 
applied the electrons are stored with the Li+ ions in the electrode material. 
Therefore, electrode materials must be able to: reversibly store Li+ ions (they must 
have available sites and have the ability to undergo redox reactions with Li+ ions at 
suitable potentials), transfer Li+ ions (be good Li+ conductors) and transfer electrons 
(good electrical conductors).52 Since most Li+ sites in typical battery materials are 
located within the bulk of the structure (not on or near the surface) the Li+ ions must 
undergo solid state diffusion through the electrode material to reach the active 
site.46 This gives battery materials their slow charging times, which is problematic for 
their development in metal-ion capacitors. There are several strategies that have 
been proposed for improving the diffusion rates and therefore charging times for 
these materials including nanosizing and nano-structuring techniques.52,53  
Typically, the charge transfer reactions utilised in battery materials are accompanied 
by phase changes (structural changes) in the material. These give rise to voltage 
plateaus on the charge-discharge curves for these materials, which gives the battery 
its characteristic nearly constant operating voltage.46 In turn, these voltage plateaus 
give batteries higher energy densities than supercapacitors, since they typically lead 
to higher energy densities. For example, a battery may operate near its maximum 
voltage for its entire charge/ discharge, giving it a high average voltage. On the other 
hand, a supercapacitor, which has a linear voltage profile, would have an average 
voltage half that of its maximum.46 Since energy density is the product of charge 
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stored and voltage, the average operating voltage, and therefore location (voltage) 
at which any plateau exists, has a large impact on the overall energy density of the 
cell.5,54 It should be noted that the total cell voltage is the voltage of the positive 
electrode minus that of the negative electrode. Therefore, it is desirable for a 
positive electrode to have an operating voltage as high as possible and for a negative 
electrode to have an operating voltage as low as possible, whilst being aware of 
metal plating concerns around 0 V vs. M+/M, which can cause safety issues if the 
metal, M, can form dendrites.5  
As well as giving rise to distinctive voltage plateaus, these phase transitions are often 
a source of capacity fade upon repeated cycling within battery cells.54 This can be as 
a result of the phase transitions not being fully reversible, and need to accommodate 
(at least) two crystal structures within an electrode.  This may cause significant size 
mismatches, causing mechanical failures in the electrode upon multiple cycles.52 This 
explains why battery materials often have significantly reduced cycling lifetimes 
compared to supercapacitor electrodes, which do not undergo such phase 
transitions.46  
There are four distinct classes of charge storage reactions found in battery materials: 
intercalation, insertion, conversion and alloying reactions. Of these, intercalation, 
conversion and alloying reactions have relevance to the materials studied in this 
thesis, and so are discussed in more detail below.  
2.3.5.1 Intercalation Reactions 
Intercalation reactions are where the charge carrying ion, for example Li+ in Li-ion 
systems, enters the space between two layers of a layered material to undergo the 
charge storage reaction. They can be thought of as an insertion reaction, but where 
the host material is layered (insertion materials typically have channels or tunnels 
which do not arise from layered structures).  This is the charge storage mechanism 
utilised in common commercial Li-ion battery materials, where both the positive 
electrode (e.g. LiMO2, where M is one of or a combination of transition metals such 
as Co, Mn or Ni) and the negative electrode (graphite) are layered materials where 
the Li+ ions enter/ leave between the layers (intercalate/ de-intercalate).54 
Intercalation materials often can achieve high specific capacities and charging rates 
as a result of 2D diffusion channels between each layer which allows for large 
amounts of ions to be stored and easy diffusion through the 2D channels. Depending 
on whether the intercalation products are solid solutions or new phases, 
intercalation reactions can give voltage profiles with sloping profiles or plateaus.  
The intercalation of layered materials by ions is typically associated with a volume 
change as the layers separate, expanding the interlayer space to accommodate the 
intercalating ion. These volume changes can cause capacity fade over long term 
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cycling.54 Therefore, there is significant interest in developing zero-strain materials 
that do not show large volume changes upon intercalation. In addition, the amount 
of charge that can be stored is often limited by the available space for ions between 
the layers.  
The interlayer spacing is known to be highly important for intercalation electrodes. If 
the interlayer spacing is too small, the charge carrying ion cannot enter between the 
layers, which prevents that material being a usable electrode. For example, it is well 
known that Na+ cannot intercalate into graphite, which prevents its use in Na-ion 
batteries. If expanded graphite, with a larger interlayer spacing is used, then 
reversible Na+ intercalation becomes possible.55 Hard carbons, which cannot 
transform to graphite, have open structures that can allow relatively high Na-ion 
capacities (between 280-400 mAh g-1), which makes them the current state-of-the-
art for Na-ion negative electrodes.56 MXenes have been shown to store charge in 
both Li and Na-ion systems via intercalation processes, which makes these results 
significant for the further development of MXene electrodes. 
2.3.5.2 Conversion reactions 
Conversion reactions are a group a of reactions which involve the formation of 
entirely new products during cycling, with the charge carrying ion typically reacting 
to reduce the active transition metal and form a product with an anionic species such 
as oxygen sulphur or fluorine. This is demonstrated by Reaction 2.1.57 
Tm(n)X + nion+ + ne+  Tm(0) +  nionX                                                                 Reaction 2.1 
Here Tm(n)X is a transition metal oxide, sulphide or fluoride where the transition 
metal has an oxidation state greater than 0, ion+ is the charge carrying ion (e.g. Li+) 
and e- is the electron consumed/ generated. Ideally, this would be a fully reversible 
reaction to allow for multiple charge-discharge cycles. Typical materials which 
undergo conversion reactions include transitional metal oxides such as Mn3O4, MoO3 
and Fe3O4 and transition metal sulphides such as MoS2 Fe2 and TiS2.
57 
For example, the lithiation of MoO3 can undergo the following conversion reaction: 
Mo(6+)O3 + 6Li
+ + 6e-  Mo(0) + 3Li2O.                                                                 Reaction 2.2 
Conversion reactions are considered very promising for the development of the next 
generation high capacity negative electrode materials since they provide very high 
specific capacities, potentially up to 1,500 mAh g-1, which are much larger than what 
is typically achieved by intercalation electrodes.58 For example, each MoO3 unit can 
accommodate six Li+, whereas each C in graphite only stores 1/6 Li+ (i.e. the lithiation 
product is C6Li, where each Li
+ is stored within a C6 ring).
59 However, since the 
reactions produce products which are completely different to the starting reactants, 
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this mechanism is accompanied by large volume changes, with the products often 
having volumes many times that of the starting materials.58 This leads to severe 
particle and electrode cracking, which hinders the reversibility of these reactions and 
causes significant capacity fade over multiple cycles. 
There have been several different strategies attempted to overcome this capacity 
fade, including alternative binders, composite electrodes and nanosizing/ 
nanostructuring. For example, combining conversion electrodes with conductive 
carbon materials has been shown to help overcome the low electrical conductivity of 
the conversion material, while the carbon material may provide structural support to 
the electrode.57 Nanostructuring can reduce the ion diffusion pathways, and make 
the materials more structurally stable to the large volume changes, particularly if the 
structure contains free space to accommodate the conversion product during 
cycling.60,61  
2.3.5.3 Alloying reactions 
Alloying reactions have some similar features to conversion reactions, in that they 
involve the formation of products with are very different to the starting materials, 
have very high theoretical capacities and undergo huge volume expansions which 
cause rapid capacity fade upon repeated cycling.54 The products are alloys of the 
starting material with the charge carrying ion. For example, Si undergoes an alloying 
reaction with Li as shown in Reaction 2.3. 
Si + 4.4Li+ + 4.4e-  SiLi4.4                                                                                     Reaction 2.3 
This reaction gives Si a theoretical capacity of 3,780 mAh g-1, which similar to metallic 
Li itself.62,63 However, the volume expansion is over 300%, which severely limits the 
capacity on multiple cycles. Other alloying electrodes include Sn, Ge, SiO2, and P, all 
of which share similar characteristics.64,65  
As for conversion reactions, there has been significant research to try and overcome 
the volume changes and subsequent capacity fade, which  have mostly focused on 
alternative binders, composite electrodes and nanosizing/ nanostructuring.63  
As well as the idealised cases where only one of these mechanisms occurs, 
electrodes can display mixtures of mechanisms (e.g. intercalation followed by 
conversion) depending on the state of charge and electrode chemistry.  
2.3.6 Supercapacitor Mechanisms 
There are two main mechanisms for capacitive charge storage, electric double layer 
and pseudocapacitance. Pseudocapacitance can then be divided into redox 
pseudocapacitance and intercalation pseudocapacitance. These mechanisms are 
outlined in more detail in this section.  
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2.3.6.1 Electric double layer capacitance 
Electric double layer capacitance (EDL) occurs when a charged electrode is placed 
into an electrolyte. Charge builds up on the surface of the electrode, which is charge 
balanced by the build-up of counter ions (of the opposite charge) from the 
electrolyte at the electrode-electrolyte interface. This is a strictly physical 
mechanism, with no charge transfer or other chemical reaction occurring.66 This 
allows for electrodes to store charge very rapidly, limited only by the speed at which 
counter ions can reach the electrode surface. This gives supercapacitors which utilise 
this type of charge storage (usually based on high surface area carbons) very high 
rates (charging times can be seconds) and long cycling lifetimes (up to 1,000,000 
cycles).67 However, energy densities are low, (typically an order of magnitude lower 
than batteries) and they also suffer from high self-discharge rates if not discharged 
soon after charging (as a results of ions not being chemically bonded to the 
electrodes). Since no phase changes occur, this charge storage mechanism give very 
linear voltage profiles, with no plateaus, which means that the device voltage varies 
continually on cycling.67  
The amount of charge stored depends highly on the surface area available for charge 
storage, i.e. how much of the electrode surface is exposed to the electrolyte. This 
means that a large amount of research aiming to improve the performance of EDL 
electrode materials for supercapacitors focused on ways to increase the surface area 
of the electrode materials.68 More recently, the importance of pore size has also 
been highlighted, with it being demonstrated that the capacitance can significantly 
increase when the pore size is close to that of the electrolyte ions being stored.  
Specifically, it has been reported that pore sizes of less than 1 nm lead to an increase 
in capacitance.69 This was put down to a desolvation effect, meaning that only the 
electrolyte ion with no solvation shell is adsorbed onto the surface, which maximises 
the ion concentration on the surface.70 However, some studies have been carried out 
recently finding no increase in capacitance with sub-nanometre pores.71 It should 
also be noted that if pores are less than the ionic radii of the electrolyte (typically 
about 0.5 nm) then these pores will not be utilised for charge storage.72 It is also 
thought that it is beneficial to have some larger pores to act as fast ion transport 
channels, which allows for fast rates since ions can quickly reach adsorption sites in 
the material. It has also been reported that the optimal pore size depends upon the 
operating voltage, with a higher voltage device benefitting from a larger pore size.73 
More recently, it has also been shown that charge screening by the ions as they pack 
inside the pores plays an important role in the increases in capacitance in sub-
nanometre pores. Overall it is accepted that it is important to carefully control the 
pore size and structure in potential electrode materials, and to match the material 
structure to the electrolyte used. Largeot et al. claimed that even a 1 Å mismatch 
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between the ion and pore sizes led to a decrease in capacitance.70  The ideal 
electrode structure likely features a large number of small pores which allow for 
efficient ion packing and high charge storage while also containing several large 
pores which act as fast transport channels for the ions to allow for fast rate 
performance.  
It has also been discovered recently that the classical model for EDL capacitors 
whereby counter ions are brought into pores to counter an applied charge is not 
necessarily correct. NMR studies have demonstrated that ions (of both charges) 
enter the pores even without charging.74 This leads to three possible mechanisms for 
charge storage. One is for further counter ions (ions with the opposite charge to the 
electrode) to enter the pore, as per the classical model which was called counter-ion 
adsorption. Another is for a co-ion (with the same charge as the electrode) to be 
expelled from the pore, which was termed co-ion expulsion. Finally, ion exchange 
may occur, where a co-ion is expelled and a counter-ion adsorbed into the pore. 
While these studies have mainly focused on carbon electrodes, it has been shown 
using in-situ Raman Spectroscopy, that depending on the electrolyte used, MXenes 
also show different ion movements depending on the electrolyte used.75  
It should be noted that EDL capacitance will occur for any charged electrode placed 
in an electrolyte, therefore even traditional battery materials have some 
contribution from EDL capacitance. However, because the specific surface area of 
these materials is typically very low, this contribution is generally negligible 
compared to the total charge stored via the redox reactions.   
2.3.6.2 Pseudocapacitive charge storage mechanisms 
Pseudocapacitive charge storage differs from EDL capacitance in that ions are not 
just physically stored on the electrode surface, but undergo a charge transfer 
(faradaic) reaction with the electrode.46 This allows higher levels of charge to be 
stored than EDL capacitance (since ions are typically desolvated for redox reactions 
and efficiently stored at active redox sites), and, since the ions are chemically bonded 
to the electrode, gives significantly lower self-discharge rates. Unlike battery 
mechanisms, these reactions occur without major phase changes, which avoids the 
volume and structure changes that typically cause capacity fade, and generally occur 
on or near the surface, which avoids the solid-state diffusion which causes slow 
charging times.46 This gives pseudocapacitive materials energy and power densities 
between that of EDL capacitance and battery mechanisms. Typically, 
pseudocapacitive reactions are classed as surface redox reactions, such as is known 
for transition metal oxides such as RuO2 and MoO2.  
RuO2 was the first material reported to show pseudocapacitance in 1971.
76 This 
comes from faradaic charge transfer reactions like those seen in batteries (Ru4+  
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Ru3+), but showed capacitor behaviour on cyclic voltammograms (rectangular). It has 
many desirable properties as a supercapacitor electrode material including high 
capacitance and high electrical conductivity. Studies on RuO2 have shown that the 
pore structure of RuO2 is very important, since the redox behaviour occurs on at near 
the surface, with capacitance values over 700 F g-1 being reported for nanostructured 
hydrated RuO2.
77 Hydration gives the material high proton conductivity, which 
balances the Ru4+ / Ru3+ redox couple through Reaction 2.4. 
RuOx(OH)y + δH
+ + δe− ↔ RuOx−δ(OH)y+δ.                                                         Reaction 2.4 
The main disadvantage of RuO2 is the very high cost, which makes it impractical for 
use in commercial capacitors.  
MnO2 is another heavily studied material that shows pseudocapacitive behaviour. 
Like RuO2, it has shown high capacitance but has the advantage of being cheap and 
abundant, giving it an economic advantage. However it has a low electrical 
conductivity (10−3 S cm−1 compared to 104 S cm−1 for RuO2)
78 which lowers the 
capacitance by restricting charge storage to a very thin surface layer. Another issue is 
that Mn3+ is known to disproportionate which reduces the stability and lifetime of 
the electrode. High capacitance is only seen in thin films (over 1,000 F g-1 has been 
reported), but in thicker more practical samples, 250 F g-1 is more typical.46 The 
studies on MnO2 have shown two interesting trends related to electrode structure. 
One is that crystalline materials showed higher capacitance than amorphous ones, 
due to ion intercalation as an additional pseudocapacitance mechanism in these 
materials.78 The second is that capacitance was not strongly correlated to surface 
area, as had widely been assumed. This indicates charge storage beneath the 
surface, thought to be through shallow ion intercalation.46 V2O5 and TiO2 also show 
pseudocapacitance through shallow ion intercalation, with increased capacitance 
seen for materials with larger gaps between the layers.46,79  
Typically however, traditional redox pseudocapacitors utilise only the electrode 
surface, or near surface, for charge storage, giving charge storage levels significantly 
below that of battery mechanisms.  
2.3.6.3 Intercalation pseudocapacitance 
A promising solution to this problem is intercalation pseudocapacitance. This charge 
storage mechanism relies on the intercalation of ions between layers with a 
subsequent redox reaction, as discussed for battery mechanisms, but occurs across a 
wide voltage range without phase transitions giving a sloping voltage profile, as 
observed for capacitors.46 Most importantly, these intercalation reactions are not 
diffusion-limited as is the case in typical battery materials, but by the electron 
transfer at the electrode surface.80 This means that ions can be stored in the bulk of 
the electrode, not restricted to the surface as for typical capacitive mechanisms, but 
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with rapid ion diffusion the charging and discharge times are also fast.81 Therefore, 
intercalation pseudocapacitance provides the opportunity to combine the high 
charge storage characteristics and low self-discharge of battery materials with the 
fast charging and long lifetimes of supercapacitor mechanisms (Figure 2.6).46 This 
suggests that devices based upon this charge storage mechanism may be able to 
deliver high power and energy densities for 1,000s of charge-discharge cycles. Since 
hybrid metal-ion capacitors need to address the kinetic imbalance between the EDL 
mechanism on the carbon electrode and the battery-type electrode,82 materials 
based on a pseudocapacitive intercalation charge storage mechanism seem to be 
well suited for this device class. As was the case for EDL capacitance, the electrode 
structure has a significant effect on intercalation pseudocapacitive materials, 
especially when nanostructured, and needs to be well designed to achieve both high 
charge storage and fast charging times.80   
 
Figure 2.6. Schematic representing the different class of redox-based charge storage 
mechanisms displayed by electrochemical energy storage materials. 
 
Perhaps the most studied class of materials displaying this charge storage 
mechanism are niobium oxides, which have been shown to undergo intercalation 
pseudocapacitance in organic Li-ion systems. In particular, orthorhombic T-Nb2O5, 
which is a layered material with large 2D ion-diffusion channels, has shown large 
capacities (90-145 mAh g-1) even at very high rates (2-5 A g-1).83 Although these 
results were typically obtained from electrodes with low mass loadings, Sun et al. 
showed that capacities of 145 mAh g-1 could be achieved at 2 A g-1 even at a mass 
loading of 11 mg cm-2, which is comparable to practical commercial cells.83 It should 
be noted that Nb2O5 has relatively low electrical conductivity, which means it is often 
combined with carbons such as graphene to achieve these high rate electrodes. 
Apart from cost, a main drawback of Nb2O5 is that the capacities obtained at low 
rates are significantly less than graphite, with 160-185 mAh g-1 typically reported.83 In 
addition, the capacity is stored above 1 V vs. Li+/Li, which limits the energy density of 
a full cell. This is a similar problem to lithium titanate, an alternative high power 
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(insertion) electrode, the use of which in lithium-ion capacitors has been limited due 
to the high potential (1.55 V vs. Li+/Li) and low capacities (125-175 mAh g-1), despite 
good rate performance (e.g. 110-130 mAh g-1 at 10C, 6 min charge).84 Therefore, 
even niobium oxides do not sufficiently bridge the gap between high power and high 
energy materials. 
In real electrochemical systems, it can be common to observe complex charge 
storage mechanisms whereby a combination of the above mechanisms occurs 
simultaneously and each contribute to the total charge storage. This is particularly 
the case for nanomaterials, where small particle sizes mean that the faradaic 
contributions are particularly sensitive to electrode architecture as to whether they 
are diffusion-limited (battery-like) or surface-limited (pseudocapacitive-like).85 In 
addition, the inherently larger surface areas of nanomaterials compared to bulk 
materials means that the contribution from EDL capacitance is no longer negligible as 
it is for the bulk counterparts. If a material is nanosized below a certain threshold, it 
has also been reported that typical phase transitions seen in battery materials (such 
as LiCoO2) may be supressed, which further complicates the assigning of the charge 
storage mechanisms of different materials.53 Surface functional groups, which can 
make up a much higher proportion of the overall nanomaterial compared to bulk 
materials, can also contribute to the charge storage processes, potentially with 
different mechanisms to the underlying material.80 Overall, this means that 
understanding the charge storage mechanism of nanomaterials, including MXenes, 
can be very complicated, and should be carefully investigated to allow for the effect 
of different electrode architectures to be understood as well as possible.  
2.4 MXenes  
2.4.1 Synthesis and Precursors 
MXenes are a family of recently discovered 2D “graphene-like” materials. They were 
discovered by Naguib et al. in 2011,86 and have since become increasingly studied as 
materials with an interesting mix of properties, making them potentially suitable for 
a large variety of applications, including electrochemical energy storage. They are 
generally derived from a parent “MAX” phase, which are a class of hexagonal ternary 
layered materials that have been studied for several decades. The term “MAX” phase 
was first used in 2000 and relates to the chemical composition of the compounds.87 
The M elements are early transition metals, namely: Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Zr, Nb, Mo, Hf, Y W, 
and Ta. The A elements are from columns 13-16 of the periodic table: Al, Si, P, S, Ga, 
Ge, As, In, Sn, Tl and Pb (Cd, group 12, has also been reported to act as an A 




Figure 2.7. Elements that make up MAX phases. The red squares represent the M-elements; 
the blue are the A elements; the black is X, or C and/or N. Adapted (updated) from ref 88. 
 
As well as having different elemental combinations, the number of layers of the 
elements can also vary following the rule Mn+1AXn where n= 1, 2, 3, 4 etc. 
Compounds where n = 1, 2, and 3 have been successfully synthesised, while n= 4+ 
MAX phases have been predicted by computer simulations but not yet realised 
experimentally.87 This gives a large number of possible MAX phases, with around 70 
made experimentally. They have a common space group of P63/mmc, though the 
unit cell parameters vary depending on the chemical composition and the number of 
layers present.87 The structure consists of near close packed edge-sharing M6X 
octahedra, separated by layers exclusively of A atoms. The differences in the unit 
cells arise from the number of M layers between each two A layers. The unit cells for 
n = 1, 2, 3 are shown in Figure 2.8. There are many more possible compositions that 
have not yet been synthesised. This number does not include solid solution or 





Figure 2.8. Crystal structures of the 211, 312, and 413 MAX phases. Reproduced from Thin 
Film Solids, The Mn+1AXn phases: Materials science and thin-film processing, 1851-1878, 
2010, Eklund et al. with permission from Elsevier.89 
 
Several possible ways of synthesising MAX phases have been reported such as 
sputtering to synthesise thin films,90 however by far the most common method is to 
use a simple solid state reaction at high temperatures under an inert atmosphere. 
For example, Ti3AlC2 is normally made by mixing stoichiometric amounts of Ti, Al and 
C (as graphite) using a ball mill before reacting at 1,400-1,700 ˚C under argon gas for 
1-4 h. Although reaction conditions vary slightly, this is a very common synthesis 
method and how the vast majority of MAX phases are synthesised in the literature. 
2.4.1.1 HF-based MXene synthesis 
In 2011, it was reported that the A layer could be selectively etched by immersion in 
hydrofluoric acid (HF), without altering the M and X layers. This created 2D-like 
layered materials, which were dubbed MXenes by the authors. This was to signify the 
close relation to the MAX phases, with M and X relating to the same elements as in 
the parent phases. The suffix “ene” was added to emphasise the similarity with 
graphene, the most famous 2D material known which can be made down to 
monolayers one atom thick and has a number of interesting and potentially useful 
properties. Therefore MXenes are part of the growing family of 2D materials which 
includes graphene, transition metal dichalcogenides such as MoS2 and WS2, and 
hexagonal boron nitride.  The removal of the A layers means that the M and X 
elements are no longer fully co-ordinated, therefore surface terminations have been 
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shown to form, namely O, OH and F. This gives a full formula for MXenes as Mn+1XnTx 
where Mn+1Xn is derived from the parent MAX compound, and T is the surface 
termination group present. This is a simplification however; in most real systems a 
mixture of the possible T groups are present. The termination groups come from the 
solution the etching was carried out in. Aqueous solutions of HF are used in the 
synthesis which is the source of the O and OH groups. F terminations originate from 
the F ions from the etching solution. This process is represented in Figure 2.9. 
 
Figure 2.9. Schematic of the exfoliation process for Ti3AlC2. The termination groups have 
been removed for simplicity. 
 
The 2D layers are of course not as thin as graphene, since even a monolayer of bare 
M2X (the MXene with the smallest number of constituent layers), still contains three 
layers of atoms, as well as termination groups. The etching reaction with HF is 
thought to proceed according to the three reactions shown below. 
Ti3AlC2 + 3 HF  AlF3 + 3/2 H2 + Ti3C2                                                                 Reaction 2.5 
Ti3C2 + 2 H2O  Ti3C2(OH)2 + H2                                                                          Reaction 2.6 
Ti3C2 + 2 HF  Ti3C2F2 + H2                                                                                   Reaction 2.7 
Reaction 2.5 explains the removal of the Al (the A) layer, giving the bare MXene, 
Ti3C2. Reactions 2.6 and 2.7 show idealised reactions for the formation of OH and F 
terminating groups, ignoring any mixing of different surface groups. These reactions 
show the origin of the OH and F terminating groups. O has been shown to form by 
oxidation of OH when the MXene has been left in air. Reaction 2.5 also shows that it 
is the F- ions which are the active species in removing the A layer. This synthesis 
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route gives a characteristic “accordion-like” structure which can be seen either with 
SEM or TEM (Figure 2.10). 
 
Figure 2.10. SEM image for MXene stacked layers, showing the typical morphology for HF 
etched MXenes (Ti3C2). Reproduced from Naguib et al. with permission from ACS.
91 
 
The detailed synthesis of the first etching in HF to form an MXene involved adding 
Ti3C2 to 50 wt.% HF solution at room temperature for 2 h. The resulting suspension 
was then washed several times using deionized (DI) water and centrifuged to 
separate the powders. Nanosheets were separated out by sonication in methanol, 
giving flakes and scrolls similar to exfoliated graphene.86 Filtration can be used 
instead of centrifuging to separate the solid from solution and washing with ethanol 
is sometimes done in addition to DI water.92 
Several parameters can be altered in this synthesis: HF concentration, reaction time 
and reaction temperature. Mashtalir et al. investigated the effect of reaction time 
and temperature on the synthesis of Ti3C2 in 50 wt.% and found that pure MXene 
phases were obtained after 2 hours at 50 ˚C, but took over 15 h when reacted at 
room temperature.93 They also found that having a smaller MAX particle size 
decreased the time taken for a pure MXene phase to form. It is also possible to 
remove some surface terminating groups using post synthetic treatments.94  For 
example, both Mashtalir et al.93 and Wang et al.94 found that OH groups could be 
removed by heating in inert atmosphere (Ar) up to 450-500 ˚C. It was also reported 
that above 500 ˚C TiO2 began to form, presumably due to reactions between Ti and O 
or OH terminating groups. The TiO2 content increases all the way up to 1,200 ˚C, 
where large amounts of rutile phase TiO2 form on the surface. A solid solution of 
TiCxO1−x (0<x<1) from the reaction of Ti3C2 and TiO2 was also seen. Apart from this, 
the nanosheets were seen as thermally stable up to 1,200 ˚C.94 Rakhi et al. looked at 
the effect of different annealing gases for this post synthesis treatment and found 
that N2/H2 gave the lowest F terminations and the highest C content overall, with the 
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largest interlayer spacings (assumed to be due to the removal of more functional 
groups).92 This gave the best performance as a supercapacitor electrode. 
Typically, higher n MXenes require more concentrated HF, higher temperatures and 
longer times, due to a greater stability of the MAX phase.  Table 2.2 shows all of the 














































Table 2.2. Currently synthesised MXenes, with the parent MAX phase and the corresponding 
reference. Terminating functional groups have been neglected for simplicity. 






























































To date, around 30 different MXenes have been successfully synthesised from a 
variety of MAX phases. These have included n = 1, 2 and 3 MXenes, Ti, Nb, Ta, Mo, 
Cr, V, W, Y, Zr, Hf and Sc based M elements (all the M elements highlighted in the 
MAX phase periodic table in Figure 2.7), and C, N and CN X elements. Precursors with 
Al, SI and Ga as A elements have been used so far.  
Whilst the majority of MXenes have been synthesised from Al containing MAX 
phases there are some notable exceptions. Mo2C was synthesised from Mo2Ga2C 
which is not strictly speaking a MAX phase compound, since two Ga layers separate 
each Mo2C block, rather than one.
102 This was done due to difficulty with 
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synthesising Mo containing MXenes from MAX phases and remains the only example 
found of an MXene where Mo is the only M element. This route potentially opens up 
the synthesis of other new MXenes, which are also considered difficult to make from 
the MAX family. For example, Mo2C, and Zr2C are theoretically possible MXenes, but 
neither have known equivalent Al containing MAX phases. Zr3C2 and Hf3C2 have also 
been synthesised from non-MAX compounds for the same reasons.105,106 Whilst the 
precursors used for these three MXenes are not MAX phases, they have clear 
similarities with MAX phases since they are layered materials with the same 
chemistries as MAX phases, and the MXenes are synthesised by the selective etching 
of layers. The synthesis of Zr3C2 also introduces the use of Si as an A element, and the 
potential benefits of solid-solutions in the MAX phase, since the mixture of Si and Al 
elements in the A layer were shown to weaken the A-M bonding, allowing successful 
etching.105 There has also been a report of Ti3C2 synthesis using Ti3SiC2 as the MAX 
phase precursor, which opens up non-Al MAX phases for etching.95 However, H2O2 
was added to the HF etching solution as an oxidant, which introduces an extra hazard 
to the synthesis procedure. 
Table 2.2 also includes the synthesis of solid solution and ordered MXenes where 
multiple M elements are present. This opens up the possibility of creating very 
carefully designed MXenes with hybrid properties as a result of combining two or 
more M elements into one material. There is also the possibility of incorporating 
otherwise difficult elements such as Mo into ordered MXene compounds, such as 
done by Anasori et al. with Mo2TiC2 and Mo2Ti2C3,
100 and by solid solution MXenes as 
done by Yang et al. with Zr into (Nb0.8,Zr0.2)4C3.
103 As previously mentioned, no Al 
containing MAX phases based on Mo or Zr are known. 
Ordering on the M layers when multiple M elements are used in the MAX phase can 
give rise to ordered MXenes, when the ordering present in the MAX phase survives 
the etching process. This gives rise to two sub-classes of MXenes: in-plane ordered 
MXenes, where the MAX phases were dubbed i-MAX, and out-of-plane ordered 
MXenes, from o-MAX phases. In-plane ordered MXenes are characterised by 
ordering by the M elements within each M layer. The in- and out-of-plane ordered 




Figure 2.11. Schematic illustration of the concept of in- and out-of-plane ordered MAX 
phases. 
 
For example, in [Mo0.66Y0.33]2C, the Mo and Y elements order as Mo-Y-Mo-Mo-Y-Mo-
Mo-Y across each M layer. Out-of-plane ordered MXenes also contain multiple M 
elements, but each layer contains only one. For example, Mo2TiC2, which is studied in 
Chapter 5, has only Mo on the outer layers, while Ti only occupies the central M 
layer.100 This arises as a result of the different preferred environment of the different 
elements within the MAX phase structure. For example, Mo elements have been 
shown to be unstable in a face centred cubic arrangement with the C atoms, which is 
the case in Mo3C2.
100 Instead, Mo is more stable in a hexagonal environment. 
Therefore, if Mo exists only on the surface M layers, it can achieve its preferred 
environment and avoid the face centred cubic arrangement with the C atoms. Ti, 
which is stable in the face centred cubic sites, then occupies the central M layer to 
stabilise the structure, giving rise to the out-of-plane ordered double transition metal 
MAX phases and the corresponding MXenes.100,113 This allows the effect of different 
surface M elements to be studied, since this is the only difference between Mo2TiC2 
and Ti3C2, which are the two MXenes studied in this thesis.  
If one of the M elements is more reactive than the other, then the M chemistry of 
the MAX phase does not necessarily translate into the resulting MXene. However, 
the ordering of the M element sites may still be retained in the MXene, resulting in 
so-called divacancy MXenes. This was first reported for Mo1.33C after selective 
etching from [Mo0.66Sc0.33]2AlC, where Sc acts a sacrificial M element and is removed 
during the etching to leave vacancies where it was situated.107 For example, each M 
layer is ordered as Mo-Mo-VSc-Mo-Mo-VSc-Mo where VSc indicates a vacancy on a Sc 
site. This adds a further layer of diversity to MXene chemistry and structure, and 
gives MXenes with lower unit masses than the non-vacancy containing counterparts, 
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which may be useful for electrochemical energy storage applications. Sc and Y are 
the only two sacrificial elements that have been used to date. 
Table 2.2 also shows that the chemistry of the parent MAX phase does not 
necessarily dictate the chemistry of the final MXene if a suitable post-etching 
treatment is used. For example, V2N and Mo2N have both been reported as 
synthesised from the carbide precursors, V2AlC and Mo2Ga2C respectively. A nitration 
process was then carried out at 600 ˚C, which exchanged the C atoms for N atoms. 
This gives further tools to synthesise MXenes which cannot easily be etched from 
MAX phases.112 
The existing reports on MXene synthesis show that it appears to be more difficult to 
synthesise materials with higher n values, with harsher synthesis conditions 
seemingly required. Table 2.3 shows the reported synthesis conditions for selected 
MXenes listed in Table 2.2. It can clearly be seen that for higher n values (and higher 
atomic masses of the M element), higher HF concentration and temperatures and 
longer reaction times are required.  
Table 2.3. Reaction conditions for selected MXenes. Where “room temperature” was stated, 
this has been taken to mean 25 ˚C. 





time (h) Reference 
Ti3C2 50 wt% HF 25 2 
86 
Ti2C 10 wt% HF 25 10 
91 
Ta4C3 50 wt% HF 25 72 
91 
[Ti0.5,Nb0.5]2C 50 wt% HF 25 28 
91 
Ti3CN 30 wt% HF 25 18 
91 
V2C 50 wt% HF 25 8 
96 
V4C3 40 wt% HF 25 165 
97 
Nb2C 50 wt% HF 25 90 
98 
Nb4C3 50 wt% HF 25 96 
99 
Mo2C 50 wt% HF 50 3 
102 
Mo2TiC2 50 wt% HF 25 48 
100 
Mo2Ti2C3 50 wt% HF 55 90 
100 
[Nb0.8,Ti0.2]4C3 50 wt% HF 50 96 
103 
 
2.4.1.2 Non-HF Etching Methods 
While using concentrated HF solutions gives good yields and can be applied to a 
variety of MXenes, HF is a highly toxic chemical, the use of which requires careful 
health and safety precautions. Therefore, some alternative MXene synthesis 
methods have been developed.  
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In 2014, Ghidiu et al. reported the first synthesis of an MXene which didn’t involve 
handling concentrated HF solutions.114 Instead, they dissolved a fluoride salt, LiF, into 
a HCl solution (6 M) and used this to synthesise Ti3C2 from Ti3AlC2 following a 
procedure that was otherwise very similar to the HF etching process. While this 
method avoids directly handling concentrated HF solutions, small amounts of HF still 
form during etching, which means that this method still requires significant health 
and safety precautions to be taken.  
Therefore, other methods have been developed to try and overcome the use of HF 
containing solutions in MXene synthesis. Urbankowski et al. used a molten mixture 
of fluoride salts, LiF, NaF and KF, heated at 550 ˚C under argon to synthesise Ti4N3 
from Ti4AlN3.
115 This was the first synthesis of a nitride MXene, but still relies on the 
use of fluorides. A fluoride-free synthesis route was developed by Li et al., who used 
a hydrothermal etching route where the Ti3AlC2 MAX phase was heated in an 
autoclave to 270 ˚C in 27 M NaOH.116 While this is fluoride-free, the conditions are 
harsh, and the resulting MXenes, which will have very different surface chemistries 
compared to traditional etching methods, have not been studied in detail so far. 
Electrochemical etching methods have also been investigated, with Ti2C being 
synthesised from Ti2AlC2 in dilute HCl.
117 However, the MXene yields were small, with 
large amounts of carbide derived carbon also formed. Yang et al. used a binary 
electrolyte system, based on ammonium chloride and hydroxide, to synthesise Ti3C2 
from Ti3AlC2, with a five hour reaction time and reasonable yields.
118 The ammonium 
cations also intercalated between the layers and aided the delamination, to give 
around 90% double or single layer sheets in the recovered product. Very recently, 
Ti3C2 and Ti2C were synthesised with ZnCl2 in a molten-salt method via Ti3ZnC2 and 
Ti2ZnC (Al was exchanged for Zn before the exfoliation step).
119 This gave mostly Cl 
terminated MXenes with good yields.  
2.4.1.3 HCl-F Salt Etching 
Despite the formation of a small amount of HF, this method is significantly less 
hazardous than full HF etching, and allows for high yields of MXenes to be 
synthesised reproducibly in quantities up to 10 g, which is suitable for energy storage 
research. Therefore, this method was selected for use in this thesis, and is discussed 
in more detail in this section, including comparisons with HF-etched MXenes. 
In their initial paper, Ghidiu et al. investigated the impact of the etching time and 
temperature with these new reagents.114 They found that using 35 °C for 24 h rather 
than 40 °C for 45 h gave a product with persistent MAX-phase peaks in the XRD 




Figure 2.12. XRD patterns of samples produced by etching in LiF + HCl solution. The pink 
trace is for multilayer Ti3C2Tx, showing a sharp, intense diffraction peak (002) and higher-
order (00l) peaks, corresponding to a c lattice parameter of 28 Å and high order in the c 
direction. The blue trace is for the same sample after rolling into an approximately 40-µm-
thick film; c-direction peaks are preserved, but the prominent (110) peak is no longer 
observed, showing substantial reduction of order in non-basal directions. In both cases, 
traces of Ti3AlC2 are still present (red diamonds). The MXene (002) diffraction peak is at a 
lower angle than that typical of MXene produced by HF (green star), signifying an increased 
interlayer spacing. Reproduced from Ghidiu et al. with permission from Springer Nature, 
Nature, 2014.114 
 
These products did however have reliably high yields of delaminated flakes upon 
sonication. When etched at higher temperatures the products had lower Al content 
but did not always readily delaminate and disperse by sonication. Therefore the 
reported conditions were taken to be optimal. Despite these conditions being 
reported as optimal, subsequent reports of this synthesis route did not always use 
these same conditions, even when carried out by the same group for the same 
MXene. This may have been due to preferring ease of delamination over MAX phase 
impurities or vice versa,120 depending on if a longer or shorter time was used (or a 
more concentrated solution). A selection of reports of this HCl-LiF etching method 











Table 2.4. Summary of selected MXene synthesis conditions used with HCl/ LiF etching 
solution. 
MXene Etchant Temp 
(˚C) 
Time (h) Reference 
Ti3C2 6 M HCl and LiF 40 45 
114 
Ti2C 6 M HCl and LiF 40 45 
114 
Nb2C 6 M HCl and LiF 40 45 
114 
Ti3C2 6 M HCl and LiF 35 45 
121 
Cr2TiC2 6M HCl and LiF 55 42 
100 
Ti3AlC2 HCl-LiF 60 48 
122 
[Nb0.8,Zr0.2]4C3 12M HCl and LiF 50 168 
103 
Ti3C2 9 M HCl and LiF 35 24 
123 
Ti3C2 6 M HCl and LiF 40 24 
120 
Ti3C2 6 M HCl and LiF 35 24 
124 
Ti3C2 9 M HCl and LiF 35 24 
125 
Ti2C 6 M HCl and LiF 50 48 
126 
Mo2C 12 M HCl and LiF 35 16 days 
127 
 
2.4.1.4 Comparisons Between Etching Methods 
The MXene flakes obtained by HCl / LiF etching show several differences compared 
to those from HF etching. These were noticed in the original paper by Ghidiu et al. 
and studied in more detail by Hope et al. who used solid state NMR, EDS and XRD to 
directly compare Ti3C2 samples synthesised via HF and HCl / LiF etching 
respectively.120  
The first difference noted was the presence of intercalated water molecules (and 
possibly other cations) which was not the case for HF etched samples. This gave rise 
to a more compact morphology in contrast to the HF etched samples with the open 
“accordion-like” structures (Figure 2.13). The intercalated water also caused this 
material to be easier to delaminate through sonication, and gave it mouldable clay-
like properties. This allowed it to be rolled into free-standing binder-less films, which 
is potentially useful for electrochemical applications. Attempts to make hydrated 
rollable films of HF etched MXenes had been unsuccessful, suggesting that the water 
molecules act as a lubricant, allowing the sliding of the layers over one another.114 
The presence of sharper narrower peaks with a high intensity compared to HF 
samples was also taken as evidence for water / cation intercalation, which keeps the 




Figure 2.13. SEM images of MXene samples. HF-etched Ti3C2Tx, with accordion-like structure 
(top). LiF–HCl etched Ti3C2Tx, with a more compact structure (bottom). Reproduced from 
Hope et al., which was published by the PCCP Owner Societies.120 
 
NMR studies by Hope et al. confirmed many of the original observations of 
differences between the two etching techniques. The NMR results also showed that 
the relative amounts of each type of surface termination were significantly affected 
by the synthesis route used. In particular it was noticed that etching with HCl / LiF led 
to a product were the surface chemistry was dominated by O terminations, while in 
HF etched products F termination was the most common group (Figure 2.14). This 
provides a way of matching the surface chemistry of MXenes to match the desired 
application, since it is known that the surface terminations have a significant effect 
on the MXene properties, which in turn affects application performance.   
 
Figure 2.14. Composition of the Ti3C2Tx surface functional groups produced by etching of the 
Ti3AlC2 in HF and LiF–HCl solutions, per Ti3C2 formula unit, i.e. Ti3C2(OH)xFyOz, as determined 




Hope et al. also used EDS to look at the different elemental compositions of the 
etched MXenes, including the effect of adding an acid wash to the cleaning steps for 
HCl / LiF synthesis. It was shown that acid washing (with 6 M HCl) in addition to the 
standard washing with DI water removes AlF3 and LiF, and Li3AlF6 impurities which 
led to better estimates for unreacted MAX-phase impurities, as well as giving 
guidance for improving MXene purity. Their EDS analysis also showed that the HCl / 
LiF etched products contained lower amounts of Al compared to HF etched samples 
(Table 2.5). However due to the lack of MAX-phase peaks in the XRD for HF etched 
samples, the authors assumed that this Al content was due to AlF3 and LiF impurities, 
not an unreacted MAX-phase. No attempt was made to acid wash the HF samples. It 
was also thought possible that acid washing may affect properties of the products. 
Since the use of HCl acid washes had been shown to successfully remove impurities, 
the MXenes synthesised in this thesis were all washed with HCl after etching. 
Table 2.5. Summarized EDS values of various etching and washing procedures. Results are 
normalised with respect to Ti content. Reproduced from Hope et al., which was published by 
the PCCP Owner Societies.120 
 HF etching LiF-HCl@ 40 ˚C 
 Normal washing Normal washing Acid washing 
Ti 3.00 3.00 3.00 
Al 0.40 0.25 0.10 
C 2.80 2.12 1.76 
O 1.98 1.08 1.15 
F 3.25 5.80 0.86 
Cl - 0.16 0.18 
 
It should be noted that the reaction equations listed for HF etching are also thought 
to be valid for the HCl / LiF method. F- ions are still present for Reactions 2.5 and 2.7 
(although much lower amounts of F termination noted in the NMR study suggests 
that reaction 2.7 occurs much less when LiF is the F- ion source). Water is still present 
for Reaction 2.6. However, due to the presence of Li in the etching solution, Li3AlF6 
can form as an etching product in addition to AlF3. Cl terminations are also formed 
analogously to F terminations, which can give MXenes produced with HCl-LiF etching 
larger interlayer spacing than the HF etched counterparts.128 This can lead to 
significantly improved electrochemical performance.  
Since the requirements for the etching process appears to be presence of F- ions and 
water, any acidic fluoride containing aqueous solution should be able to carry out the 
reaction. The original HCl / LiF study reported that many different F- containing salts 
could be used in the production of MXenes, albeit with varying success. Specifically 
they mentioned use of NaF, KF, CsF, tetrabutylammonium fluoride and CaF2 as 
fluoride containing salts, claiming that they had similar etching behaviour.114 Liu et al. 
investigated the use of LiF, NaF, KF and NH4F in HCl to synthesise Ti2C and Ti3C2 and 
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found that all four salts could be used to synthesise high purity MXenes, though the 
etching temperature and times varied slightly for each salt.129  
2.4.1.5 Delamination 
While the original paper in 2011 looked only at sonication to separate the 
nanosheets, this results in low delamination yields unless certain HCl-LiF etching 
conditions are used, where Li+ intercalates between nanosheets during etching and 
aids the delamination process. Therefore, like with graphene, research has been 
carried out into how to best delaminate the powders into single (and few) layer 
sheets. The most successful attempts at this have been via intercalation of organic 
molecules such as dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)130 and amines131 followed by 
sonication. Intercalation breaks the bonding forces between the sheets, making 
single layers much easier to separate (Figure 2.15). This is also known to be this case 
for graphite to graphene exfoliation. 
 
Figure 2.15. Schematic of the intercalation and delamination of an MXene.  
 
For example, Mashtalir et al. first reported delamination of MXenes, (Ti3C2, Ti3CN and 
TiNbC) by intercalation of a range of organic molecules including thiophene, ethanol, 
acetone, tetrahydrofuran, formaldehyde, chloroform, toluene, hexane, DMF, DMSO 
and urea. They found that only urea and DMSO properly intercalated (with a 
significant increase in the c-parameter) and DMSO intercalated compounds were 
easily separated by sonication in water.130 The delaminated flakes also exhibited 
enhanced surface areas, with Ti3CN achieving 98 m
2 g-1 compared to around 20 m2 g-1 
which is typical for MXenes. 
It has been reported that other than the MXenes listed (Ti3C2, Ti3CN and TiNbC), 
DMSO was not an effective delamination agent. However amines have also shown 
promise,131 for example with Nb2C, meaning that it should be possible to delaminate 
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a range of different MXenes. In addition, a range of bases (e.g. (C4H9)4NOH) have 
been shown to be effective for MXene delamination, and also provides promise for a 
large scale route.132 Overall, however DMSO is still the most commonly used 
intercalant for Ti3C2 delamination.
133,134,135 To keep the synthesis and processing of 
the MXenes used in this thesis as simple as possible, delamination steps were not 
attempted for this work, since pillared materials should contain well separated 
sheets in the final product. However, the finding that amines can successfully 
intercalate into MXenes is significant for the development of the amine-assisted 
pillaring method reported in this thesis. 
Overall, this section has shown that there are a variety of MXenes that can be 
synthesised from layered precursor materials, which are predominately MAX phases, 
via selective etching processes. Different MXene chemistries, structures and surface 
chemistries can be developed by choice of precursor material and synthesis process. 
Ti3C2 is the most studied MXene to date, and so was chosen as the model MXene to 
be investigated in this thesis. The out-of-plane double ordered MXene Mo2TiC2 was 
also chosen for study, since this allows for the effect of the surface M element to be 
studied by comparing to Ti3C2. In addition, both MXenes are composed of affordable 
and abundant elements, which is important when considering energy storage 
applications. The etching method chosen for this thesis is HCl-LiF etching, since this 
avoids the handling of concentrated HF solutions and was already widely used in 
literature. In addition, etching with HCl-LiF leads to a higher concentration of O-
based termination groups than the HF etched counterparts, which is advantageous 
for electrochemical energy storage applications, as is discussed in the next section.  
2.4.2 MXenes as Electrochemical Energy Storage Materials 
The bulk of research carried out on MXenes as electrochemical energy storage 
materials has focused on metal-ion batteries/ capacitor systems. Both experimental 
and theoretical studies have shown that MXenes can intercalate a large number of 
cations, including Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+ and Al3+. All of these are potential metal-ion 
battery chemistries.136 The reversible intercalation of non-lithium ions is significant, 
since there are few materials known to act as intercalation hosts for these systems. 
This is due to the larger ion size of Na+ and K+ systems, and the high charge density of 
multivalent ions such as Mg2+ and Al3+, which prevents standard materials for LIBs 







2.4.2.1 Non-structured MXenes 
2.4.2.1.1 Theoretical studies 
Several early theoretical studies were carried out to gain insight into the potential of 
MXenes in different metal-ion systems, and to guide the research to the most 
promising MXene elements and surface chemistries. Er et al. used DFT to investigate 
the intercalation of Li, Na, K, and Ca ions on Ti3C2.
137 They found fast kinetics, but 
noticed that Na, K and Ca showed decreased adsorption energies as coverage 
increased (unlike Li) due to the large effective ionic radii. Their calculated capacities 
in fact followed ionic radii very closely, with highest capacity for Li and lowest for K 
(Figure 2.16).  
 
Figure 2.16. Capacity and ionic radius for adsorption on both sides. Reprinted with 
permission from Er et al., ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces, 2014, 6, 14, 11173-11179.137 Copyright 
(2014) American Chemical Society. 
 
Eames et al. studied the intercalation of a variety of ions (Li+, Na+, K+, and Mg2+) into 
selection of M2C-based compounds (M = Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Zr, Nb, Mo, Hf, Ta) with F, H, O, 
and OH  terminating groups.138 They found that Li+ or Mg2+ provide higher 
gravimetric capacities than Na+ or K+ (all other factors being equal), again due to the 
ion size. The capacity and voltage were both affected by the surface groups and the 
M element. O terminations gave the highest capacity (followed by bare) with the 
light M elements Sc, Ti, V, and Cr giving the highest gravimetric capacities. The 
theoretical capacities of Mg based systems were higher even than that of Li (Figure 
2.17), due to the two electron redox activity of Mg2+ compared to Li+. Double layer 
intercalation was also found to be possible for these materials, contributing to high 
capacities. Overall the materials with light transition metals and O or no terminations 





Figure 2.17. Cell voltage and theoretical gravimetric capacity for intercalation of two ions of 
Li+, Na+, K+, or Mg2+ per formula unit into M2CT2. The dashed box indicates an approximate 
window of desired negative electrode voltages (0.2–1.0 V) and capacities (>400 mAh g-1). 
Reproduced from Eames et al. J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2014, 136, 46, 16270-16276, 
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/ja508154e, with permission.138 Further permissions 
related to the material reproduced should be directed to the ACS. 
 
Yu et al. used DFT to study in detail the intercalation of Mg2+ into Ti2C.
139 They found 
that Mg2+ intercalation is favourable with the stable compound Ti2MgC forming. This 
is analogous to LiC6 formation in graphite for LIBs. The theoretical capacity based on 
this intercalation compound was high (497 mAh g-1 compared to around 375 mAh g-1 
for graphite in LIBs) with results suggesting intercalation of two layers of Mg may be 
possible (Ti2Mg2C), which could offer even higher capacities. The rate of Mg
2+ was 
fast due to the low energy of intercalation and the material cell voltage was low 
(0.10 V). These results suggest Ti2C would be a promising negative electrode material 
for a high performing Mg-ion battery. The same paper also studied Al3+ intercalation 
and found that it showed similar behaviour to Mg2+, but with higher intercalation 
energies and with only one layer of Al intercalation likely. 
Xie et al. used DFT and some experimental testing to study Na+, K+, Mg2+, Ca2+, and 
Al3+ intercalation into M2C (M = Nb, Ti and V) and Ti3C2 with F, O and OH 
terminations. Again, bare and O-terminations were found to be best (although this 
time bare was claimed to have a higher capacity), and Al and Mg are expected to 
have stable multi-layer adsorption, increasing their theoretical capacities. Ti2CO2 was 
reported to have the highest capacity for each ion battery type, with 288, 264, 570, 
487, and 552 mAh g–1 for Na, K, Mg, Ca, and Al respectively. This gives a similar set of 
results to the previously discussed papers. Na and K–ion batteries were then built 
with Ti3C2 as the negative electrode. While high first cycle capacities were observed, 
subsequent cycles were much lower, possibly due to the formation of a solid-
electrode interphase (SEI). K-ion shows greater capacity fade than Na-ion, probably 
due to the larger ion size causing greater electrode deformation. The results of this 
paper follow similar lines to the others previously discussed, but confirm the 
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reversible intercalation of non-lithium ions into MXenes for reversible battery 
applications experimentally. They also potentially confirm the multilayer ion 
intercalation of Na+ and K+ (first cycle capacities correspond to 2.79 Na+, 1.96 K+ per 
Ti3C2Tx), though side-reactions with the electrolyte also likely contribute to these 
large first cycle capacities.  
2.4.2.1.2 Li-ion Systems 
After the early computational screening studies implied that MXenes have potential 
as Li-ion negative electrodes, further work was carried out experimentally to probe 
the charge storage mechanisms and to benchmark the performance of multilayered 
MXenes. Li-ion systems have been extensively studied as an application for MXenes, 
with the initial screening studies suggesting the potential for large capacities from 
titanium and molybdenum-based MXenes. This section discusses some of the early 
work on Ti and Mo-based MXenes for Li-ion systems, with a focus on multilayered 
MXenes and the charge storage mechanisms involved. 
The first report on the applications of MXenes in 2012 focused on the application of 
Ti2C in an organic Li-ion system.
140 Here it was shown that Ti2C had a reasonable 
reversible capacity of about 160 mAh g-1, albeit with a large capacity loss on the first 
cycle, (40%) which was attributed to SEI formation and Li+ trapping. At a 10C rate (6 
min charge), 60 mAh g-1 was retained, demonstrating promising high rate 
performance. The CV curves showed peaks similar to lithiated TiO2, which led the 
authors to propose that the –O terminations were involved in the lithiation 
reactions. A follow up report was published by Come et al., who studied the 
mechanism using in-situ XRD and CV kinetic studies.141 The XRD data showed the 
shift of the (002) diffraction peak to lower angles on lithiation, corresponding to the 
expansion of the interlayer spacing. On charging, this was only partially reversed, 
suggesting some Li+ trapping. No major phase changes were observed, suggesting 
that the lithiation was purely an intercalation process, with no conversion reactions 
occurring. Kinetic analysis showed that the current was almost entirely surface-
limited, suggesting pseudocapacitive intercalation was the mechanism here, which 
explains the promising rate performance and matches the sloping load curve.  
The lithiation mechanism was studied in more detail using a combination of 
simulations and experiments by Xie et al.98 They found that –OH terminations could 
not give the experimentally realised capacities, but –O terminated Ti3C2 could, which 
supported earlier expectations that –O were actively involved in the charge storage 
process. Interestingly, they showed that the lithiation product, which many previous 
reports had taken to be Li2Ti3C2, was in fact Li4Ti3C2, with the adsorption of a second 
Li layer on top of the lithiated Ti3C2. In-situ x-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy 
(XANES) analysis was carried out, and found that the oxidation state of Ti decreased 
upon lithiation, consistent with the Ti being reduced upon lithiation. After charging, 
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the oxidation state increased again, but not completely back to its initial state, 
suggesting that some Li may be retained (or another irreversible reduction process 
occurs) which contributes to the first cycle capacity loss. At low potentials (less than 
around 0.5 V vs. Li+/ Li), the oxidation state of Ti was actually constant. This was 
assigned to the formation of the second adsorption layer on top of Li2Ti3C2, which 
does not directly impact on the Ti oxidation state. They found that their simulations 
supported this interpretation, and actually suggested that two more layers of Li may 
be stably adsorbed on to this second layer. This would lead to a capacity over 600 
mAh g-1 if achieved experimentally, and is more adsorption layers than had been 
reported for Na-ion systems. Therefore, up to Li8Ti3C2Tx may be possible as a 
lithiation product, however this has not yet been confirmed experimentally. Their 
results show that between 3-0.5 V Li intercalation occurs with a corresponding 
reduction in the Ti oxidation state, and between 0.5 and 0.01 V adsorption layers 
form on top of this lithiated product. In other words, the mechanism for lithiation of 
Ti3C2 can be summarised by Reactions 2.8 and 2.9, where n = 3-6. 
3-0.5 V: Ti3C2O2 + 2Li
+ + 2e-  Ti3C2O2Li2                                                           Reaction 2.8 
0.5-0.01 V: Ti3C2O2Li2 + nLi
+ + ne-  Ti3C2O2Li2+n                                              Reaction 2.9 
Chen et al. used a combination of ex-situ XRD and CV analysis to study the effect of 
the structure on the lithiation of multilayered Ti3C2.
142 They observed two redox 
couples in their CV analysis, which they matched to two different interlayer spacings 
using ex-situ XRD, which revealed a split in the (002) diffraction peak. This led them 
to propose that when the interlayer spacing is not even, with wide and narrow 
interlayer slits present, a sequential lithiation occurs whereby the wider slits are 
lithiated first, followed by the narrow slit. On delithiation, the narrow slits are 
vacated first, followed by the wider slits. After pre-intercalating with NH4
+ to increase 
the interlayer spacing, only one redox peak was seen, and no split in the ex-situ XRD 
was observed, which supports the assignment of the redox to Li+ intercalation into 
different sized interlayers (Figure 2.18). This work could also provide an explanation 
for why CV curves for MXenes in these systems seem to vary between papers, which 
has been observed when carrying out this review; the precise stacking structure of 




Figure 2.18. CV curves demonstrating the effect of increasing the interlayer spacing on the 
shape of the voltammogram for Ti3C2 in a Li-ion half-cell. Reproduced with permission from 
Chen et al., J. Phys. Chem. C, 2019, 123, 2, 1099-1109. Copyright 2019 American Chemical 
Society.142 
 
Kinetic analysis showed that a mixture of surface-limited (capacitive) and diffusion-
limited (battery-like) processes contributed to the charge storage, with the 
intercalation processes which give rise to the redox peaks have a higher proportion 
of diffusion limitations. The capacities reported were around 170 mAh g-1 at low 
rates for the NH4
+ intercalated MXene compared to around 100 mAh g-1 for the 
multilayered MXene. At high rates (10C), both showed similar capacities, which was 
explained by only capacitive processes contributing to capacity at these rates. In 
other words, the increase in initial interlayer spacing (from 9.9 to 12.3 Å) was not 
sufficient to allow for the more diffusion-limited intercalation to occur. Using sub-
micron MXene flakes offered some improvement to this at high rates, owing to a 
smaller diffusion distance for intercalation.  
Several papers have studied the effect of surface chemistry on the Li storage 
properties. Xie et al. used a mixture of DFT (including on Ti2C, Ti3C2) and experiments 
(Ti3C2) to study the effect of O, OH and water content.
98 O terminations were found 
to lead to the highest Li capacities, OH and water were unfavourable, but could be 
removed upon vacuum annealing (673 and 773 K for 40 h and confirmed by in-situ X-
ray adsorption spectroscopy (XAS)).  
Chen et al. also used DFT to investigate Ti2C, V2C, and Nb2C, focusing on the effect of 
the effect of F surface groups.143 They found F groups should stabilise the lithiated 
structures and enhance the conductivity, however O and OH terminations were not 
considered.  
F terminations were studied experimentally by Sun et al. and found to be beneficial 
to the electrode performance, who achieved capacities close the theoretical 
maximums for Ti3C2F2, and suggested maximising F terminations would maximise 
performance.144 They also looked at the effect of delamination with DMSO and found 
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that this also led to increased capacity vs. their un-intercalated samples 
(124 mAh g− 1 vs. 107 mAh g− 1 at a 1C rate).  
Cheng et al. used different heat treatments to change the surface of Ti3C2 (heating to 
400 ˚C under argon/H2 and argon/ H2O atmospheres.
142 This removed some OH and F 
surface groups, as well as causing a small amount of TiO2 to form, showing that they 
oxidised the MXene. The initial coulombic efficiencies were shown to increase after 
treatment from 58% to 64%, suggesting that the –OH and –F groups are involved in 
irreversible reactions with Li+, contributing to that high initial capacity loss.   
Overall, it can be seen that titanium-based MXenes such as Ti3C2 have promise for 
high rate Li-ion storage, but that multilayered flakes do not give capacities close to 
the theoretical capacities.  
Molybdenum-based MXenes 
Anasori et al. discovered that out-of-plane ordered double MXenes could be a way of 
incorporating otherwise difficult elements into the M site of the MXenes.100 They 
demonstrated that Mo2TiC2Tx displayed very different electrochemical behaviour to 
the purely Ti equivalent, suggesting that the electrochemistry was dominated by the 
Mo on the surface instead.  
Mo2TiC2 has been studied for lithium-ion battery applications, with the performance 
showing several promising features which make it worthy for further investigation. 
For example, the first cycle capacity loss was only 14%, which is much lower than for 
other MXenes, which is promising for full cells. In addition, 85% of the total capacity 
was obtained below 1 V, which would lead to higher energy densities in a full cell. 
Unlike the fairly linear voltage profile observed for other MXenes, the load curve for 
Mo2TiC2 displayed a plateau below 0.6 V, suggesting a phase change and charge 
storage mechanism clearly different to other MXenes. Therefore, the lithiation of 
Mo2TiC2 is a two-stage mechanism. In the first stage, at an average voltage of around 
1.6 V, Li+ is intercalated on to the MXene surface, forming Mo2TiC2O2Li2 in a similar 
mechanism to the Ti3C2 MXene (Reaction 2.10). Computational studies suggested 
that this plateau was as a result of a conversion reaction between the lithiated Mo-O 
surface groups and the Li as shown by Reaction 2.11. 
Mo2TiC2O2 + 2Li
+ + 2e-  Mo2TiC2O2Li2                                                           Reaction 2.10 
Mo2TiC2O2Li2 + 2Li
+ + 2e-  Mo2TiC2 + 2Li2O                                                  Reaction 2.11 
In the second stage, the lithiated MXene reacts further to form Li2O, which gives a 
large boost to capacity. The theoretical capacity of the intercalated MXene is just 150 
mAh g-1, whereas when the conversion reaction is included this increases to 356 mAh 
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g-1. If more than one layer of Li can intercalate, the theoretical capacity could 
increase further, but these feasibility of this was not investigated.100  
The proposed conversion reaction is similar to the lithiation mechanism of Mo 
oxides, where it is known to be accompanied by large volume changes which cause 
significant capacity fade.57 This could explain the relatively high fade seen in the 
initial Mo2TiC2 study, where 8% of the capacity was lost over just 25 cycles. If this 
could be stabilised, then this would significantly enhance the potential of this 
material. 
Mo2C has also been studied, but in less detail. However, it is known to have Mo-O 
surface groups too, and the CV curves showed very similar shapes to Mo2TiC2, 
suggesting that a conversion reaction may also occur here.127 The capacities were 
high, with 560 mAh g-1 reported after 70 cycles at 0.4 A g-1, 250 mAh g-1 after 1,000 
cycles at 5 A g-1 and 76 mAh g-1 after 1,000 cycles at 10 A g-1. However, the 
electrodes tested were free-standing electrodes only 3 μm thick, with a mass loading 
of 0.9 mg cm-2, which will give higher capacity, especially at fast rates, than thicker 
electrodes such as those casted using doctor blades. As was observed for Mo2TiC2, 
the initial coulombic efficiency, at 76%, was higher than for titanium-based MXenes, 
and over 66% of the capacity was below 0.5 V, which suggests that molybdenum-
based MXenes have some advantages over titanium-based MXenes for Li-ion 
applications and are worth further investigation. No reports of molybdenum-based 
MXenes in non-lithium-ion systems (e.g. Na, Mg) have been found to-date. 
2.4.2.1.3 Na-ion Systems 
As for Li-ion systems, Na-ion has been a relatively heavily studied system for MXenes, 
although there has been a large focus on titanium-based MXenes. With the 
exception of one report on V2C (as a positive electrode), all work found on MXenes in 
Na-ion systems focuses on titanium-based MXenes, Ti3C2 and Ti2C.  
The first experimental report of MXenes in organic Na-ion systems was by Wang et 
al., who used DFT and STEM (scanning transmission electron microscopy) to 
investigate the structure of Na intercalated Ti3C2.
145 A double Na-atomic layer was 
found within the Ti3C2X interlayer towards the end of the first discharge cycle, giving 
experimental evidence to multilayer intercalation. However, the majority of the 
layers shown had only one Na+ layer present. The two Na+ layers were around 0.23 
nm apart. In-situ XRD during the first cycle showed a reversible shift in the (002), 
(004), and (006) peaks to lower angles, suggesting reversible expansion upon 
intercalation, which a sodiated product of NaTi3C2Tx. Electron energy loss 
spectroscopy (EELS) showed subtle changes in the Ti spectra, suggesting that Ti was 
reduced during intercalation. They tested Ti3C2 nanosheets as a negative electrode to 
investigate the capacities and other predictions about electrode performance 
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(stability, rate) and found the rate performance was good (around 60 mAh g-1 at 400 
mA g-1). At 25 mA g-1, initial capacities were around 150 mAh g-1, but this quickly 
decreased to around 100 mAh g-1 over the first 10-15 cycles, but stabilised after this 
initial decrease. Coulombic efficiency was close to 100% after the 20 initial cycles 
during which it steadily increased.  
Multilayered Ti2C was studied in detail including its charge storage mechanism.
146 
They found initial discharge capacities of 330 mAh g-1, but only 230 mAh g-1 (which is 
similar to the reported theoretical capacities) was recovered on the subsequent 
charge, giving an initial coulombic efficiency of around 60%. After around 10 cycles, 
the capacity stabilised at around 175 mAh g-1, around 75% higher than had been 
reported for Ti3C2. The mechanism was then carefully studied using ex-situ XRD, TEM, 
and EDS. It was found that Na+ did not spontaneously intercalate into the MXene, as 
had been reported for aqueous Na-based electrolytes, but did intercalate when 
current was applied. EDS gave the sodiated product as Na0.9Ti2CTx, similar to Wang et 
al.146 This was accompanied by a shift to lower angles by the (002) diffraction peak, 
showing an increase in interlayer spacing. This spacing then became fixed, and did 
not change even after desodiation. Ex-situ TEM confirmed these XRD results. This 
suggested that after the initial expansion, due to intercalation of Na+ ion and possibly 
solvent molecules, the electrode experienced no further volume change during 
cycling. This is in slight contrast to Wang et al., whose in-situ XRD showed reversible 
(002) shifts, which are potentially missed by ex-situ analysis.145 The rate capability of 
this material was also promising, with around 110 mAh g-1 retained at 1 A g-1, though 
a low mass loading of 1 mg cm-2 was used. 
Yu looked at the sodium storage capacity, mobility, and volume change during 
intercalation in Ti3C2 using DFT.
147 They found high capacity and mobility, with only 
very small volume changes (which should lead to a more stable electrode). They 
found that the slightly enlarged interlayer spacing caused by some Na intercalation 
allowed for easy formation of multilayer adsorption, offering significantly increased 
capacities. This partial in-situ pillaring was investigated and confirmed using 23Na 
solid state NMR by Kajiyama et al.148 They also found that the solvent molecules also 
intercalate between the layers and help keep the interlayer distance slightly 
enlarged. This led to minimal changes in the interlayer spacing during cycling as 
shown by their ex-situ XRD data, confirming the work of Yu et al., and similar to Ti2C. 
The multilayered MXene showed initial reversible capacities of around 130 mAh g-1, 
but this quickly decreased across the first 10-15 cycles to around 100 mAh g-1. After 
this initial relatively rapid fade, the material stabilised and the rate of fade was 
substantially reduced. Ex-situ NMR showed that desolvated Na+ was found in the 
intercalated material, confirming an intercalation redox reaction. Interestingly, ex-
situ XANES on the Ti found no change in the oxidation state of Ti during cycling, but 
ex-situ XPS did detect clear changes in the oxidation state of oxygen. This suggests 
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that the redox reaction occurs on the surface O groups rather than the Ti in the 
MXene, but is in slight contrast to Wang et al., whose EELS results report very subtle 
changes in the Ti oxidation state.145 They also confirmed the formation of a stable SEI 
layer using ex-situ NMR, which showed a consistent Na environment throughout 
cycling. CV analysis revealed that the charge storage was predominantly surface 
controlled, indicating pseudocapacitive intercalation mechanisms. 
Luo et al. also reported that the Ti 2p XPS spectra of Ti3C2 is unchanged in a Na-ion 
system, but did not study the O 1s to confirm any redox activity here.149 Instead they 
partially oxidised the MXene surface using NaOH, forming TiOx oxides, which then 
stored Na+ via Ti redox reactions. The NaOH treatment also increases the initial 
coulombic efficiency from around 40% to 60%. 
Overall MXenes have been predicted to have high capacities with multilayer Na+ 
intercalation possible, fast rates and good stabilities. Experimental studies on 
multilayered materials appear to confirm these expectations. Light transition metals 
and bare or O terminated MXenes are predicted to give the best results, and Ti-O 
groups appear to be redox active in the charge storage mechanism, which can be 
best described as intercalation pseudocapacitance dominated. A stable SEI is thought 
to form after the first cycle, but contributes to low initial coulombic efficiencies (less 
than 60%). Therefore MXenes seem to be a good candidate for further development 
as negative electrodes for Na-ion systems, although much more work is required in 
this field, including on determining the charge storage mechanism in detail.  
2.4.2.1.4 Multivalent-ion Systems 
Multivalent-ion systems such as Mg2+, Zn2+ and Al3+ are attracting substantial interest 
since they are based on elements which are cheaper, more abundant and / or more 
widely distributed than Li+, but offer higher energy densities than Na+ and K+ systems 
since each ion can contribute two or more electrons for redox processes. However, 
these systems suffer from a lack of host electrode materials which can reversibly 
store the small, highly charged ions at satisfactory rates. Initial theoretical studies 
predicted that MXenes could be promising materials in this area, which led to some 
experimental work being carried out to further develop MXenes for these 
applications. These are discussed briefly in this section, since Zn-ion systems are 
studied in Chapter 6 of this thesis. 
Only one report has been found on MXenes in Al-ion systems, with V2C being used as 
a positive electrode.150 The capacity was around 170 mAh g-1 on the second cycle, 
with 112 mAh g-1 and a coulombic efficiency of 90% being reported by 20 cycles. Ex-
situ XRD showed no shift in the (002) diffraction peak after the first discharge and 
charge, suggesting that the interlayer distance remained constant during cycling. The 
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CV curve showed clear redox peaks, suggesting the charge storage was faradaic in 
nature. 
Initial attempts to investigate the Mg-ion capacity of Ti3C2 MXene in an organic 
system concluded that the capacity was negligible. Instead, Byeon et al. used Ti3C2 
and Mo2C MXenes as positive electrodes in a hybrid Li/ Mg battery, where the 
negative electrode was Mg metal and the MXene reversibly intercalated Li.151 While 
the performance was good (100 mAh g-1 at a rate of 0.1C), this system does not 
utilise Mg2+ storage in the MXene positive electrode.  
Xu et al. used a cationic surfactant, CTAB, to intercalate CTA+ between Ti3C2 layers, 
increasing the interlayer distance and lowering the Mg2+ diffusion barrier. This led to 
reversible Mg2+ intercalation, giving capacities of around 100 mAh g-1, demonstrating 
that Ti3C2 can be made to store Mg
2+ ions.152 Zhao et al. used a sacrificial PMMA 
template combined with pre-intercalating Mg2+ (using MgCl2), to achieve high 
capacities up to 200 mAh g-1, though after 60 cycles at 1C rate (one hour charge) less 
than 50 mAh g-1 was retained (compared to 140 mAh g-1 at 1C initially).153 This was 
attributed to possible conversion reactions after Mg2+ intercalation forming MgO, 
which has poor reversibility. No major phase changes were observed in the MXene 
after cycling. However, the precise reaction mechanism requires further investigation 
to be determined. Without pre-intercalation, the Mg capacity was negligible, though 
increased slightly over multiple cycles.   
Liu et al. recently used a Ti3C2 carbon nanosphere sandwich electrode as a Mg-ion 
positive electrode, which had a surface area of 104 m2 g−1.154 This resulted in large 
capacities, up to 200 mAh g-1 at 10 mA g-1 and 120 mAh g-1 at 200 mA g-1. Ex-situ XRD 
revealed a reversible shift in the (002) diffraction peak, corresponding to the 
expansion and shrinkage of the MXene as Mg intercalates and de-intercalates 
between the layers. Interestingly, CV analysis revealed that the current was almost 
entirely surface-limited, not diffusion-limited, suggesting that the charge storage in 
the porous electrode was highly capacitive in nature. Like Zhao et al., they proposed 
that MgO could form by reaction of the Mg2+ ions with the Ti-O surface groups, but 
no evidence of this was given in their XRD patterns.  
No reports have been found on the use of MXenes for Zn2+ intercalation. However, 
Yang et al. have recently reported the use of Ti3C2 as a positive electrode (charging 
from OCV) against a Zn metal negative electrode in 1 M ZnSO4 in a Zn-ion 
capacitor.155 Here the MXene stored charge via EDL capacitance by acting as sulphate 
hosts, while the negative electrode stored charge through the reversible 
electrodeposition of Zn2+ on the Zn metal surface. This demonstrates the flexibility of 
MXenes as potential electrode materials. A similar mechanism was exploited by 
Wang et al., who used Ti3C2-rGO aerogels as the positive electrode in a Zn-ion 




2- adsorption, giving a capacity of around 35 mAh g-1.156 This is similar to 
charge storage with carbon-based positive electrodes in this system, although 
oxygen functional groups often give a mixture of EDL and pseudocapacitance. 
Carbons (including activated carbons and carbon nanotubes) have been reported to 
have capacities in the range of 27 -125 mAh g-1.157  
Overall, the results from this section on multivalent systems suggest that MXenes 
could have promise as Zn-ion electrodes since they can reversibility store charge in 
several multivalent systems, with the performance of Ti3C2 in Mg-ion systems, which 
are also divalent, particularly encouraging. The exact charge storage mechanism in 
each system is not well understood so far, but appears to vary depending on the 
system being studied. Electrode structure can be seen to play an important role for 
MXene electrode performance, with the porous Ti3C2 structure reported by Liu et al. 
showing excellent performance for Mg-ion storage. In is worth noting that with the 
exception of the Zn-ion system, all the reports discussed above have been in water-
free organic systems, since water is detrimental to Al and Mg metal electrodes. 
2.4.2.1.5 Aqueous Electrolytes 
As previously mentioned (Section 2.3.3.1), aqueous electrolytes are considered safer 
than organic electrolytes due to being inherently non-flammable and (depending on 
the pH and specific salt used) non-toxic. In addition, high ionic conductivities are 
often reported in aqueous electrolytes, resulting in superior rate performance. 
Therefore there is significant interest in developing high energy aqueous energy 
storage systems. MXenes are stable in aqueous electrolytes, and have shown 
promising performance in certain systems. For Zn-ion systems, aqueous electrolytes 
are the most studied to date, consequently, an aqueous system (0.1 M ZnSO4) was 
chosen to be studied in Chapter 6. Since MXenes had not previously been reported 
for Zn2+ intercalation, a short review on the charge storage mechanisms in other 
aqueous systems is carried out, since this could aid the understanding of the Zn 
system.  
In acidic electrolytes, the behaviour for charge storage is consistent with 
pseudocapacitance (redox) mechanisms. Lukatskaya et al. used in-situ X-ray 
adsorption spectroscopy and X-ray absorption near edge structure spectroscopy 
(XANES) to follow the oxidation state of Ti in Ti3C2 during cycling in H2SO4.
121 They 
found a clear change in Ti oxidation state corresponding to an average change of 
2.33 to 2.43 (i.e., by ≈0.1 e– per Ti atom) over a 0.7 V window. This gave capacitance 
values similar to the experimentally measured ones. This shows the origin of 
capacitance is Ti3C2 is from redox processes on the Ti, when in an acidic electrolyte. 
Simulations by Zhan et al. support this conclusion, but also find evidence of EDL 
capacitance occurring alongside the redox mechanism, with the balance between the 
two being voltage dependant.158 
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Hu et al. used in-situ Raman spectroscopy to study the charge storage mechanism of 
Ti3C2 as the positive and negative electrode in H2SO4, MgSO4 and (NH3)2SO4.
75 It 
revealed that the –O terminal groups react directly with H+ in H2SO4, confirming this 
as the charge storage mechanism when Ti3C2 is used as the negative electrode in 
acidic media. When used as the positive electrode, the charge storage mechanism is 
given only by EDL capacitance based on SO4
2- adsorption. In MgSO4 and (NH3)2SO4 
the charge storage was only given by EDL capacitance, regardless of whether the 
MXene was used as the positive or negative electrode, which the authors attributed, 
at least in part, to the smaller ion size of H+ (H3O
+), allowing it to access deep redox 
centres. In addition, the ion migration mechanisms also differed, with ion exchange 
dominating in the H2SO4 negative electrode. In all other cases counter ion adsorption 
dominated.  
Lin et al. also studied the mechanism of the same materials (also HF etched) using a 
mixture of XRD and electrochemical characterisation (impedance spectroscopy and 
galvanostatic measurements).159 They used a KOH electrolyte, finding charge storage 
through the intercalation of K+, without phase changes. They also found that the high 
electrical conductivity and layered structure of the MXene allowed ion intercalation 
even at high mass loadings.  
Levi et al. used electrochemical quartz-crystal admittance and in-situ electronic 
conductance measurements to investigate the mechanism of charging in MXenes 
(Ti3C2, 50% HF etching).
160 They looked at a variety of cations intercalated between 
the layers, noting that the rates are superior to batteries, and give higher energy 
densities than typically seen for capacitors, supporting MXenes’ suitability for metal-
ion capacitor applications. They found that cationic insertion is accompanied by 
significant deformation of the MXene particles, but that it occurs so rapidly so as to 
resemble 2D ion adsorption at solid-liquid interfaces. This explains this intermediate 
behaviour, and makes these materials particular promising for metal-ion capacitors. 
They also noted that the process is helped by the presence of interlayer water 
molecules, which is known to occur with HCl-LiF etching.  
Li et al. studied Ti3C2 in Li2SO4 and Na2SO4 for aqueous capacitor applications.
161 CV 
analysis showed rectangular voltammograms, with very broad peaks that were only a 
slight deviation from a rectangle. Kinetic analysis showed that the current was almost 
entirely capacitive, suggesting that the charge storage could be a mixture of 
pseudocapacitive and EDL capacitive mechanisms, though the oxidation states were 
not studied. 
This shows that in aqueous electrolytes, charge storage has significant contributions 
from faradaic charge transfer reactions, including intercalation pseudocapacitive 
charge storage, but this strongly depends on the electrolyte used. Apart from initial 
expansions resulting from electrolyte penetration between the MXene layers, no 
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phase changes are reported, which supports capacitive-type charge storage. The 
surface chemistry is found to play an important role for electrolytes where charge 
storage is faradaic such as H2SO4, since the Ti-O groups are reported to actively bind 
with cations such as H+. This helps explain the superior performance of HCl-LiF 
etched compared to HF etched Ti3C2, since the former contains a higher proportion 
of active Ti-O groups. Multivalent redox reactions were not found for MgSO4, where 
the Mg2+ ions (which like Zn2+ are divalent) appeared to only be stored via EDL 
capacitance.  
2.4.2.1.6 Intercalation Hybrid Metal-ion Supercapacitors 
There have been some reports of papers on testing promising high-rate MXene 
materials in full-cell metal-ion capacitor systems, a selection of which are briefly 
discussed in this section to demonstrate that MXenes show promise in full metal-ion 
capacitor cells. 
Several reports have been found using MXene electrodes in Li-ion capacitors (LIC). 
Come et al. tested a (HF etched) Ti2C/activated carbon asymmetric cell between 1-
3.5 V with a 1M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate (EC) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC) 1:1 
electrolyte. They found good capacity retention during 1,000 cycles at high rates up 
to 10C (6 min discharge time), showing the potential of this MXene for high rate LIC 
applications. The MXene showed a capacity of 65 mAh g−1 at 10C, with a maximum 
energy density of 30 Wh kg−1 at 930 W kg−1 showing the hybrid properties of a LIC. 
Byeon et al. investigated HF etched Nb2CTx-CNT (carbon nanotube) composites as 
electrodes in LICs.162 Three configurations were studied, a symmetric cell, and two 
asymmetric cells with graphite and LiFePO4 as the other electrodes respectively. The 
symmetric cell had the highest volumetric energy density (50–70 Wh dm-3) across a 3 
V window. Capacities up to 43 mAhg-1 were achieved (per weight of the two 
electrodes, 86 mAh g-1 per electrode was the average capacity). The CNTs were 
added the MXene in DI water and mixed via sonication. The electrolyte was 1 M 
LiPF6 in a 1:1 mixture of ethylene carbonate (EC) and diethyl carbonate (DEC). 
Sodium-ion capacitors (NIC) are considered to be cheaper alternatives to LIC, but 
offering similar properties of high power and energy densities. 
Ti2C has been studied as a negative electrode for NICs, in a 1 M NaPF6/EC−DEC 
electrolyte by Wang et al.146 It was synthesised by HF etching and combined with a 
carbon conductive agent and a binder for the electrode material. They achieved 
capacities over 100 mAhg-1 for the full cell, with little capacity loss after the 1st cycle 
for a total of 100 cycles. Dall’Agnese et al. investigated HF etched V2C as a positive 
electrode for a NIC. They tested the capacitance of the material in a half cell and then 
contrasted a full cell with a hard carbon negative electrode.96 This showed 
reasonable performance with 100 F g-1 at 0.2 mVs-1 for the half cell and a capacity 50 
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mAh g-1 with a maximum voltage of 3.5 V for the full cell. Clear sodiation peaks were 
seen on the cyclic voltammograms, but disappeared at rates above 2 mVs-1, 
suggesting the redox process is unable to occur due to a diffusion limitation at these 
higher rates.  
Overall MXenes show much early promise in electrochemical energy storage 
systems, though further work is required to improve the understanding and 
performance of these materials in electrochemical energy storage systems.  
2.4.2.2 Porous MXene Electrodes 
This section focuses on selected reports of porous MXenes with altered structures, 
and their use in organic Li- and Na-ion systems and as well some aqueous systems, 
with a focus on materials with the highest surface areas and / or electrochemical 
performance reported.  
Amine-assisted delamination was studied on Nb2C by Mashtalir et al.
131 They found 
that due to restacking of the delaminated layers, the capacities were actually lower 
than the multi-layered material. The addition of CNTs (10 wt.%) as interlayer 
separates however increased the capacities to around 430 mAh g−1, which was 
recorded after 300 cycles. It should be noted that the capacity increased over these 
300 cycles, thought to be because the structure was being opened up, which 
suggests that the spacer did not fully expand the structure initially. The 
electrochemical behaviour of these materials was more capacitive-like than battery-
like, and therefore the materials were also tested as capacitors vs. a carbon 
electrode, giving capacitance of 165 F g−1 and 325 F cm−3. This performance was 
better than Ti3C2 studied by the same group. 
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and reduced graphene oxide (rGO) have been common 
additives to create porous MXene structures, which have been found to inhibit 
restacking of the nanosheets and increase conductivity. Dall’Agnese et al. also 
reported that addition of the CNTs increased the surface area (23 to 70 m2g-1, 
measured using N2 BET).
163 The resulting MXene was found to have improved 
capacitance with good stability upon addition of CNTs compared to the bare MXene 
in an electrolyte of 1 M EMITFSI solution in acetonitrile. The large EMI cation was 
found to intercalate but with diffusion-limited kinetics.163 
Zhao et al. studied a variety of carbon additives in delaminated Ti3C2. They looked at 
different types of CNTs and rGO in slightly different configurations. They found that 
all additives increased the interlayer spacing, while all but one increased the 
conductivity but only three showed increased volumetric capacitance. The highest 
capacitance was for a rGO composite. A 1 M MgSO4 aqueous electrolyte was used. 
Song et al. created Ti3C2-rGO aerogels with surface areas up to 260 m
2 g-1.164 The rGO 
content was 30%, and pure rGO had a BET surface area of 280 m2 g-1, which shows 
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that it would have a significant contribution to the total aerogel surface area. Ma et 
al. created delaminated Ti3C2-rGO composites with surface areas up to 73 m
2 g-1.165 
When tested as a Li-ion negative electrode it had a discharge capacity of around 300 
mAh g-1 at 50 mA g-1, and 175 mAh g-1 at 1 A g-1, almost twice as high as the non-
porous MXene. The CV curves showed no sharp redox peaks, with kinetic analysis 
showing around half the current was due to surface-limited processes.  
Zhu et al. used a heat treatment technique (500°C for 4 h in vacuum) to grow TiO2 
nanoparticles on Ti3C2 (HF etched).
166 It was noticed that a small amount of graphite 
also formed in this process, which increased electrical conductivity. They used N2 BET 
to measure the surface area, seeing an increase from 8 to 32 m2g-1 upon growing the 
TiO2 nanoparticles. They used a 6 M KOH electrolyte and obtained capacitances 1.5 
times that of non-porous Ti3C2. Hu et al. studied Ti3C3 with a Ni-foam and found an 
increase in BET surface area of 32 m2 g-1 vs. 0.5 m2 g-1 for the bare MXene and a high 
gravimetric capacitance of 499 F g-1 in 1 M H2SO4, one of the highest for an MXene 
electrode.167 The Ni-foam was found to be electrochemically inactive with strictly 
structural benefits. However, Ni-foams are not currently considered a scalable 
method to make porous MXenes, and the surface areas obtained were still relatively 
low. 
Ren et al. used a chemical etching technique to create a porous Ti3C2 framework, 
which was then combined with CNTs to give a very high performing LIB negative 
electrode.168 The BET surface area was improved from 19.6 to 93.6 m2 g-1, as high as 
delaminated MXenes, with the porous nature preventing the restacking found in the 
delaminated samples. The pore sizes were shown to be 4-6 nm, reduced form 10s of 
nm for the pristine MXene. It was also found that this technique reduces the number 
of F terminations and increases the OH and O terminations, which is thought to be 
beneficial for battery performance. The composites were then tested as negative 
electrodes for LIBs, a high rate capacity of 330 mAh g-1 at 10C. However, this 
technique clearly damages the MXene nanosheets. 
Xie et al. used CTAB grafted CNTs to act as spacers between delaminated Ti3C2 
nanosheets, which gave high BET surface areas up to 185 m2 g-1.169 As a Na-ion 
negative electrode it returned a second cycle capacity of around 150 mAh g-1, with a 
first cycle coulombic efficiency of just 35%, likely as a result of the large proportion of 
exposed surface area. Over 100 cycles at 20 mA g-1 the capacity increased slightly to 
175 mAh g-1 as the structure was further opened up (4.5 times the bare MXene). The 
coulombic efficiency increased over 60 cycles at around 99%. No clear redox peaks 
could be seen on the CV curves, analysis of which showed the current was mostly 
surface-controlled. Zhao et al. used Li, Na and K hydroxides to crumple Ti3C2 
nanosheets giving porous, and slightly oxidised structures, with BET surface areas up 
to 71 m2 g-1.170 As a Na-ion negative electrode, the NaOH material focused on in their 
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paper showed a reversible capacity of 150 mAh g-1 after 10 cycles, with 175 mAh g-1 
being achieved after the second cycle.  Bao et al. used a freeze-drying technique to 
make aerogels out of delaminated Ti3C2, which had a BET surface area of 293 m
2 g-1; 
the largest found in this review.171 This showed increased capacitance for capacitive 
water desalination, which was attributed to the larger surface area and open 
structure.  
This section showed that there is a clear need for the development of new 
procedures to create porous and stable MXene structures, which have already been 
shown to have superior electrochemical performance compared to the multilayered 
counterparts. Delaminating nanosheets is not sufficient, since the sheets restack, 
giving lower surface area and poorer performance than multilayered MXenes. 
Increasing the surface area and creating porous structures can effectively prevent 
restacking, giving superior capacities, rate capabilities and cycling stabilities to 
multilayered MXenes. This is often with an increased capacitive contribution shown 
by the loss of redox peaks on CV curves and by kinetic analysis. However, many of 
the strategies developed are complicated, use dilute solutions which would hinder 
scale-up, destroy the MXene structure or still give relatively low surface areas. 
Therefore, alternative procedures, such as pillaring should be developed. 
2.5 Pillaring 
Pillaring is a technique that has been developed over the last few decades to create 
porous structures out of layered materials, typically layered clays. It involves the 
insertion of a foreign species, typically an ion or molecule, in the interlayer between 
sheets. These species cause an increase in the interlayer distance, and, if they are 
stable in the structure, maintain the increased interlayer spacing for use in 
applications. In other words, they hold apart two layers in the material, acting as 
pillars, analogously to pillars in buildings (Figure 2.19). This leads to the creation of 
new or enlarged pores, which can be tuned by choice of pillar and pillaring 
conditions, and is typically accompanied by a significant increase in surface area. This 
generally leads to increased performance for a variety of applications such as 
catalysis and sensors, where a higher surface area increases the number of active 
sites available to reactants, and the regular pore structure improves the transport 
properties of reaction species to and from the active sites.172,173 Whilst the electrical 
conductivity of typical pillared clays is too low for their use as electrodes in 
electrochemical energy storage systems, the structural characteristics of pillared 
clays match closely with the desirable characteristics of high rate electrode materials. 
In addition, MXenes themselves are often described as conductive clays, and have 
similar surface chemistries to typical layered clays (oxy- and hydroxyl-based groups), 
which suggests that the pillaring techniques developed for layered clays have 
promise for creating porous MXene structures with increased surface areas and 
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controlled pore sizes. This would be expected to lead to improved electrochemical 
performance for the pillared MXenes due to increased access to the charge storage 
sites, and creation of large regular channels for fast ion transport.  
 
Figure 2.19. Schematic representation of the pillaring process, showing the insertion of 
pillars which separate the layers of a material creating new pores. 
 
2.5.1 Pillars 
A variety of species have been used as pillars in the creation of porous clays, though 
they can be classified into three main groups: oxides, ionic surfactants and molecular 
surfactants.  
2.5.1.1 Oxide pillars 
Oxide pillars are typically synthesised by the intercalation of either an ionic or 
molecular (organometallic) precursor followed by a calcination or hydrothermal step 
to convert the precursor into the stable oxide.  
Ionic precursors can be either single ion species dissolved in a solvent, such as the 
result of dissolving salts in solvents, or cage-like ions, which can consist of multiple 
metal atoms and can have high charges. For example, the Al13
7+ Keggin ion is a 
commonly used pillar which consists of oxy and hydroxy linkers between 12 
octahedral Al sites and a central tetrahedral site. This gives pore diameters dictated 
by the size of the ion cage (e.g. around 1 nm in the case of Al13).
172 These are 
substantially higher than the sizes of single ion pillars, where the size will only be 
expanded by intercalation of the ion and / or solvent molecules, and any aggregation 
of the ions during heat treatment steps. Therefore, the majority of work on pillared 
clays which utilised ionic precursors for oxide pillars used cage ions as the pillar 
precursor. The chemistry of these cage ions is typically based around Al, Fe, Ga, V 
and Zr, with multi-element cages also known.172 This class of pillar is generally limited 
by the need for multiple washing cycles, which require large amounts of water, and 
by low concentrations often being used.172  
The use of molecular (organometallic) precursors has also been widely studied, with 
Si, Ti and Nb oxide pillars being reported. These pillaring techniques rely on the 
intercalation of the molecular precursor, followed by a hydrolysis reaction, which 
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then converted to a crystalline oxide during a calcination step. As for the cage-based 
pillars, multi-element pillars can also be created, for example Si-Ti mixed pillars using 
tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) and titanium isopropoxide. The size of the pillar is 
limited by the increase in the interlayer resulting from the intercalation of the 
molecule precursor and any solvent molecules. High surface areas can be achieved. 
For example Gallo et al. used niobium pentachloride to create a Nb-pillared 
montmorillonite with a BET surface area up to 252 m2 g-1.174  
2.5.1.2 Ionic Surfactants 
Ionic surfactants are attractive as pillars because they typically have long carbon 
backbones and molecule lengths between 2-3 nm, which gives very large interlayer 
spacings up to the molecule length depending on the angle the surfactant is 
intercalated at. These interlayer distances are much larger than what can be 
achieved using oxide precursors, and can be tuned by the choice of surfactant and 
the angle of intercalation, which also gives a larger pore range than can be tuned by 
the typical oxide precursors.175 Cationic surfactants, such as 
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB, Figure 2.20), are generally used, since the 
surface of oxy and hydroxyl terminated clays tends to be slightly negatively charged, 
which allows the intercalation of the cationic surfactant via electrostatic attraction 
and ion exchange (if the clay already contains other ions in the interlayer, which is 
often the case).175 This makes procedures using these types of pillars relatively 
simple compared to oxide based ones, but does not provide the functionality that 
non-carbon pillars often bring.  
 
Figure 2.20. Illustration showing the chemical structure of a molecular surfactant (top, DDA) 
and ionic surfactant (bottom, CTAB), which are both used in this thesis. 
2.5.1.3 Molecular Surfactants 
Molecular surfactants, typically long chain amines (Figure 2.20), are also used in the 
same way that ionic surfactants are, and offer very similar advantages and 
disadvantages. The mechanism for intercalation is different however, since amines 
are not charged, electrostatic attraction is not strong enough. Instead, amines are 
thought to hydrogen-bond to certain surface groups such as OH groups, which then 
hold the pillars in place. Amines are also known to form bilayers, unlike cationic 
surfactants, which can give pore sizes twice that of the molecule chain length. 
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Consequently, interlayer distances over 3 nm are known, which is even larger than 
what cationic surfactants typically achieve.173  
2.5.1.4 Co-pillars 
The different advantages and disadvantages of the above types of pillars led to the 
development of co-pillaring strategies. Here the long chain surfactant pillars (cationic 
surfactants and amines) are used as co-pillars to expand the interlayer and act as 
templates for an oxide precursor. This can be done either by intercalating the 
surfactant in a separate pre-pillaring step followed by the oxide precursor 
intercalation or by adding the surfactant and oxide precursor simultaneously in a 
single step. The use of co-pillaring techniques allows for the advantages of the 
different classes of pillars to be combined: the pillared material should have the 
functional advantages provided by the oxide and the larger, and more tuneable, 
interlayer spacing afforded by the surfactant (which in turn can lead to higher 
loading of the functional oxide).173 For example, Park et al. used an amine 
(dodecylamine, DDA) assisted pillaring method to intercalate TEOS between the 
layers of a titanosilicate. This created a porous silica pillared titanosilicate with a 
large gallery height of around 3 nm (d-spacing around (4 nm)) and a surface area as 
high as 618 m2 g-1.176,177 The DDA and TEOS co-intercalated in a 1 h room 
temperature step, which was followed by a short hydrolysis step and calcination 
step. Since titanosilicates have Ti-O and Ti-OH surface groups, which is the same as 
titanium-based MXenes, this work is especially significant for pillaring MXenes, and 
this method was applied to pillaring MXenes in this thesis.  
2.5.2 Pillaring of 2D Materials 
Since 2D materials are inherently layered in nature, there has been some interest in 
applying the pillaring methods which were developed for layered clays to 2D 
materials, such as graphene. The motivation for this research has been the tendency 
of 2D nanosheets to restack, which limits their performance in applications where 
access to the nanosheet surface is key to performance such as catalysis, gas 
separations and storage, water purification and electrochemical energy storage. This 
is as a result of these applications requiring access to active sites on the nanosheets’ 
surface for reactions or binding. If these sites are not accessible then the reactions or 
binding cannot go ahead. As well as performance in applications, the fundamental 
properties of 2D materials are often dependant on the number of layers that are 
stacked together. For example, the optical and electrical properties of single layer 
graphene are different (often superior) to multi-layer graphene or graphite.  For 
electrochemical energy storage applications, it is generally considered desirable to 
have relatively large interlayer spacings to allow for high amounts of charge storage 
with the maximum number of accessible ion storage sites, fast ion transport for high 
rate charging and stable interlayers to give long term cycling stability. All of these 
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characteristics could be achieved by pillaring. In addition, unlike some methods to 
create porous 2D materials such as creating holes in the nanosheets, pillaring keeps 
the nanosheets intact, preserving the underlying material.  
Graphene has been the most studied 2D material, and the majority of work carried 
out on pillared graphene has utilised diaminoalkanes (NH2(CH2)nNH2, where n = 2, 6, 
10 etc.). Kim et al. had the earliest report found on this method, and found that the 
pillaring agent chain length and the annealing temperature affected the interlayer 
distance, which could be tuned to the nearest 0.1 nm up to 1 nm.178  
This work has been followed up by several other studies, which have used this 
approach to study the effect of the small pore size (< 1 nm) on ion sieving and 
performance in supercapacitors. For example, Yuan et al. demonstrated biphenyl-
based pillars could increase the surface area of rGO from 11 to 242 m2 g-1 with an 
average pore size of 1 nm.179 This led to the pillared rGO having a capacitance over 
twice that of the pristine rGO at all rates studied in 6 M KOH, which demonstrates 
the use of pillaring to improve the electrochemical performance of 2D materials. 
Banda et al. varied the concentration of diamine pillars in the rGO and found that 
reducing the concentration could improve the high rate performance of the 
electrode in an organic electrolyte, since the pillars themselves hindered ion 
transport at high rates.180 However, their optimally pillared material had capacitance 
around twice that of the non-pillared rGO, which shows that pillaring is a viable 
strategy to improve electrochemical performance when the pillar concentration is 
not too high.  
Hantel et al. used electrochemical pillaring to increase the spacing between rGO 
sheets, which were then tested as supercapacitor electrodes.181 The emergance of 
these pillars caused an increase in the interlayer spacing from around 4 Å to around 
13-14 Å, shown by in-situ XRD, which was maintained throughout future cycling. It 
was suggested that the pillars form during the first cycle are from reactions between 
the solvent and the O and OH groups on the rGO.  
Paek et al. created a TiO2 pillared MoS2 material.
182 The interlayer distance was 1.03 
nm, while the Langmuir specific surface area of the TiO2-pillared MoS2 (186 m
2 g-
1) was much larger than that of the restacked MoS2 (12 m
2 g-1). This showed that the 
TiO2 nanoparticles successfully prevent the restacking of the MoS2 nanosheets, 
creating a stable porous structure.  
2.5.3 Pillared MXenes 
Since MXenes and clays have several common characteristics such as similar surface 
chemistries and ability to intercalate and exchange cations, it is apparent that the 
pillaring techniques developed for clays also have promise for creating porous 
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MXenes. Some groups have reported studies which looked at pillared MXenes; these 
studies are reviewed in this section. 
Shen et al. used tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAOH) to delaminate the 
MXene nanosheets and intercalate TMA+ between the layers in a pre-intercalation 
step (72 h).183 Hexadecylamine hydrochloride (HEXCl) and dodecylamine 
hydrochloride (DDACl) were then used for ion-exchange reactions to intercalate HEX+ 
and DDA+ between the layers via electrostatic attraction (24 h). A heat treatment 
step was then used to carbonise the intercalated cations (6 h, Ar, 800 ˚C), which led 
to partial oxidation of the MXene surface. The interlayer spacing increased up to 2.83 
nm, suggesting formation of tilted bilayers. The carbon-pillared Ti3C2 was then tested 
for 1 M H2SO4 supercapacitors and showed capacitance of 365 F g
-1 at 1 A g-1, five 
times that of the non-pillared MXene. This shows that pillaring can be effective at 
improving performance even in aqueous electrolytes with small ion sizes.  
Zhang et al. created Cu2O-Ti2C hybrids and tested them as negative electrodes for a 
LIB.126 The Cu2O particles were introduced by mixing Cu(CH3COO)2·H2O and 
Ti2CTx powders in N-dimethylformamide (DMF) followed by solvothermal heating at 
150 °C for 10 h. The weight ratio of Cu2O and Ti2CTx in the composites was 
25:100. Neither the interlayer spacing nor surface areas were reported, but from 
SEM images it could be seen that the Cu2O particles attached in between MXene 
layers, as well as on the surface which suggests that this material was partially 
pillared. The electrochemical performance showed improved stability and high rate 
capacities while impedance spectroscopy confirmed that the Li-ion diffusion in the 
electrode was faster for the hybrid than for the bare materials. A discharge capacity 
of 143 mAh g−1 was obtained at a discharge current density of 1 A g−1, much higher 
than the pristine MXene.  
Lin et al. studied carbon nanofibers (CNFs) as conductive bridges between MXene 
particles, also proposing that they could fill some of the interlayer space therefore 
acting as pillars.184 The CNFs were grown in-situ by CVD using a Co-based catalyst. 
While the BET surface area was modest (20 m2 g-1), the CNF samples showed 
additional small pores, 3–16 nm in size, which were not found in the pristine 
samples. SEM images also showed that CNFs covered the outside of the MXene 
particles but were also found between MXene layers. Impedance spectroscopy 
showed reduced impedance for charge transfer in the CNF containing samples. It was 
also found that performance depended on CNF content, and that too much could 
damage the properties it is supposed to improve (surface area, conductivity). As a LIB 
electrode, capacities of 320 mA h g−1 were achieved, almost 3 times higher than the 
pristine MXene.  
Zhang et al. used an ethanol: water solution to intercalate TEOS between Ti3C2, 
followed by a magnesiothermic-reduction to Si-SiOx-Ti3C2 composites. A direct 
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pyrolysis of the poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) polymer on the surface of Si 
nanoparticles using urea as nitrogen source was then used to dope with N and create 
a carbon support. The final material had a slightly increased interlayer spacing (3 Å)  
and a large increase in BET surface area up to 224 m2 g-1 (from 37 m2 g-1) compared 
to bare Ti3C2.
185 The silicon content was up to 81 wt.%, which suggests that a large 
contribution to the surface area is likely from the Si-SiOx formation rather than the 
MXene, which made up as little as 10 wt.% of the composite. In addition, SEM images 
showed the MXene flakes were covered in particles, showing that a large amount of 
the Si-SiOx is external to the interlayer. The composite material had a reversible 
discharge capacity up to 1,500 mAh g-1 even after 200 cycles, based on the mass of Si 
in each electrode, as judged by XPS results. At a 10C rate, 400 mAh g-1 was retained. 
The specific capacities they report are higher than any other Ti3C2 containing 
electrode found, but are slightly enhanced by only counting the Si mass, with a low 
mass loading of 1 mg cm-2. Ex-situ XRD showed a significant shift in the (002) 
diffraction peak at low voltages, showing that the MXene expanded upon lithiation of 
Si, but only by about 10%, compared to 300% for pure Si. The load curves and CV 
plots matched well with previous Si reports, showing that in reality this material was 
a Si electrode, rather than an MXene one. Nevertheless, the performance was 
impressive, and shows the potential for Si-MXene based electrodes.  
Some other reports also looked at Ti3C2-Si composites, but merely mixed Si 
nanoparticles and the MXene using ultrasonication. These materials had significantly 
worse electrochemical performance with capacities of 188 mAh g-1 after 200 cycles 
at 0.2 A g-1 and 250 mAh g-1 after 200 cycles at 0.1 A g-1 being reported by Kong et al. 
and Li et al. respectively.186,187 This shows that simple mixing does not lead to as 
enhanced performance compared to method which increase the interlayer of the 
MXene. All these reports were really studying the performance of Si rather than the 
MXene, which was used as a conductive and flexible structural support.  
Luo et al. used a polymer, PVP, and Sn4+ to pillar Ti3C2 and tested it as a negative 
electrode for a LIB.188 XRD showed an increase in the interlayer spacing upon Sn4+ 
loading, to 1.276 nm (from 0.95 nm), showing Sn4+ was successfully inserted between 
the layers. No surface area measurements were reported, but SEM images showed 
particles on and in between the MXene layers. High reversible capacities (around 650 
mAh g-1) were reported, with good capacity retention over 200 cycles. 
In 2017, Luo et al. used a CTAB-assisted pre-pillaring step to increase the interlayer 
spacing of Ti3C2 up to 2.7 nm, followed by the intercalation Sn
4+ using SnCl4.
189 Both 
steps took 24 h. The interlayer spacing could be tuned by the CTAB intercalation 
temperature, time and concentration, as well as by the use of different cationic 
surfactants with different chain lengths. It was found that CTAB typically intercalated 
at an angle of 30˚. When tested for a Li-ion capacitor electrode, the material showed 
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very high performance with 765 mA g-1 achieved at a rate of 100 mA g-1 and 500 mAh 
g-1 retained after 250 cycles at 1 A g-1. The capacity of this material was boosted by 
the use of electrochemically active Sn, with is known to undergo alloy reactions with 
Li. The volume change which usually accompanies this alloying reaction appeared to 
be overcome by the small Sn particle size and the MXene host which could act as a 
buffer. CV analysis showed that the charge storage was almost entirely surface-
limited (capacitive) in nature, which may have allowed the high capacities at fast 
rates.  
A similar method was reported by Luo et al. in 2018, where Sn2+ was used with CTAB-
assisted pillaring to create an electrode material for Na-ion system.190 The interlayer 
spacings where the same as reported in their previous work. The pillared material 
retained 98.9% of its capacity over 500 cycles, which the authors attributed to 
allowing reversible Na plating on the MXene surface. The voltage window was 0.00-
0.3 V to induce Na plating/ stripping and the load curves very different to typical 
Ti3C2 load curves in Na-ion systems (in a 0.01-3 V window). The areal, rather than 
gravimetric capacities were given, making it difficult to directly compare to other 
studies. 
A CTAB-assisted method has also been utilised for sulphur pillaring by Luo et al. in 
2019.191 Here CTAB was pre-intercalated before sulphur was added via sublimation 
followed by a heat treatment step to 450 ˚C to create Ti-S bonds. The interlayer 
spacings were similar to what was previously reported for CTAB intercalation. The 
pillared material was tested in a Na-ion system and showed high capacities up to 550 
mAh g-1 at 0.1 A g-1 and 100 mAh g-1 at a very high rate of 15 A g-1. XPS showed the 
surface was covered with Ti-O and Ti-S groups. The capacities were greatly boosted 
by the sulphur content (12.2 wt.%), which can undergo conversion reactions with Na. 
Sulphur decorated Ti3C2 also showed an improved performance compared to bare 
Ti3C2, as reported by Sun et al., who used Na2S to pre-intercalate Na
+ and support S 
on the MXene.192 The Na-ion storage capacity was 200 mAh g-1, twice that of the 
bare MXene, but less then reported by Luo et al. for S-pillared Ti3C2, which shows the 
importance of increasing the interlayer spacing and surface area to maximise the 
MXene performance.   
Xie et al. delaminated Ti3C2 nanosheets and introduced S to prevent re-stacking using 
a dilute solution of 0.5 mg ml-1 of MXene and a 400 ˚C heat treatment under 
argon.193 This gave a material with a BET surface area of 84 m2 g-1 and a reversible 
capacity as a Na-ion electrode of 186 mAh g-1, with an initial coulombic efficiency of 
30%. They also reported that without the S content, the delaminated sheets 
restacked to give a lower capacity than the multilayered MXene, showing the 
importance of keeping the sheets separated. The electrodes had a low mass loading 
of 1 mg cm-2.  
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Luo et al. used a technique they described as cation pillaring to improve the 
performance of Ti3C2 in a Na-ion system.
149 They used a Li, Na or K hydroxide to 
intercalate the metal-ion, remove –F groups in the alkali solution and partially oxidise 
the surface to create TiO2, which was detected by XRD and XPS. A heat treatment at 
450 or 700 ˚C was also used to remove more –F groups and some –OH groups. The 
sample treated with NaOH and heat treated at 450 ˚C showed the best performance 
with capacities of 175 mAh g-1 (170% of the bare material). The sample just 
intercalated with Na did not show any improvement in performance, and the 
interlayer spacings were only slightly increased compare to the bare material, which 
suggests that the improvement may have been a result of the change in the MXene 
surface chemistry, rather than any pillar effect. The initial coulombic efficiency of this 
material was 63%, whereas the materials with other metal-ions intercalated were all 
below 50%, which suggests that the Na pre-intercalation and changes in the surface 
chemistry were responsible for a significant reduction in the irreversible reactions on 
the first cycle.  
Only one report has been found for this review on pillaring non-titanium based 
MXenes. Wang et al. used KOH to pre-intercalate K+ ions between V2C layers, which 
were then exchanged for Co ions to create Co-pillared V2C. This material only had a 
slightly increased interlayer spacing compared to the non-pillared material, but 
showed a significantly enhanced capacity of around 1,000 mAh g-1 (compared to 
around 650 mAh g-1 for bare V2C). This capacity was boosted by redox activity of the 
Co as well as the slight increase in interlayer spacing. Ex-situ XRD showed that the 
interlayer spacing varied slightly with charge and discharge due to the 
electrochemical activity of Co, which expanded the interlayer upon lithiation, 
allowing further Li to be intercalated between the layers. Despite the slight volume 
change, the cycling stability was high, with almost no capacity loss over 15,000 cycles 
at 8 A g-1.  
The results from this review show that pillaring is a promising method to increase the 
interlayer spacing to create porous MXenes, which in turn often show improved 
electrochemical performance across different metal-ion and electrolyte systems. In 
addition, the chemistry of the pillars can be varied, which expands the chemistries 
available for MXene-based materials. Cationic surfactant-assisted pillaring methods 
have been widely studied, as has the intercalation of metal-ions. However, the use of 
amine-assisted pillaring methods such as those developed for titanosilicates, has not 
been studied to date. The use of in-situ electrochemical pillars, where pillars can be 
intercalated within the electrochemical cell, such as those studied by Hantel et al. for 
graphene supercapacitors,181  have also not been studied for MXenes. Cheaper 
pillaring elements such as silica-based pillars, have also been scarcely reported, 
despite the very high abundance of silica on Earth. Finally, whilst titanium-based 
MXenes have been well studied, there are not reports on molybdenum-based ones. 
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Therefore, these are the areas studied further in this thesis, with a focus on pillaring 
techniques based around the cationic surfactant CTAB and a co-pillaring technique 
using amine (dodecylamine, DDA) and TEOS are studied for MXenes.  
2.6 Aims and objectives 
As previously discussed, there is an urgent need for the development of new energy 
storage technologies to enable the global energy system to transition away from 
fossil fuel based energy sources to cleaner renewable-based energy sources. 
Electrochemical energy storage technologies, such as batteries and supercapacitors, 
are uniquely placed with potential applications in renewable energy grid storage and 
decarbonising the transport sector. However, current generations of devices suffer 
from limitations including a trade-off between high energy densities (batteries) or 
high power densities and long lifetime (supercapacitors), which is a result of the way 
the active materials in these devices store charge. Intercalation pseudocapacitance in 
nanomaterials has been suggested as a way of overcoming this trade-off in 
performance, potentially enabling devices with high energy densities, high power 
densities and low lifetime all in one device. In addition, there are concerns about the 
sustainability of certain elements (such as Co and Li) currently used in Li-ion 
batteries, which are the current leading technology for these applications. Therefore, 
ion systems beyond Li, such as Na and Zn are beginning to be explored, and the use 
of abundant elements in new electrode materials is becoming increasingly 
important.  
Two-dimensional nanomaterials have been shown to be promising candidates for 
pseudocapacitive intercalation electrode materials. Among these, MXenes, a family 
of two-dimensional transition metal carbides and nitrides, have recently emerged as 
materials with high potential for electrochemical energy storage applications. 
However, their performance depends on the electrode architecture, with 
multilayered and delaminated MXenes not showing sufficient performance 
characteristics. This has led to an increasing research focus on developing porous 
MXenes with increased ion accessibility and stability towards long-term cycling. 
However, many of the methods developed to date have significant drawbacks such 
as destroying the MXene surface, use of low concentration dispersions and low final 
surface areas. Therefore, despite previously reported porous MXenes, including 
pillared MXenes, showing significantly enhanced energy storage performance 
compared to multilayered MXenes, there is still a need to develop new pillaring 
methods to create MXenes with higher surface areas, easy to control interlayer 
distances using abundant elements. In addition, the majority of work so far on 
porous MXenes has focused on Ti3C2, with porous structures of other MXenes rarely 




Therefore, the aim of this thesis is: 
To create stable porous MXene structures using pillaring techniques previously 
developed for clays in order to improve the electrochemical performance of MXene 
electrodes in a variety of electrochemical energy storage systems.  
To meet this aim, the following objectives have been set: 
 Develop pillaring methods to create porous and stable MXene structures 
using earth abundant elements. 
 Understand the pillaring processes; mechanisms and interplay between 
MXene surface chemistry, interlayer spacings and the pillaring reagents. 
 Test these porous MXenes as electrodes for metal-ion capacitor applications, 
aiming to see increased performance in terms of increased capacity, stability 
and rate performance.  
 Understand the effect of pillaring on the electrochemical performance 
(changes in chemistry, structure, mechanisms). 
 Compare between different MXene chemistries, both in terms of the pillaring 
process and the electrochemical performance.  
 Demonstrate MXene capacity in divalent zinc-ion systems, investigate the 



















3.1 Introduction and Materials 
This chapter introduces and outlines the materials and methods used to carry out the 
research reported in this thesis. This includes the synthesis methods used to make 
the MAX phase precursors, the MXenes and the pillaring techniques used. In 
addition, the characterisation techniques used to determine the structure and 
chemical composition of the synthesised materials such as x-ray diffraction (XRD), 
Raman spectroscopy, scanning and transmission electron microscopy (SEM and 
TEM), energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS), x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
(XPS), nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR), BET analysis, thermal 
gravimetric analysis (TGA) and infrared (IR) spectroscopy. Finally, the electrochemical 
characterisation tests which were used to access and understand the electrochemical 
performance in different electrolyte systems, such as galvanostatic charge-discharge 
testing (GCD) and cyclic voltammetry (CV), are described. 
The following materials were obtained and used without further purification: 
titanium powder (-325 mesh, 99% purity, Alfa Aesar), aluminium powder (-100+325 
mesh, 99.5% purity, Alfa Aesar), titanium carbide powder (-325 mesh, 98% purity, 
Sigma Aldrich), Ti3AlC2 powder (>85% purity, Carbon Ukraine Ltd.), molybdenum 
powder (-325 mesh, 98% purity, Sigma Aldrich), sodium fluoride (99% purity, Alfa 
Aesar), lithium fluoride (98% purity, Alfa Aesar), hydrochloric acid (37.5 wt.% Sigma 
Aldrich), tetraethylortho silicate (TEOS, 98% purity, Alfa Aesar), 1-dodecylamine 
(DDA, 97% purity, Alfa Aesar), n-octylamine (>98% purity, TCI Chemicals), 
hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB, Sigma Aldrich, >99% purity), 
octylamine (>98% purity, TCI Chemicals), Tetradecyltrimethylammonium bromide 
(TTAB, TCI Chemicals, >98% purity), sodium hydroxide (97% purity, pellets, Sigma 
Aldrich), N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP, 99.5% purity, Alfa Aesar), PVDF (99.0% 
purity, Alfa Aesar), Super P carbon black (99% purity, Alfa Aesar), NaPF6 (99% Alfa 
Aesar), diethyl carbonate (DEC) and ethylene carbonate (EC) (1:1 w/w%, 99% purity 
Gotion), 1 M LiPF6 in 1:1 wt DEC:EC (Sigma Aldrich), zinc sulphate heptahydrate 
(>99%, Sigma Aldrich), acetonitrile (ACN, anhydrous, 99.8% Alfa Aesar), aluminium 
foil (Tob New Energy), copper foil (Tob New Energy), zinc foil (Tob New Energy) and 
titanium foil (Tob New Energy, 100 µm). Where deionised (DI) water was used, it was 









3.2.1 Materials synthesis 
3.2.1.1 Ti3C2 MXenes 
Ti3AlC2 MAX phase powder was synthesised based on the reports outlined in the 
background chapter (Section 2.4.1). Ti, Al and TiC powders were mixed in a pestle 
and mortar in a 1:1.2:1.9 molar ratio. The mixture was then heated in a tube furnace 
under argon at 1,350 °C for 2 h, with a heating rate of 5 °C min-1. The resulting lightly 
sintered block was then crushed with a pestle and mortar and ground to give a fine 
grey powder. This is used in Chapter 4 in this thesis. For Chapter 6, commercial 
Ti3AlC2 acquired from Carbon Ukraine Ltd. was used. 
To obtain the Ti3C2 MXene, the fluoride salt-HCl etching method first reported by 
Ghidiu et al. was adapted,114 since this is significantly less hazardous than handling 
concentrated HF solutions, and gives a product with increased –O terminations. 
These are thought to be beneficial to electrochemical energy storage applications, as 
described in Section 2.4.2 of Chapter 2. For the etching, 3 g of the as-synthesised 
Ti3AlC2 were sieved through a -400 mesh sieve (pore size of 38 µm) and added over 
10 min to a 6 M HCl solution with pre-dissolved NaF (7.5:1 F to Al ratio). This mixture 
was heated to 40 °C and left to etch for 48 h with magnetic stirring using the set-up 
shown in Figure 3.1 The acidic fluoride solution was then vacuum filtered through 
borosilicate glass microfiber filter paper (pore size 45 µm, Cole-Parmer) to collect the 
black solid, which was dried overnight at 60 °C. NaF was chosen as the etching salt 
due to its significantly higher abundance and lower cost, which is more in keeping 
with the aims of Na and Zn-ion systems research than using LiF, which still requires 
the use of expensive lithium resources. 
 
Figure 3.1. Schematic representation of the etching set-up for MXene synthesis. 
In Chapter 4, a study was carried out to investigate the effect of different surface 
terminations on the pillaring procedure. Previous reports have shown how the 
surface groups of Ti3C2 can be changed by different chemical treatment, with alkali 
treatments leading to a higher proportion of -O terminal groups compared to acid-
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treated ones.194,195 Therefore, two different washes were used to give two MXenes 
with different surface groups.  
To obtain the MXene with a greater number of -O terminations, denoted Ti3C2-O, the 
dried Ti3C2 powder was immersed in 1 M NaOH at room temperature for 4 h. The 
powder was then recovered by vacuum filtration and washed with DI water. The 
resulting black powder was dried overnight at 60 °C. For the MXene with the higher 
number of OH surface groups, denoted Ti3C2-OH, the NaOH treated MXene (Ti3C2-O) 
was further treated by placing it in 1 M HCl at room temperature for 4 h. This was 
filtered, washed and dried in the same way as Ti3C2-O. These materials were used in 
Chapter 4. 
3.2.1.2 Mo2TiC2 MXene 
The Mo2TiAlC2 MAX phase is not commercially available, and so was synthesised 
following literature methods.100,113 Elemental powders of Mo, Ti, Al and C in a 
2:1:1.2:2 molar ratio were sieved through a 38 μm sieve (-400 mesh), first mixed in a 
pestle and mortar, and then mixed in a planetary mixer for 1 h hour with zirconia 
balls. The recovered powder was heated for 4 h at 1,600 ˚C under argon, using a 
heating and cooling rate of 5 ˚C min-1. The calcined material (light grey) was then 
gently ground in a pestle and mortar to give a fine powder. 
To avoid the handling of HF, the synthesis of Mo2TiC2 was attempted using the LiF-
HCl method which has been successfully used for the titanium-based MXenes. 
Typically, 3 g of Mo2TiAlC2 was slowly added to 30 ml of 9 M HCl with 3 g of LiF pre-
dissolved. The mixture was heated to 60 ˚C and stirred for 5 days. After this the acidic 
solution was diluted with DI water and centrifuged to recover the powder. This was 
then redispersed in a fresh etching solution, using the same quantities as used in the 
first etching stage. After four more days of etching, the solid was collected via 
centrifuging, and washed with water over repeated centrifuging cycles until the pH 
was around 6 (measured with pH paper). The reasons for this two-stage etching 
procedure are discussed in more detail in the results in Chapter 5.  
3.2.2 Pillaring Experiments 
3.2.2.1 Amine-assisted Pillaring 
Chapters 4 and 5 investigate the use of an amine-assisted pillaring method based on 
the work described in Section 2.5 of Chapter 2 to develop silica-pillared 
titanosilicates. This method was chosen for a number of reasons: 




 The pillaring steps are fast (much less than 24 h) and carried out at room 
temperature. 
 The surface areas and interlayer distances achieved for pillared clay using this 
method are amongst the highest, and can be tuned by the use different 
amines and calcination conditions. 
 The surface chemistry of titanosilicates is very similar to titanium-based 
MXenes. 
 Amines have already been shown to intercalate into MXenes. 
 
Figure 3.2. Diagram illustrating the TEOS hydrolysis reaction pathway to form the SiO2 
pillars. 
A schematic outlining the pillaring method is shown in Figure 3.3. 
 
Figure 3.3. Schematic illustrating the amine-assisted pillaring method. 
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3.2.2.2 Pillaring of Ti3C2 
For the pillaring experiments, 0.5 g of the NaOH or HCl-treated MXene were added 
to a solution of dodecylamine (DDA) dissolved in TEOS in a MXene:DDA:TEOS molar 
ratio of 1:6-10:15-20 under argon. This was stirred in a sealed glass vial under argon 
at room temperature for 4 h. The black powder was then recovered by vacuum 
filtration, dried on the filter paper under vacuum before being re-dispersed in DI 
water (25 ml) overnight at room temperature (18 h). The intercalated product (Figure 
3.4) was then recovered by vacuum filtration and dried overnight at 60 °C. These 
samples were then calcined at either 300, 400 or 500 °C for 2 h under argon with a 
heating rate of 5 °C min-1. Argon was used for the heat treatment steps instead of air 
(which would be expected to give more complete removal of the carbon template) to 
minimise the oxidation of the MXene.  
 
Figure 3.4. Schematic illustration of the arrangement of the co-pillars in the intercalated 
materials. 
For the pillaring using octylamine as the co-pillar, the same procedure was followed, 
using a molar ratio of MXene: OA: TEOS of 1:10:20. For the experiment using only 
TEOS for intercalation, the same procedure as described for the DDA assisted 
method was used, with a MXene: TEOS molar ratio of 1:20 used. 
3.2.2.3 Pillaring of Mo2TiC2 
For the pillaring of Mo2TiC2, the procedure was the same as used for the Ti3C2 
MXene. A molar ratio of 1:10:20 of MXene: DDA: TEOS was stirred for 4 h at room 
temperature under argon. The intercalated material was recovered by vacuum 
filtration and dried under vacuum on the filter paper (under argon). This was then re-
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dispersed in DI water for 16 h at room temperature, before being recovered again by 
vacuum filtration. The recovered material was dried at 60 ˚C for 24 h. A calcination 
step under argon was then carried out at 400 ˚C for 5 h using a heating rate of 5 ˚C 
min-1.  
3.2.2.4 CTAB Pillaring 
In Chapter 6, which focuses on MXenes in zinc-ion systems, CTAB pillaring methods 
were also studied for Ti3C2, in addition to the amine-assisted pillaring method. In-situ 
and ex-situ methods were compared. CTAB pillaring had previously been shown to 
be effective for MXene pillaring, due to the positive charge of the cation, CTA+, which 
easily intercalates, as discussed in Section 2.5.3 of Chapter 2. 
3.2.2.5 Ex-situ CTAB Pillaring 
For CTA+ intercalation, 200 mg of Ti3C2 was dispersed in a solution of DI water (30 ml) 
and CTAB (100 mg). The dispersion was stirred for 24 h at 40 °C. The pillared MXene 
was then recovered by vacuum filtration and dried at 60 °C overnight. This was based 
on the work of Luo et al. who studied CTA+ intercalation in detail.189  
3.2.2.6 In-situ CTAB Pillaring 
For the in-situ pillaring, 0.1 wt.% of CTAB was added to the 0.1 M ZnSO4 electrolyte 
used in the coin cell tests, to intercalate CTA+ during cycling within the cell. The 
purpose of this study was to investigate the feasibility of CTA+ pillaring within the cell 
(in-situ), avoiding the need for the extra time consuming steps used in traditional ex-
situ methods. Further details on the electrochemical characterisation are provided in 
Section 3.2.3.11. 
3.2.3 Characterisation 
3.2.3.1 X-ray Powder Diffraction 
X-ray powder diffraction (XRD), is a widely used technique to study the crystal 
structure of solid crystalline materials. It utilises the wave-particle duality of X-rays, 
which diffract when passing through slits which match the size of the wavelength, 
which is approximately 1 Å; the length of a typical chemical bond. While the majority 
of x-rays are simply reflected randomly (scattered) by the electron of atoms in the 
crystals, at certain orientations the scattered x-rays interact with each constructively, 
resulting an increased signal at these orientations, which corresponds to diffracting 
x-rays. This is represented by the Bragg equation (Equation 3.1). 
𝑛𝜆 =  2𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃                                                                                                       Equation 3.1 
Here n is the order of the scattered x-ray (positive integer), λ is the wavelength of the 
incident x-ray, d is the distance between two planes of atoms which the x-ray is 
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scattering off and θ is the angle between the incident x-ray and the plane of atoms. 
This is illustrated by Figure 3.5. During a typical x-ray diffraction experiment, the 
wavelength of the incident x-rays is fixed by using a monochromatic x-ray source, n is 
typically one since the proportion of x-rays which undergo multiple scattering events 
is very low and the angle of diffraction, θ, is varied, either by moving the sample or 
the source and detector. Therefore, the distance, d, between different planes of 
atoms can be calculated. This allows the structure of the solid being probed to be 
determined by using the distance between each plane of atoms to build up the 
overall crystal structure which contains all the planes of atoms detected in the 
diffraction pattern. Diffraction patterns are typically plots of intensity of detected x-
rays against angle (as 2θ), with peaks corresponding to different d-values between 
planes.  
 
Figure 3.5. Schematic illustration of diffraction according to the Bragg equation. The dashed 
lines and arrows represent two in-phase X-rays which are scattered by two different places 
of atoms. They interact constructively to give a diffraction signal when the incident x-rays 
have a θ angle which fulfils the Bragg equation.  
 
To identify the planes of atoms, (hkl) nomenclature is used, which relates the atomic 
planes to the unit cell of the crystal. A unit cell is the smallest repeating unit needed 
to build up the total crystal structure. Three cell axis labels are used, a, b, and c, 
which relate to the h, k and l planes introduced above. These planes intersect the 
unit cell, with the point of intersection given by the integer value assigned to h, k or l, 
which corresponds to the number of times the plane intersects the unit cell in the a, 
b or c axis, respectively. The unit cell for Ti3C2, with the intersections highlighted by 
the (002) plane (i.e., h = 0, k = 0 and l = 2) is given in Figure 3.3 as an example. This 
means that the plane which gives rise to the (002) diffraction peak does not cross the 
a or b axis (there is no intersection, hence h and k = 0), but the c-axis is intersected 
twice (therefore l = 2). As can be seen by Figure 3.6, the unit cell of Ti3C2 consists of 
three (partial) Ti3C2 layers, as a result of the different stacking of atoms within each 
Ti3C2 block. This means that the inter-plane distance, d, for the (002) reflection 




Figure 3.6. Diagram showing the unit cell of Ti3C2 and demonstrating the use of the (002) 
plane to calculate the interlayer spacing and gallery height. 
 
This allows the interlayer distance between MXene sheets to be calculated by solving 
the Bragg equation for the (002) peak, which has been widely reported in the 
literature to be highly useful to study the intercalation and pillaring of MXenes, as 
was shown in Section 2.5.3. Consequently, this method is used in this thesis to follow 
changes in the interlayer distance of the MXenes during intercalation and pillaring 
processes, and during electrochemical cycling by ex-situ XRD experiments. A shift to 
lower 2θ values corresponds to an increase in interlayer spacing, which would 
suggest successful intercalation of species between the layers, which have expanded 
to accommodate that species.    
In addition to the location of the diffraction peaks on the 2θ axis, powder XRD peaks 
also contain information on the crystallinity of the material (from the peak width) 
and the atomic arrangement in the plane (from the peak intensity). A sharper peak 
corresponds to a material with a higher degree of crystallinity than a broader peak, 
which signifies a more disordered material. This is because a disordered material will 
have a wider range of d-values for each plane, since the distance between each plane 
varies throughout the sample. A perfectly ordered crystal would have just one d-
value for each set of atomic planes, therefore the peak would in theory be infinitely 
sharp. Amorphous materials have such a large range of d-values for each plane that 
peaks are very broad (can be over 5˚ 2θ wide), if they can even be distinguished from 
the background. Therefore powder XRD is only suitable for crystalline solids.   
Powder XRD has a number of advantages including simple sample preparation, data 
collection and analysis, which makes it widely used for structure determination. In 
addition, it is a bulk technique, which means that the structure of the entire sample 
can be characterised, not just the sample near the surface.  
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In this thesis, powder XRD was used to identify the phases of synthesised material by 
comparing the collected patterns with those reported in the literature and for 
monitoring the interlayer spacing after intercalation and pillaring experiments, and 
during electrochemical cycling by ex-situ XRD experiments. Samples were 
characterised in a Smartlab diffractometer (Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan) using Cu Kα 
radiation as the x-ray source (λ = 1.54 Å) operating in reflection mode with Bragg-
Brentano geometry to investigate the crystal structure. In other words, the sample 
was flat and stationary during measurements, and the x-ray source and detector 
were moved to obtain the desired range of θ angles. Following the typical diffraction 
ranges found in the literature, the 2θ range of 5-50˚ with a scan rate of 3˚ min-1  was 
used, apart from for the study of the amine-assisted pillared materials where the 
very large interlayer distances meant that a lower range of 1.8 to 10˚ 2θ, with a 
slower scan rate of 0.5˚ min-1 was used.  
Prior to XRD characterisation, all samples were dried in an oven for 18 h at 80 °C. The 
black powders were then ground and placed on a silica sample holder and pressed 
flat with a glass slide. For ex-situ studies (Chapter 6), cells were disassembled at the 
desired state-of-charge, the electrode was extracted and placed immediately, while 
wet, on a flat stage for diffraction analysis. This was to ensure that the material had 
not dried out, which gives an environment closer to that in the cycling cell.  
3.2.3.2 Raman Spectroscopy 
Raman spectroscopy also provides information on the structure of materials, and, 
like XRD, is used for structure identification. It is a vibrational spectroscopy technique 
which uses energy changes in inelastically scattered photons to study bonds in solids, 
liquids and gases. Visible light (radiation) of a fixed wavelength (and therefore 
energy) is focused through a microscope onto the sample. This excites the vibrational 
modes of the atoms in the material (called phonons in a solid), which move, via so-
called virtual states, to a state of higher energy, absorbing some of the energy of the 
radiation (for Stokes Raman scattering).196 This changes the energy (wavelength) of 
the photons by the amount of energy absorbed by the transition. This change in 
energy is called a Raman shift. The difference in energy between the ground state 
and excited state (which corresponds to a peak in a Raman spectrum) is different for 
each vibrational mode for each material, which allows for the vibrations and the 
material to be identified by analysis of a Raman spectrum. It is also possible for a 
scattered photon to gain energy from transitions in the vibrational modes (anti-
Stokes scattering), though this signal is often weaker than the Stokes scattered 
signal, so is rarely used. Scattered photons which do not undergo any change in 
energy (elastic scattered photons) are called Rayleigh scattered photons. These make 
up the bulk of the scattered photons, but are filtered out within the spectrometer to 
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allow the detection of the photons which underwent a Raman shift. The Raman 
process is illustrated in Figure 3.7. 
 
Figure 3.7. Schematic illustrating the Raman Effect in terms of the changes in energy levels 
which occur when visible light scatters from a material. 
 
A Raman spectrum consists of the Raman shift plotted on the x-axis and the intensity 
(of detected photons) on the y-axis. The Raman shift is plotted relative to the energy 
of the incident photons, in units of wavenumbers, cm-1, which is the number of 
waves per cm. Therefore a larger wavenumber corresponds to a smaller wavelength, 
and a larger energy change in the Raman scattered photon. As for XRD, the width of 
the Raman peaks can give information about the degree of crystallinity of the 
material, with sharper peaks suggesting a more crystalline material.196 Unlike XRD, 
Raman spectroscopy is a more localised technique, with the laser used as the light 
source usually focussed to a spot size microns in size. This means that the Raman 
spectrum will consist of only information from that spot, rather than the entire 
sample.  
As well as phase identification, for Ti3C2 MXene Raman spectroscopy has been used 
to study the surface groups. Hu et al. discovered that the location of the peaks (the 
magnitude of the Raman shift) was highly sensitive to the surface groups terminating 
the MXene.197 In particular, the Ti-O and Ti-OH peaks can easily be distinguished. 
Figure 3.5 illustrates the vibrational modes predicted to occur for Ti3C2 terminated 
with –OH and –O groups respectively, with the modes most useful for experimental 
Raman studies highlighted.197,198 The labels Eg and A1g shown in Figure 3.8 describe 
the nature of the vibrational mode. E corresponds to a doubly degenerate mode, A 
to a singly degenerate mode and g shows that the wavefunction used to describe the 
mode is even (gerade), i.e. that an inversion through the centre of symmetry gives 
the same result as before the inversion.197 It should be noted that –F terminations 
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tend to result in peaks which overlap closely with peaks from –OH and –O groups, 
and therefore are not studied using Raman spectroscopy in this work. For Mo2TiC2, 
only Mo-O surface groups have been assigned in the literature to date, with 
vibrations from the Mo and C planes also being identified. This is discussed more in 
Chapter 5.  
 
Figure 3.8. Illustration of the vibrational modes predicted to occur for Ti3C2 terminated with 
–OH and –O groups respectively, with the modes most useful for experimental Raman 
studies highlighted (blue rectangles). Adapted from Hu et al. with permission.197 
 
Therefore Raman spectroscopy is used in this thesis for confirming the MXene phase 
after synthesis and studying changes in the surface chemistry. Raman spectroscopy 
was carried out on a Horiba Lab Raman Spectrometer (Horiba, Minami-ku Kyoto, 
Japan) with an EM-cooled Synapse camera. For taking spectra, a 100x, 0.90 NA 
microscope objective was used. The dried powder was sandwiched between two 
glass microscope slides which were pressed together to give flat MXene particles. 
One of these slides was then discarded, with the other slide placed flat under the 
diode laser (532 nm, 200 μW) for measurements.  
For ex-situ studies (Chapter 6), the electrode was extracted from the cell at the 
desired state-of-charge, washed five times with DI water (the electrolyte solvent) to 
remove any surface salts from the electrolyte, dried overnight at 60˚C and placed flat 
on a glass microscopy slide under the microscope. 
3.2.3.3 Infrared (IR) Spectroscopy 
Like Raman Spectroscopy, IR Spectroscopy is an optical vibrational technique. It is 
complementary to Raman spectroscopy, in that modes which are inactive to Raman 
spectroscopy tend to be active for IR spectroscopy. Therefore, slightly different 
bonding information can be determined by IR spectroscopy. Instead of visible light, 
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infrared light is used as the incident radiation. This causes excitations in vibrational 
states for certain bonds in a material, which show up as peaks in an IR spectrum. To 
be IR active, a vibrational mode must undergo a change in the dipole moment (seen 
by a change is symmetry) of the mode upon the excitation. It is widely used for 
detecting C-H bonds in organic materials, and Si-O bonds, as present in silica-type 
materials also show up clearly. Therefore it is used in this thesis to confirm the 
presence of the amine and TEOS in the intercalated and pillared Ti3C2 materials. 
3.2.3.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
Scanning electron microscopy uses an electron beam to collect images, analogously 
to visible light beams being used in optical microscopes, which is focused through a 
series of lenses into the sample. It is used as an alternative to optical microscopes to 
study features below 200 nm, which is the typical resolution limit of optical 




                                                                                Equation 3.2    
Here, δ is the microscope resolution, 0.61 is a constant, λ is the wavelength of the 
probing beam, n is the refractive index of the medium between the sample and the 
lens (around 1 for air and a vacuum), and α is the angle of collection of the 
magnifying lens.199 Therefore, it can be seen that by changing the wavelength of the 
probing beam, the resolution can greatly increase. Optical microscopes use visible 
light as the probing beam, which has a wavelength greater than 390 nm.199 On the 
other hand, electrons have significantly shorter wavelengths, for example, 0.0123 nm 
in a 10 kV beam.199 This allows electron microscopes to have significantly improved 
resolutions compared to optical microscopes, and SEM can reach resolutions below 1 
nm, though 1-20 nm is more typical.199 This is the main motivation for using electron 
microscopy instead of optical microscopes; the huge improvement in resolution 
allows features on the order of a few nm to be visualised, which is crucial for the 
study of nanomaterials such as MXenes.  
One disadvantage of electron microscopes is that the imaging has to be carried out 
under vacuum, unlike optical microscopes. In addition, the material being imaged 
must be electrically conductive, to allow the electron beam to interact with the 
electron beam without becoming trapped, which leads to sample charging and a loss 
of resolution. The electrons must be able to enter the sample, interact with it, and 
leave the sample to reach the detector to achieve good resolution in the final image.  
When the electron beam interacts with the sample there are a number of different 
processes which can give rise to multiple types of electrons and types of matter 
being generated, each of which can provide different information about the sample. 
A selection of these which are relevant to this thesis are shown in Figure 3.9. For SEM 
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imaging, backscattered electrons were detected and used to create the SEM images 
shown in this thesis. Backscattered electrons are electrons from the incident beam 
which have penetrated, interacted with, and left the sample at the same side as the 
incident beam enters them. These are then collected by a detector the signals from 
which are converted into the images. If the vacuum is not sufficient, then the 
backscattered electrons could be further scattered or altered by particles in the 
atmosphere, which would mean that the image collected on the detector would not 
only include information from the sample, resulting in a loss of resolution. This is why 
SEM is carried out under high vacuum conditions.  
 
Figure 3.9. Schematic representation of some of the effects of the interaction of the focused 
electron beam with the sample. 
 
In this thesis, SEM was used to study the morphology of the MXene particles after 
synthesis and intercalation and pillaring experiments. SEM was carried out in a JEOL 
JSM-7800F (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan), using an accelerating voltage of 10 kV and a working 
distance of 10 mm. The dried powder samples were dry cast onto a conductive 
carbon tape support, which was placed on to a copper stub for analysis. 
3.2.3.5 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 
Like SEM, TEM is a high resolution microscopy technique which uses electron beams 
to collect images. In this case, however, instead of the detector being placed on the 
same side of the sample to the incident electron beam, it is placed on the opposite 
site, behind the sample. This allows for transmitted electrons, which have travelled 
all the way through the sample (Figure 3.6), to be detected.199 This means that there 
is an extra requirement for samples to be imaged by TEM techniques, in addition to 
the requirements for SEM imaging. The sample must be electrically conductive 
enough and thin enough to allow for the electrons to pass through the sample so 
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that they can reach the detector. This can lead to some extra sample preparation 
steps to make the sample thin enough so that the electrons can pass through. The 
resulting image is a 2D projection of the area of the sample that the electrons passed 
through. Scanning TEM (STEM) is a variation of TEM where the electrons are focused 
into a beam, as in SEM, but only the transmitted electrons are detected. Imaging in 
high-angle annular dark field (HAADF)-STEM mode gives high resolution images with 
up to atomic resolution, where the sample is observed as pale features on a black 
background, which gives the images high contrast, making features easier to 
observe. In addition, this technique is sensitive to the atomic mass, Z, of the 
elements in the sample, which can allow for the identification of individual atoms in 
the image.200  
In this thesis, STEM was used to image the interlayer distances of the as-made, 
intercalated and pillared Ti3C2, as a complementary technique to the XRD analysis. 
The higher resolution of the TEM allowed for this to be imaged, which could not be 
achieved in the SEM. For STEM characterisation each specimen was crushed using a 
mortar and pestle, dispersed in methanol and drop-cast onto holey carbon grids to 
ensure single thin flakes were isolated, which would allow for the electrons to pass 
through the sample. They were then loaded into an FEI Tecnai TF30 (FEI-Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, Hillsboro, US) and imaged in HAADF-STEM mode. The microscope 
was operated at 300 kV, with a beam current of 200 pA and dwell time of 32 μs. 
3.2.3.6 Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) 
EDS can be used alongside either SEM or TEM techniques to provide information on 
the elemental composition of the sample being imaged. Figure 3.6 showed that x-
rays can be generated by the electron beam in an electron microscope when it 
interacts with a sample. These x-rays are detected and analysed for EDS. The 
electron beam excites atoms in the sample, which can lead to the ejection of 
electrons from the inside shells of the atom (e.g. n = 1, K shell, the orbitals closest to 
the nucleus). This leaves a vacancy in this shell, which can then be filled by an 
electron in an outer (and higher energy) shell, (e.g. n =2, L shell), which has now 
moved into a lower energy state (Figure 3.10). Following the requirement of 
thermodynamics for the conservation of mass and energy, the energy difference 
between the two shells that the electron has moved between is emitted as radiation. 
This radiation has a wavelength (energy) which places it in the x-ray part of the 
electromagnetic spectrum. The exact energy of the x-ray depends on the difference 
in energy between the two shells the electron which emitted it transitioned 
between, which is unique to each element. This allows these x-rays to act as a 
fingerprint which can be used to identify each element present in the sample.201 The 
exceptions are H and He, which have no occupied higher energy electron shells, and 
Li and Be, which have too few electrons to generate sufficient x-rays for detection.201 
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Since each x-ray corresponds directly to a single transition event, EDS can be used to 
quantify the elements in the sample.201 In addition, since the electron beam can be 
finely controlled for imaging, EDS maps can be build up over a chosen area, showing 
variation in the elemental composition of a sample.  
 
Figure 3.10. Schematic diagram of the generation of an x-ray for EDS analysis. 
 
However, care should be taken when using EDS quantitatively with powdered 
samples, since rough surfaces present in powders can cause shadows or changes in x-
ray interactions which can lead to inaccurate results.201 In addition, the escape depth 
of electrons for EDS is typically in the range of a few microns, so it is a relatively 
surface sensitive technique which may not give an accurate representation of the 
elemental composition of the entire sample. Nevertheless, it is a useful technique to 
identify and semi-quantify elements present in samples, even when in powdered 
form.  
SEM-EDS was performed in a X-Max50 (Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, UK) using an 
accelerating voltage of 10 kV and a working distance of 10 mm, which was used to 
study the elemental composition. For ex-situ EDS studies (Chapter 6), the electrodes 
were extracted from the cell at the desired state-of-charge, washed five times with 
DI water (the electrolyte solvent) to remove any surface salts from the electrolyte, 
dried overnight at 60˚C before being attached to a Cu stub by a carbon tape. The use 
of Cu instead of Al stubs was to ensure that any Al signal originated from the sample, 
not the stub, since this is an important measure of MXene purity. Maps on flat 






3.2.3.7 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 
XPS is also a technique used to analyse the elemental composition of a sample. In 
XPS, an incident x-ray ejects an electron from an atom (Figure 3.11).202 The ejected 
electron is then detected by the spectrometer, which measures the kinetic energy of 
the electron. The kinetic energy then allows the binding energy to be calculated by 
Equation 3.3. 
𝐵𝐸 =  ℎ𝑣 – (𝐾𝐸 +  𝜑)                                                                                       Equation 3.3 
Here BE is the binding energy between the ejected electron and the nucleus, hv is 
the energy of the x-ray photon, KE is the kinetic energy of the electron and φ is a 
workfunction correction for the sample being analysed.202 Therefore the binding 
energy of the ejected electron can be determined, since the energy of the x-ray is 
fixed and known. The binding energy depends on the element the electron was 
ejected from, the orbital the electron was ejected from and the chemical 
environment the atom it was ejected from was in.202 Therefore, it can be used to 
identify elements present in a sample, the oxidation state of the element and its 
chemical environment. This makes XPS very useful for electrochemical materials, 
where the oxidation state of elements plays an important role in electrochemistry. 
Ex-situ XPS can be used on electrodes at various states of charge to investigate how 
the oxidation state of elements changes with cycling, which gives important 
information on the charge storage mechanisms of materials.  
 
Figure 3.11. Schematic diagram showing the ejection of a photoelectron by an x-ray which 
can then be analysed by XPS. 
 
Photoelectrons ejected by XPS have a very shallow escape depth within the sample, 
often between 0.3-4 nm depending on the KE of the electron and the energy of the 
x-ray beam. This means that it is a very surface sensitive technique, and does not 
detect the bulk of the sample.202 This also means that care should be taken when 
preparing samples for XPS, in particular to minimise any surface contamination which 
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would cover the sample signals. XPS is carried out under vacuum, since particles 
between the sample and the detector could interact with the electron photoelectron 
and change the KE, which would also lead to inaccurate results.  
XPS is used in this thesis to identify the elements present within samples, and the 
oxidation states of potentially electrochemically active elements before cycling and 
at varying stages of charge (ex-situ analysis) to understand the charge storage 
mechanisms occurring. XPS was performed on a Thermo Fisher Scientific NEXSA 
spectrometer. Samples were analysed using a micro-focused monochromatic Al x-ray 
source (19.2 W) over an area of approximately 100 microns. Data were recorded at 
pass energies of 150 eV for survey scans and 40 eV for high resolution scan with 1 eV 
and 0.1 eV step sizes respectively. Charge neutralisation of the sample was achieved 
using a combination of both low energy electrons and argon ions. To remove any 
surface contaminants, cluster cleaning was performed with 2 keV energy at 0.5 x 0.5 
mm area for 60s. For ex-situ studies, the electrodes were extracted from the cell at 
the desired state of charge, washed five times with the electrolyte solvent to remove 
surface salts, dried at room temperature under vacuum, and packed under argon 
before testing. For electrodes which had been cycled in organic electrolytes, the 
above electrode extraction and washing was carried out in an argon filled glovebox 
(O2 < 0.1 ppm, H2O < 0.1 ppm) to try and prevent elements reacting after cycling, and 
a polypropylene membrane separator (Celgard) was used instead of a microfiber 
glass separator to minimise surface contamination from fibres. For electrodes cycled 
in aqueous electrolytes, only after washing and drying were the samples transferred 
to a glovebox, since water could not be allowed to contaminate the glovebox. A 
hydrophilic surfactant-coated polypropylene membrane (Celgard) was used as the 
separator in this case.  
3.2.3.8 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Spectroscopy 
NMR is a technique that, like XPS, gives information on the chemical environment of 
atoms, which can allow the structure to be determined. To run an NMR experiment, 
the sample (which contains a magnetic moment) is placed in a magnetic field in a 
rotor. A radio frequency pulse is applied, which aligns the nuclear spins of the nuclei 
being investigated with the magnetic field. Once the pulse has stopped, the spins 
relax back to their original state, which results in a free induction decay signal being 
detected in the radio frequency signal. This relaxation results in different time 
constants (of relaxation) depending on the chemical environment of the nuclei being 
studied, which is contained in the radio signal, and converted to a chemical shift 
(relative to a standard reference), to give an NMR spectrum.203 The frequency of the 
applied radio signal in the magnetic field is specific to the nuclei for each element. 
Therefore different elements can be identified and studied using different 
frequencies (Larmor frequencies) in NMR experiments.  
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In an NMR spectrum, peaks are observed relative to a standard (chemical shift). The 
magnitude of the chemical shift provides information on the chemical environment 
of those nuclei, and can act as fingerprint for known environments and compounds. 
The intensity of the peaks is directly proportional the number of nuclei in that 
environment. Therefore the area under each peak can be compared to determine 
the relative population of nuclei in each environment. Peak width contains 
information on the degree of freedom of the nuclear spins in the sample, since the 
orientation of the spin with respect to the magnetic field affects the relaxation time. 
Liquids, where nuclei are constantly tumbling, have very sharp peaks since the 
tumbling motions occur on a much faster timescale than the NMR measurement, 
which means that a single average spin is all that is observed. This makes it relatively 
easy to identify and separate out individual chemical environments in liquid NMR. In 
solids, nuclei are highly restricted, and have strong interactions with each other, 
since strong covalent bonds keep the atoms in place. This means that there is a 
variety of orientations of spins which can be detected in the NMR experiment, even 
for the same chemical environment.203 This can easily lead to very broad peaks which 
are either undetectable or merge, making it difficult to identify specific 
environments. Disorder in a solid can also lead to peak broadening, since this will 
lead to a range of slightly different chemical environments for a given atomic site.  
To overcome the broad nature of the peaks in solid-state NMR, magic-angle-spinning 
is used. Here, the sample is rotated at an angle of 54.74° relative to the applied 
magnetic field, which removes the effects of the nuclei being restricted in movement 
and some of the interactions between neighbouring nuclei.203 This can give much 
sharper peaks and allow different chemical environments to be detected. The use of 
very high rotation speeds can also help reduce peak width, and is commonly used in 
solid-state NMR experiments.    
In Chapter 4, solid-state NMR studies were carried out to investigate the changes in 
Ti3C2 upon intercalation and pillaring. 
1H, 19F, 13C, and 29Si solid-state NMR spectra 
were obtained at 16.4 T on a Bruker Advance 700 MHz spectrometer (Bruker Biospin 
Corporation, Massachussetts, USA) operating at Larmor frequencies of 700.1, 658.8, 
176.0, and 139.0 MHz, respectively. Powdered samples were packed into 2.5 mm 
MAS rotors, and rotated at a MAS rate of 30 kHz for most of the experiments. The 








Table 3.1. Experimental parameters used for MAS solid-state NMR experiments. 
 
3.2.3.9 Gas Sorption 
Gas adsorption experiments have become the standard method for calculating 
specific surface areas of materials. A gas, typically nitrogen, is allowed to enter the 
experimental chamber in controlled quantities to be adsorbed onto the surface of 
the solid, until equilibrium is reached (i.e. no more gas can be adsorbed, and surface 
coverage is complete). This is carried out at a constant temperature, 77 K for N2, just 
above its boiling point, to give a sorption isotherm. The amount of gas adsorbed in a 
monolayer is then calculated, and converted to a specific surface area using the 
Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) formula by using the amount of gas adsorbed at 
multiple pressure points.204–206 This allows for the comparison of the degree of 
porosity across different materials. Pore size distributions (PSD) can then be 
estimated with a variety of methods based on the adsorption isotherm. One 
common method is non-local density functional theory (NLDFT), which is a common 
method for nanoscale-resolution pore size distributions. The NLDFT method 
calculates the sorption isotherm using a classical fluid density functional theory and 
ideal pore geometries (e.g., N2 adsorption in the slit-pore model at 77 K). The PSD 
result can be obtained by solving an adsorption integral equation.207  
Gas sorption isotherms were measured on a Micromeritics ASAP 2020Plus gas 
sorption analyser 2020 (Micromeritics Instrument Corporation, Georgia, USA) using 
high purity nitrogen gas at 77 K. BET surface areas were calculated over a relative 
pressure range of 0.05-0.15 P/P0. The BET method was used to determine the 
specific surface area of the materials. Pore size distributions were calculated using 








































Ti3C2-O 30 15 80 120 96 10 6352 NA NA 
Ti3C2-OH 29 15 160 120 96 10 14720 NA NA 
Ti3C2-OH-
Si 
30 15 48 120 96 10 6400 60 1424 
Ti3C2-OH-
Si-400 
30 15 80 120 96 10 6464 60 1440 
Reference 
materials 
L-Alanine (NH3 iso 
8.5 ppm) iso 
-122 ppm) 






3.2.3.10 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) 
TGA is a technique which monitors the mass change of a sample as it is heated. This 
can be done in different atmospheres, (N2, air etc), and at different rates to monitor 
the thermal stability of materials in different environments. In addition, differential 
scanning calorimetry (DSC) can be coupled with TGA to track phase changes during 
the temperature changes, which can add extra information on the changes occurring 
during heating.  
In this thesis, TGA was used to investigate the thermal stability of MXenes, and to 
estimate the quantity of CTAB intercalated into Ti3C2 in Chapter 6.  TGA was done in a 
STA 449 F3 Jupiter (Netzsch, Selb, Germany) to look at the effect of heat treatments 
on the intercalated and pillared sample. Small amounts of the dried MXene (20 to 30 
mg) were placed into alumina crucibles which were then placed directly into the 
heated chamber of the TGA. Samples were then heated at a rate of 1 °C min-1 from 
25 °C to 700 °C under air or nitrogen. 
3.2.3.11 Electrochemical Characterisation 
To test the effect of the pillaring process on the electrochemical behaviour, the 
pillared and un-pillared materials were tested in half-cell configurations in CR2032 
coin cells. The coin cells consisted of two outer cases, the MXene (working) 
electrode, a separator (Whatman micro glass fibre paper) wetted with the 
electrolyte, the counter and reference electrode and a metal spacer and spring, 
which are used to ensure good contact throughout the cell (Figure 3.12. These were 
sealed using a coin cell crimper (Tob New Energy), which ensured good sealing of the 
cells at a consistent pressure. Coin cells for testing MXenes in organic electrolytes 
were assembled and sealed in an argon filled glovebox (O2 and H2O levels < 0.1 ppm), 
while cells using aqueous electrolytes were assembled in the open atmosphere.  
 
Figure 3.12. Photo of coin cell parts used in this thesis for the electrochemical 
characterisation. Note that a metal foil would also be added between the spacer and 
separator as the counter and reference electrode.  
To prepare the working electrodes, slurries were made by mixing the MXene with 
carbon black (super P, company) as a conductive additive and PVDF as a binder in a 
75:15:10 weight ratio respectively. These were added to NMP, and left to stir for 24 h 
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at room temperature. The slurry was then manually casted onto the metal foil 
current collector using a doctor blade (set at a distance of 25 μm), and circular disk 
electrodes were then cut. The active mass was around 3 mg cm-2 for all electrodes 
studied. Four different metal-ion systems were tested: organic Li-ion, organic Na-ion, 
organic Zn-ion and aqueous Zn-ion. The electrolytes and current collectors used in 
each system are shown in Table 3.2. 
Table 3.2. Components used in test cells for different electrochemical systems. 




Organic Li-ion  Li metal disks 1 M LiPF6 in EC/DEC 
(1:1 weight ratio) 
Cu 
Organic Na-ion Na metal disks 1 M NaPF6 in 
EC/DEC (1:1 weight 
ratio) 
Al 
Organic Zn-ion Zn metal disks 1 M Zn(TFSI)2 in ACN Ti 




3.2.3.12 Galvanostatic charge-discharge (GCD) Testing 
GCD testing is used to study the electrochemical performance of a potential 
electrochemical energy storage material. A constant current is applied to the cell, 
and the change in voltage is recorded along with the charge stored by the material. 
This can then be plotted with the voltage on the y-axis and charge (as specific 
capacity) on the x-axis, to give a load curve. In an electrochemically active material, 
the voltage will change as charge is stored, and will either increase or decrease until 
it reaches a cut-off voltage set by the user. The current will then reverse, and the 
voltage will change in the opposite direction as the charge storage process is 
reversed, until a second cut-off limit is reached. This is the end of one charge-
discharge cycle. This process can then be repeated for as many cycles as the user 
desires. In addition, the rate of cycling can be investigated by changing the 
magnitude of the applied current.  
Therefore, GCD testing can quantify several key parameters which determine the 
promise of potential electrochemical energy storage materials. The total amount of 
charge stored (capacity) can be determined by the amount of current which has 
passed by the end of each charge or discharge. This is usually normalised by mass of 
the active material to allow for fair comparison between different experiments (mAh 
g-1); in this thesis all capacities are normalised to the mass of the MXene material, 
including any pillaring species and residues, in the electrode. The long-term stability 
and electrode degradation can be determined by comparing the capacity across 
multiple cycles, and the rate capability (how the electrode responds to fast charging 
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or discharging times) can be investigated by changing the current and recording how 
the capacity changes. Coulombic efficiency can also be determined from the GCD 
testing. This is calculated by dividing the charge capacity by the discharge capacity, 
and reveals the extent of any irreversible or side-reactions occurring within the cell. 
If a coulombic efficiency is less than 100%, then some charge carrying ions are being 
consumed or trapped via an irreversible process. This means that those ions are no 
longer available to reversibly store charge, leading to lower capacities on the 
subsequent charge and following cycles. The initial coulombic efficiency (for the first 
cycle) is often very low for MXenes, partly due to SEI formation and partly due to 
irreversible side-reactions. This could cause issues in a full cell, where the positive 
electrode is often the ion source, and so would need to be oversized to counter the 
ion loss, which reduces the overall energy density of the cell. If the coulombic 
efficiency is greater than 100%, then side-reactions are occurring, potentially 
between the electrode and electrolyte, which are providing extra irreversible 
capacity, as is as undesirable as low coulombic efficiency.  
In addition, the voltage profile in the load curve provides key information on the 
mechanism of charge storage and identifies whether a material should be considered 
as a positive electrode or a negative electrode. To be classed as a negative electrode, 
the average voltage of the material should be as low as possible (but above the metal 
plating potential for the ion system being studied), typically below 1.5 V for organic Li 
and Na-ion systems. For positive electrodes, the average voltage should be as high as 
possible, typically well above 3 V for organic Li- and Na-ion systems. For aqueous 
systems, the voltage window is typically limited by the electrolysis of water, to 
around 1.23 V. As seen in the Background chapter (Chapter 2), MXenes have voltages 
which best suit applications as negative electrode materials.  
The shape of the voltage profile contains information on the mechanism of charge-
storage. If the slope of the profile is linear, then the charge-storage mechanism does 
not involve any phase changes in the active material. Instead the original phase is 
maintained through cycling, suggesting that a solid solution or surface charge storage 
mechanism is present. On the other hand, if a plateau is observed on the load curve, 
then the charge storage in that region involves two phases, with the initial phase 
being changed into a new product phase. Typically, battery materials display 
significant plateaus in their voltage profiles, which give batteries their relatively 
constant working voltages and contribute to higher energy densities than 
supercapacitors. A linear profile is typically seen in capacitive materials, where the 
lack of phase changes allows for improved cycling stability since there is no (or 
minimal) lattice mismatch in the electrode. If a profile contains no clear plateaus but 
is not truly linear, than there is likely a mixed charge storage mechanism involving 
multiple processes occurring. The different load curve types are shown in Figure 3.13 




Figure 3.13. Load curve diagram illustrating the two main types of load curve features 
observed for electrochemical energy storage materials. 
 
The galvanostatic charge-discharge tests were carried out on a Neware battery cycler 
(Neware battery system, China) at a current density of 20 mA g-1 in the voltage range 
of 0.01-3 V for 100 cycles. For rate capability tests, the cells were cycled at a current 
density of 20 mA g-1 for 1 cycle to stabilise the cell before five cycles at each current 
density of 20, 50, 200, 500 and 1,000 mA g-1 were run before returning to 20 mA g-1. 
3.2.3.13 Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) 
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is a technique which can also study the electrochemical 
reactions of an energy storage material. In cyclic voltammetry experiments, the 
voltage is varied at a constant scan rate between two cut-off voltages, and the 
current produced is measured. A CV plot consists of the current, i, plotted on the y-
axis against voltage, V, on the x-axis. As the voltage is decreased, the potential 
becomes more reductive (cathodic sweep) and as the voltage is increased the 
potential becomes more oxidative (anodic sweep).208 CV can give information on the 
number, reversibility, kinetics and voltage of electrochemical reactions. For 
electrochemical energy storage systems, there are two main shapes of CV curves: 
rectangular, with no clear peaks and significant current across the voltage window 
and those with clear, sharp redox peaks with limited current away from those peaks. 
These correspond to capacitive-like and battery-like charge storage mechanisms 
respectively. Pseudocapacitive materials display features from both types of 
mechanism, with significant current generated across the voltage window and broad 
redox peaks which should have minimum voltage separation between the cathodic 
and anodic scans, corresponding to the fast charge transfer kinetics. Battery-like 
materials with slower kinetics than pseudocapacitive materials display larger 
separation between the peaks on the cathodic and anodic scans.209 The different 
shapes of CV curves and the corresponding charge storage mechanism are shown 




Figure 3.14. “(a, b, d, e, g, h) Schematic cyclic voltammograms and (c, f, i) corresponding 
galvanostatic discharge curves for various kinds of energy-storage materials. A 
pseudocapacitive material will generally have the electrochemical characteristics of one, or a 
combination, of the following categories: (b) surface redox materials (e.g., MnO2 in neutral, 
aqueous media), (d) intercalation-type materials (e.g., lithium insertion in Nb2O5 in organic 
electrolytes), or (e) intercalation-type materials showing broad but electrochemically 
reversible redox peaks (e.g., Ti3C2 in acidic, aqueous electrolytes). Electrochemical responses 
in (g–i) correspond to battery-like materials.” Reprinted with permission from ACS Nano, 
2018, 12, 3, 2081-2083.209 Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. 
 
In addition to analysing the shape of the CV curves (and GCD curve), the kinetics of 
the charge storage mechanism can be studied by varying the scan rate of the CV 
experiment and analysing the variation of the current response. It is known that the 
charge storage of capacitive and capacitive-like mechanisms is surface-controlled. 
Therefore, the current-scan rate relationship is linear, as shown by Equation 3.4.210  
𝑖 =  𝑣𝐶𝐴                                                                                                                 Equation 3.4 
Here i is the current response, v is the scan rate, C is the capacitance and A is the 
surface area of the electrode. For battery-like processes, charge storage is diffusion-
limited and the current-scan rate relationship varies with the square root of the scan 
rate, as shown by Equation 3.5.210 
𝑖 =  𝑛𝐹𝐴𝐶 ∗ 𝐷1/2𝑣1/2(𝛼𝑛𝐹/𝑅𝑇)1/2𝜋1/2𝜒(𝑏𝑡)                                              Equation 3.5 
Here, in addition to the variables for capacitive storage, n is the number of electrons 
involved in the redox reaction, F is the Faraday constant, C* is the surface 
concentration of the material, D is the diffusion co-efficient, α is the charge transfer 
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co-efficient, R is the molar gas constant, T is the temperature and χ(bt) is a function 
which represents the normalised current. Therefore, the dependence of current on 
scan rate can be written as a power law (Equation 3.6).209,210 
𝑖 =  𝑎𝑣𝑏                                                                                                                    Equation 3.6                                                           
Here a and b are adjustable parameters. The value of b can vary between the 
surface-limited case (b = 1), which indicates that the current is completely surface-
controlled and therefore fully capacitive (EDL or ideal pseudo capacitors), or the 
diffusion-limited case (b = 0.5), where the current is completely diffusion-limited as is 
the case for typical battery materials. Values of b between these two end points 
signify a mixed charge-storage mechanism with both surface-limited (capacitive) and 
diffusion-limited (battery-like) processes contributing to the overall charge storage. If 
the b-value is closer to 1 then the current is predominantly capacitive in nature, and 
vice versa. Therefore, calculating the b-value allows for the proportion of the 
diffusion-limited and surface-limited contribution to the total charge storage to be 
determined. Typically, this is done by taking logs of the current and scan rate, a plot 
of which should give a linear fit with a gradient of b.  Whilst typically just peak 
currents are used, this can be done at different voltages within the window, to give a 
more detailed analysis of how the mechanism changes with voltage, which can be 
particularly useful for pseudocapacitive materials, such as MXenes. This b-value 
analysis is used in this thesis to analyse the charge storage mechanisms in the 
MXenes, including after pillaring.  
CV measurements were conducted using an Ivium potentiostat (Ivium Technologies 
BV, The Netherlands) with a scan rate of 0.2 mV s-1 for five cycles, followed 
by further cycles at 0.5, 2 and 5 mV s-1 sweep rates in the voltage range of 0.01-3V.  
3.2.3.14 Summary 
Overall, this chapter described the synthesis methods used to make the MAX phase 
precursors, the multilayered MXenes and the pillared MXenes. In addition, the 
structural and chemical characterisation techniques used in this thesis were outlined. 
XRD is used to identify the MAX and MXene phases and to study the effect of 
pillaring and electrochemical cycling on the interlayer spacing. Raman, IR, NMR and 
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopies are used to investigate the surface groups and 
pillaring species present in the MXenes before and after pillaring, and can also 
provide information on bonding changes after cycling. Electron microscopy 
techniques, such as SEM and TEM are used to study the morphology of the MXene 
materials, and can be matched with chemical information when combined with EDS. 
This can help to confirm material purity and the presence of pillaring elements within 
the samples. Gas adsorption experiments using the BET method can determine the 
specific surface area of a material, which would show if the pillaring methods had 
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successfully created porous MXenes. TGA experiments allow the thermal stability of 
the MXene before and after intercalation to be studied, which can help determine 
appropriate calcination conditions for the pillaring process. Electrochemical 
characterisation techniques, such as GCD testing and CV, using half-cells allow the 
electrochemical performance of the MXene materials to be assessed, and provide 
important mechanistic information on the charge storage processes.  
To determine whether or not a material is storing charge in a battery-like or 
capacitive-like way is becoming increasingly important in the development of 
materials for electrochemical energy storage, particularly where energy storage is 
concerned. As mentioned previously, MXenes typically display mixed mechanisms 
with both capacitive and battery-like features. These can be identified by analysing 
the load curves obtained by GCD testing and by detailed kinetic (b-value) analysis 
using CV. To complement these techniques, ex-situ studies such as XRD, XPS and 
Raman spectroscopy are used to identify any new phases (battery-like) or changes in 
bonding/ valence states (battery-like or pseudocapacitive) as a result of 






















As discussed in the background chapter (Chapter 2), a common difficulty with the 
practical application of MXenes is creating stable architectures which maintain the 
properties and performance of the 2D nanosheets without layers restacking.211  The 
surface areas of MXenes (4-20 m2 g-1)140,184,212 are significantly smaller than those of 
other 2D materials (300-2,000 m2 g-1 have been reported for graphene / graphene 
oxide materials)37,213,214 which is a key property for high performance in a variety of 
applications such as energy storage, catalysis and gas capture and storage, as 
discussed in the introduction chapter. Even when fully delaminated, the reported 
surface areas are no greater than 98 m2 g-1.130 In addition, delaminated nanosheets 
restack over time, leading to reduced performance e.g. in a lithium-ion battery.130   
Therefore, porous and stable MXene structures need to be developed. 
To date, a number of different strategies have been reported, including the use of 
nanocarbon spacers,124,133 deliberate oxidation of the MXene surface,212 or insertion 
of metal ions.194,215,216 While these methods all increased the interlayer spacing of 
the MXene material, they have several drawbacks, including partial destruction of 
the MXene structure, and poor control over the final interlayer distances. As 
discussed in Section 2.4.2.2, the surface areas of porous MXenes typically do not 
exceed 100 m2 g-1, and only one case has been found of a surface area over 200 m2 g-
1, which was obtained by freeze-drying.217  
This chapter focuses on the development of a pillaring method adapted from clay 
engineering, where it had been used to produce materials with surface areas as high 
as of 618 m2 g-1, which were investigated as heterogeneous catalysts. The focus was 
on pillaring methods previously demonstrated on titanosilicates, since these have 
titanium layers covered with OH functional groups,176 and thus are very similar to the 
surface chemistry of Ti-based MXenes. This led to the development of a SiO2-pillared 
Ti3C2 material, which was synthesised using amines (dodecylamine - DDA and 
octylamine - OA) as co-pillars with the organometallic 
precursor tetraethylortho silicate (TEOS). Silica is comprised of the two most 
abundant elements in the Earth’s crust,218 and therefore meets the demand for 
affordable and sustainable materials. The amines intercalated at the same time as 
TEOS, removing the need for a pre-pillaring step. In addition, the amines also act as 
catalysts to the hydrolysis of TEOS, speeding up the reaction. The intercalation and 
hydrolysis are carried out at room temperature, with a calcination step employed to 
give further control over the interlayer spacing over a range of 0.75-3.2 nm and to 
remove the amine template.  
The intercalation mechanism was studied to understand the pillaring process, using 
acid (HCl) and alkali (NaOH) treatments to carry out a detailed study on the effect of 
surface chemistry on the pillaring process and used this understanding to show the 
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functional groups can be tailored to optimise the pillaring process (illustrated in 
Figure 4.1). 
The resulting pillared MXenes were then tested as negative electrodes in organic Na-
ion and Li-ion systems since large interlayer spacings in the pillared material should 
allow for improved cycling stability and rate performance, overcoming some of the 
drawbacks of this technology.  
It was found that the amine-assisted silica pillaring method successfully created 
porous MXenes, with surface areas being amongst the highest reported (up to 235 
m2 g-1). The intercalation and pillaring mechanism was investigated using XRD, SEM, 
TEM, EDS, Raman spectroscopy, 1H, 13C, 19F and 29Si solid-state NMR to determine 
the structure of the pillared product and the role of the MXene surface groups. The 
electrochemical performance was then investigated by GCD testing in Na and Li-ion 
systems and compared to the non-pillared material. Rate capability tests were 
carried out at currents up to 1 A g-1 to investigate how pillaring affects the high rate 
performance. It was shown that the pillared MXenes had superior capacities, cycling 
stabilities, coulombic efficiencies and rate capabilities in both systems. CV analysis 
was also used to study the kinetics of the systems and to identify the redox reactions 
occurring. Ex-situ XPS was used to investigate the electrochemical activity of the SiO2 
pillars in the Na-ion system.     
4.2 Results and Discussion 
4.2.1 Controlling the MXene Surface Chemistry 
The Ti3AlC2 MAX phase was synthesised and etched to give the as-made MXene, 
using a modified version of the HCl and fluoride salt-based method first reported by 
Ghidiu et al.114 Samples were treated with 1 M NaOH or HCl and are referred to as 
Ti3C2-O and Ti3C2-OH respectively, due to the presence of -O or -OH functional groups 
associated with these samples. The treated MXenes were then mixed with DDA and 
TEOS to intercalate Si between the Ti3C2 layers; these materials are referred to as 
Ti3C2-O-Si and Ti3C2-OH-Si. Finally, the intercalated materials were calcined under 
argon at 300, 400 or 500 °C which is shown by appending the calcination 




Figure 4.1. Schematic illustrating the pillaring process. 
 
Figure 4.2 shows the successful synthesis of the Ti3AlC2 MAX phase, with the 
diffraction peaks matching those previously reported.219  The Ti3C2 was then 
successfully etched from the sieved Ti3AlC2, with the Ti3C2 X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
patterns showing only typical MXene reflections. In particular, the (002) diffraction 
peak219 has shifted to lower angles, corresponding to the enlarged interlayer spacing 
in the MXene compared to the MAX phase. This is accompanied by the loss of the 
typical Ti3AlC2 diffraction peaks.
219 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) shows the 
open layered morphology which is typical of MXenes (Figure 4.2b).86,114 Both the HCl 
and NaOH treatments maintain the MXene crystal structure but the (002) diffraction 
peak for OH-functionalised MXene (Ti3C2-OH) has shifted to a lower angle relative to 
Ti3C2-O (Figure 4.2a). This indicates that the acid treatment results in a small increase 
in interlayer spacing, possibly due to the re-arrangement of hydrogen-bonded water 




Figure 4.2. a) XRD patterns of the as made Ti3AlC2, Ti3C2 after NaOH treatment (Ti3C2-O) and 
after HCl treatment (Ti3C2-OH). (002) diffraction peak was indexed according to Peng et al.
219 
b) SEM micrograph of the as-made Ti3C2. 
 
In addition, Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS, Figure 4.3) shows no Al content, 
confirming complete etching. The EDS results also show that the majority of surface 
groups are -O based terminations, with the levels of F (9%) and Cl (3%) being low.  
 
Figure 4.3. EDS spectra of the as-etched Ti3C2, confirming the selective removal of the Al 
layer. 
 
Raman spectroscopy has previously been used to study Ti3C2 -OH and -O 
terminations, which are not easily distinguished using other techniques, as described 
in Section 3.2.3.2.220 Figure 4.4 shows the results from Raman spectroscopy for the 
samples with the NaOH (Ti3C2-O) and HCl treatments (Ti3C2-OH), and for the pillared 
(Ti3C2-OH-Si) and calcined samples (Ti3C2-OH-Si-400). A table listing the peak analysis 




Figure 4.4. Raman spectra of the alkali (black, Ti3C2-O) and acid (red, Ti3C2-OH) treated 
MXene, and the acid treated intercalated (blue, Ti3C2-OH-Si) and calcined at 400 °C (green, 
Ti3C2-Si-400) pillared MXene, with columns highlighting the key peaks corresponding to Ti-O 
(grey) and Ti-OH (orange) functional groups.  
 
The NaOH treated sample (Ti3C2-O) shows a distinctive peak at 207 cm
-1 
corresponding to Ti-O terminations, with a shoulder sloping to 300 cm-1 resulting 
from Ti-O-Na groups, which have previously been reported to form after NaOH 
treatments.221  Following HCl treatment (Ti3C2-OH), the Ti-O peak (207 cm
-1) 
sharpens, with no shoulder visible. In addition, a new peak appears at around 270 
cm-1 resulting from Ti-OH vibrations, i.e. protonated Ti-O groups.75 This demonstrates 
how the surface chemistry of Ti3C2 can be controlled by changing the pH of Ti3C2 
solvents, which is further supported by NMR results (Section 4.2.2.3). The other 
peaks present up to 1,000 cm-1 are known to be formed by the overlap of Ti-X 
vibrations (where X is any of the known termination groups) and are therefore not 
useful here for the study of the surface chemistry.220 The –F terminations are studied 
using NMR and discussed in a later section. The broad peak at around 1,570 cm-1 
shows that there is a small amount of amorphous carbon present in the treated 
MXenes, suggesting slight over-etching of Ti3AlC2. 
4.2.2 DDA-TEOS Pillaring 
4.2.2.1 Synthesis and characterisation 
Both the Ti3C2-OH and the Ti3C2-O samples were treated using the same intercalation 
process to compare the effect of surface chemistry on the pillaring process (denoted 
Ti3C2-OH-Si and the Ti3C2-O-Si respectively). 0.5 g Ti3C2 were added to a DDA-TEOS 
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solution in a 1:10:20 molar ratio under argon and stirred for 4 h at room 
temperature. The solid product was then recovered by vacuum filtration, dried under 
vacuum and dispersed in DI water (100 ml) for 16 h for hydrolysis. Vacuum filtration 
was then used again to recover the product, which was dried at 60 ˚C overnight. 
Figure 4.5 shows the XRD results from the acid and alkali-treated samples after the 
pillaring experiments. The Ti3C2-O-Si sample shows no sign of an increase in 
interlayer spacing, with no MXene diffraction peaks visible (note that the small peaks 
at 2.1 and 3° 2θ in Ti3C2-O-Si are from the sample holder). This suggests that the 
pillaring was unsuccessful for the MXene functionalised with –O groups.  
 
Figure 4.5. Low angle XRD of the a) acid (blue, Ti3C2-OH-Si) and b) alkali (black, Ti3C2-O-Si) 
treated MXenes after the intercalation experiments. The sample holder (grey) is also shown 
for reference. The asterisks highlight peaks corresponding to the glass sample holder. 
 
In contrast, the HCl treated material (Ti3C2-OH-Si) shows a clear and relatively sharp 
peak at 2.1° 2θ, which corresponds to an expanded d-spacing of 4.2 nm. This 
diffraction peak is much more intense than the small peak seen in the sample holder 
diffractogram and the alkali treated sample, confirming that it corresponds to the 
(002) diffraction peak from the MXene. It has previously been reported that the 
thickness of a single Ti3C2 sheet is 0.95 nm,
189 which gives a gallery height of 3.25 nm 
for the pillared MXene, around 10 times that of the starting MXene; a clear sign of 
successful pillaring. This is larger than any interlayer distance found in the literature 
review for an MXene and is also one of the largest for any 2D material, which are 
rarely above 2 nm.179,180,222–228 STEM analysis (Figure 4.6) also confirms the large 
increase in interlayer spacing, from an average of around 1 nm to 2.7 nm (Figure 4.6 
b-c). This is slightly lower than the spacing calculated by XRD, perhaps due to 
electron beam induced specimen damage or the movement / partial removal of the 
intercalated molecules within the TEM vacuum. Differences may also result from the 
sampling volumes between the two methods – XRD is a bulk method, whereas the 
STEM measurements are very localised. The STEM measurements were manually 
carried out on 70 interlayer spacings for each sample and suggest that the standard 
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deviation of interlayer distances increases with pillaring, suggesting that the pillars 
have some variation in size or concentration across the sample. This is also 
supported by pore size distribution results which are discussed later in this section.  
 
Figure 4.6. Microscopy studies of the intercalated MXene. a) SEM micrograph of the 
intercalated MXene (Ti3C2-OH-Si) b) STEM cross sectional image of atomic planes of Ti3C2-OH-
Si, with example d-spacings labelled. c) Graph showing the results of the (002) interlayer 
distances measured using STEM.  
 
EDS results (Figure 4.7a) confirm that this increase in interlayer spacing is correlated 
with the presence of Si in the sample (3.1 wt.%), and SEM shows no sign of SiO2 
particles external to the MXene (Figure 4.7b). This suggests the successful 
intercalation of TEOS into the interlayer of Ti3C2-OH (after acid treatment). The 
presence of Si is further confirmed by NMR spectroscopy (Section 4.2.2.3). 
Additionally, three new Raman peaks appear between 1,100-1,700 cm-1 
corresponding to the presence of DDA and TEOS hydrolysis products (Figure 4.4). 
There is an increase in carbon content in the EDS, from 28.2 wt.% (Figure 4.3) to 33 
wt.% (Figure 4.9a) and which is also seen in the NMR results (Section 4.2.2.3). (Note 
that although C content measurements with EDS will contain some C content from 
the carbon tape used to secure the sample, the measurements were done on thick 
particles (1-10 μm) to minimise this contribution, and the higher levels in the 
intercalated material were seen across multiple particles). Taken together, these 






Figure 4.7. SEM-EDS analysis of Ti3C2-OH-Si. a) EDS spectra of Ti3C2-OH-Si, confirming the 
presence of Si in the material (3.1 wt.%). b) SEM micrograph of sample. 
 
IR spectroscopy also supports these findings (Figure 4.8), with peaks at 2,916 and 
2,849 cm-1 corresponding to C-H vibrations from the intercalated DDA. The small 
peak at 1,050 cm-1 is from Si-O vibrations, suggesting that the intercalated Si in still 
bound to oxygen atoms. The peaks at 2,337 and, 2,089, 2,117 and 1,996 cm-1 are 
found in all samples studied and are therefore assigned as MXene vibrations. 
 
Figure 4.8. IR spectroscopy results of Ti3C2-OH-Si recorded between 500-4,000 cm
-1.  
 
When Ti3C2 is dispersed in just TEOS at room temperature for 4 h and recovered by 
vacuum filtration before being dried at 60 °C for 16 h (following the same procedure 
used for the amine-assisted pillaring but without adding DDA), there is no sign of 
intercalation (Figure 4.9). The SEM image in Figure 4.9a shows the formation of SiO2 
particles on the MXene outer surface confirming while the EDS (Figure 4.9b) shows 
some Si content in the sample (1.4 wt.%), this Si is not in the interlayer. This is further 
confirmed by XRD which shows that the (002) diffraction peak has shifted from 6.5˚ 
2θ to 8.5˚ 2θ, corresponding to a decrease rather than an increase in the interlayer 
spacing. This confirms that the TEOS does not intercalate without assistance from 
DDA, and suggests that instead previously intercalated water molecules (which are 




Figure 4.9. Analysis of Ti3C2-OH dispersed in TEOS at room temperature for 4 h and 
recovered by vacuum filtration before being dried at 60 °C. a) SEM image, b) EDS spectrum 
and c-d) XRD plot of Ti3C2-OH after dispersing in just TEOS. d) Expanded view of the (002) 
diffraction peak, highlighted by the dashed blue box in c).   
 
After calcination, the (002) diffraction peak broadens and shifts to higher angles, 
suggesting a shrinkage of the interlayer spacings (Figure 4.10). This, combined with 
the TGA analysis which shows a continuous loss of mass during increasing 
temperatures (Figure 4.11), implies that this method can be used to create materials 
with a range in interlayer spacings. By 500 °C, the (002) diffraction peak is no longer 
visible, suggesting a loss of the ordered pillared structure. This is likely to be due to 




Figure 4.10. XRD results showing the shift in the (002) diffraction peak when calcined at 300, 
400 and 500 ˚C. 
 
TGA results of the intercalated Ti3C2 (Figure 4.11) support the loss of the carbon 
template, with a constant mass loss through this temperature range. Between 25 
and 200 ˚C, there is a gradual mass loss which is likely to be due to some water 
content in the sample (the material was not dried directly before placing in the TGA). 
The small increase in mass between 200-250 ˚C shows that something from the 
atmosphere used (N2) has been taken up by the sample, either as part of a 
decomposition reaction of the DDA, or via partial oxidation from any O2 present in 
the gas stream (99.99% purity N2 was used, but this could still contain traces of O). 
Between 250 and 550 ˚C there is a steady of loss of mass corresponding to around 
30% of the sample’s mass. This corresponds to the loss of the intercalated amine 
template and its decomposition products from the material. The overall mass of 
template in the sample could be higher than 30%, if the process leading to mass gain 
is also occurring simultaneously at these temperatures. The DSC curve shows two 
large peaks at 240 and 310 °C corresponding to transitions in the DDA which were 





Figure 4.11. TGA and DSC plot from the heating of Ti3C2-OH-Si to 600 °C under N2. 
 
In addition, EDS results for the sample calcined at 400 °C (Figure 4.12a) show that the 
carbon content is decreased after calcination (12.1 wt.% after calcination compared 
to 33.0 wt.% before calcination), which also has the effect of increasing the relative Si 
content in the sample (up to 6.3 wt.%). There is uncertainty in the C content 
measured in the EDS, since the MXene was deposited on carbon tape as a conductive 
support for measurement. To minimise the contribution to the readings from the 
carbon tape, measurements were taken on flat sides of thick particles. The 
decomposition and removal of the amine is also confirmed by the broadening and 
decrease in intensity of peaks between 1,100-1,700 cm-1 in the Raman spectrum 
(Section 4.2.1) and the loss of C-H vibrations in the IR spectrum (Figure 4.12b). The IR 
spectrum also showed that the Si-O vibration had sharpened and increased in 
intensity compared to the pre-calcination material. 
 
Figure 4.12. a) EDS of Ti3C2-OH-Si-400. b) IR spectroscopy results of Ti3C2-OH-Si-400 after 
calcination under argon. The peaks corresponding to the C-H vibrations are no longer visible, 
supporting the breakdown of the DDA.  
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TEM-EDS maps (Figure 4.13) confirm the nanoscale layered nature of Ti and Si in the 
calcined sample (Ti3C2-OH-Si-400) is retained after the heat treatment, with 
alternating bands of Ti and Si clearly visible. This matches features seen on EDS maps 
previously reported for MXene pillaring, offering further support for the Si based 
pillaring.149,189 Importantly, this rules out the Si content occurring as a result of the 
formation of large isolated particles. In addition, STEM measurements of the 
interlayer distances gives an average d-spacing of 1.6 nm, which matches well with 
the XRD results.   
 
Figure 4.13. TEM and EDS studies of the pillared MXene post calcination (Ti3C2-OH-Si-400). a) 
STEM cross sectional image of atomic planes of Ti3C2-OH-Si-400, with an example d-spacing 
labelled, b) Histogram showing the results of the (002) interlayer distances measured using 
STEM, c) TEM image of Ti3C2-OH-Si-400, d) overlayed TEM-EDS maps of the Ti and Si content 
in the area highlighted in c), e) EDS map of Ti content f) EDS map of Si content. 
 
Neither XRD (Figure 4.14) nor Raman (Section 4.2.1, Figure 4.4) results show peaks 
relating to TiO2 content, showing that the MXene was not oxidised during 
calcination. TiO2 anatase and rutile have strong diffraction peaks at 25 and 27˚ 2θ 
respectively, neither of which are present in this XRD.229 TiO2 also has known strong 
vibrations at 150 cm-1 which are also not present in Section 4.2.1, Figure 4.4.230 
Therefore, calcination at 400 °C (Ti3C2-OH-Si-400) was taken as the optimum 
temperature due to retaining the ordered structure while removing maximum 




Figure 4.14. XRD plot of Ti3C2-OH-Si-400 sample between 4 and 50˚ 2θ.  
 
To study the effect of the pillaring process on the surface area and porosity of the 
MXene in more detail, N2 adsorption-desorption experiments were carried out. BET 
analysis done on the nitrogen isotherms (Figure 4.15) shows that the non-pillared 
alkali and acid treated MXenes had very low surface areas of 15 and 4 m2 g-1 
respectively. The lower surface area for the acid treated MXene compared to the 
alkali treated one (despite the XRD in Section 4.2.1 showing that the acid treated 
MXene has a larger interlayer spacing) is likely to be due the de-gassing procedure 
carried out before the gas sorption experiments were carried out, which will have 
removed most, if not all, of the interlayer water present in the samples. The alkali 
treated material will have retained the Na+ cations which intercalated from the NaOH 
(as shown by the Raman results, Section 4.2.1), which led to this material having a 
slightly enlarged interlayer spacing, and therefore surface area. These surface areas 
are typical for multi-stacked MXenes, and match those previously reported.124 After 
the intercalation experiments, there is a large increase in the surface area, from 4 m2 
g-1 after acid treatment to 235 m2 g-1, which is almost a 60-fold increase. This is 
comparable to, and in many cases larger than, that of many pillared graphene-based 
materials, which have typically reported specific surface areas between 130 and 330 
m2 g-1, and pillared MoS2 (186 m
2 g-1).179,180,182,226,228 The average pore width 
determined from Non-Local Density Functional Theory (NL DFT) also increased from 
0.82 nm to 3 nm after intercalation, (Figure 4.16), which further confirms the high 
interlayer spacings seen in the XRD and TEM. This is higher than any surface area for 
an MXene using an intercalation-based pillaring method found in the literature 
review and proves the creation of a new porous material. The only comparable 
surface area for MXene based materials was 293 m2 g-1, which was achieved by 




Figure 4.15. Adsorption isotherms from N2 adsorption-desorption experiments. The BET 
surface area is also given in each panel. a) Ti3C2-O, b) Ti3C2-OH, c) Ti3C2-OH-Si, and d) Ti3C2-
OH-Si-400. 
 
The adsorption isotherms (Type IV according to the IUPAC classification guide, 
suggesting a mesoporous material)231 match those found in N2 adsorption studies of 
freeze-dried MXenes, with a small, but significant, hysteresis observed above 0.5 
P/P0 partial pressures.
171 These results confirm successful pillaring, with a 
subsequent substantial increase in the surface area and interlayer pore sizes. Unlike 
the report on freeze-dried MXenes, there was only minimal formation of larger 
mesopores above 10 nm in diameter, suggesting that the increase in surface area is 
mostly due to the expansion of the interlayer of multistacked Ti3C2, by the 
incorporation of pillars, and not the delamination and re-stacking of nanosheets. This 
methodology also leads to a much more uniform pore size than those obtained in the 
freeze-dried MXene, as can be observed in Figure 4.16. Potentially, 3D structuring 
methods could be combined with the amine-assisted pillaring approach, and could 





Figure 4.16. Pore size distributions derived from the isotherms using the NL DFT method a) 
Ti3C2-O, b) Ti3C2-OH, c) Ti3C2-OH-Si, and d) Ti3C2-OH-Si-400. 
 
BET surface area measurements on the calcined sample show a decrease in surface 
area from 235 m2 g-1 in the pre-calcination material to 141 m2 g-1 (Figure 4.15), with 
an average pore width of around 4 nm, with a wider pore size distribution than the 
one observed before calcination. The increase in average pore distribution is 
consistent with the XRD results (Section 4.2.2.1), where the (002) diffraction peak 
broadens after calcination, suggesting a wider range of interlayer distances. The XRD 
results do not cover the region that would detect a 4 nm pore (d-spacing ~5 nm 
hence 2θ < 1.5°), so cannot study this pore size. The XRD does show a (002) peak at 
around 1.75 nm d-spacing, consistent with TEM, which suggests the 4 nm pores may 
be caused by restacking of the sheets rather than interlayer spacings. Importantly 
the surface area of the calcined Ti3C2-OH-Si-400 material is still ~30 times larger than 
the initial MXene, confirming that post-calcination the MXene maintains its porosity 
and consists of well-defined pores between the Ti3C2 nanosheets and the SiO2 pillars. 
The overall decrease in surface area after calcination is likely to be due to the 
removal of the DDA template, which props the structure up above the level the Si 
pillars can hold, but it is still substantially increased compared to the initial MXene. 
This confirms that the post-calcination MXene maintains its porosity and creates a 
structure with well-defined pores between the Ti3C2 nanosheets and the SiO2 pillars. 
It is worth noting that the adsorption measurements were carried out 10 months 
after the pillaring experiments, confirming that the pillars can prevent the 
nanosheets re-stacking long-term.  
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Overall these results show the importance of the calcination step in creating a well-
ordered strongly bonded pillared MXene with a controllable and well-defined pore 
size. 
4.2.2.2 Effect of Starting Material Ratios 
Figure 4.17 shows that the starting ratios of Ti3C2-OH, DDA and TEOS has a significant 
effect on the pillaring process. Here the same intercalation procedure was followed 
for each sample, only varying the ratio of the starting materials. When the molar 
ratio of DDA was lowered to 1:2:20 (Ti3C2:DDA:TEOS), the XRD shows a broad peak 
with low intensity between 2 and 3 degrees. However, the intensity was very low, 
suggesting that the material was very disordered, and that a well-defined porous 
material was not obtained.  
 
Figure 4.17. XRD analysis of the effect of the starting ratios for pillaring. a) TEOS intercalated 
into Ti3C2-OH with different starting ratios of the reactants used. b and c) The same samples 
after calcination, with expansion in c). 
 
In contrast, when the used ratios for Ti3C2: DDA: TEOS were 1:6:15, 1:6:20 and 
1:10:20, a clear peak at 2.1 degrees was obtained, suggesting successful intercalation 
and an ordered pillared material. These results highlight the importance of the 
interaction between the DDA, TEOS and the Ti3C2. When insufficient DDA is used, 
there is not enough amine to bring the TEOS into the interlayer space to form 
uniform pillars. There appears to be little difference between the three successful 
ratios at the intercalation stage. However, after calcination at 400 ˚C, only the 
1:10:20 still had a clear XRD peak showing the retention of an ordered layered 
structure, as shown in Figure 4.17c. This is explained by insufficient DDA to aid the 
intercalation of the TEOS into the interlayer in the 1:6:20 sample, but enough DDA to 
prop open the structure itself, until it is subsequently removed in the calcination 
step. In addition, it is also necessary to have enough TEOS in the starting ratio; when 
the DDA:TEOS ratio is too high, there is also insufficient TEOS brought in between the 
layers, as seen in the case of the 1:6:15. Here the DDA still intercalates, giving a large 
interlayer spacing initially, but this then collapses after calcination when the DDA is 
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removed and there is also too little Si content to prop the layers up. These results 
confirm that starting ratio of 1:10:20 was optimum out of those studied. 
4.2.2.3 Intercalation Mechanism 
The results presented so far indicate that the surface chemistry of the MXene has a 
significant influence on the pillaring process. The acid-treated MXene (Ti3C2-OH) 
successfully intercalates DDA and TEOS, unlike the alkali-treated material (Ti3C2-O), 
which strongly suggests that -OH surface groups are actively involved in the pillaring 
process. Furthermore, Raman spectroscopy (Section 4.2.1), shows that the Ti-OH 
peak (270 cm-1) has broadened to between 220 cm-1 and 300 cm-1 and lowered 
significantly in intensity in both the intercalated (Ti3C2-OH-Si) and calcined (Ti3C2-OH-
Si-400) materials (FWHM increased from 23 to 48 and 45 cm-1 respectively). In 
addition, there is no change in the vibrations linked to Ti-O (205 cm-1) upon 
intercalation, supporting the –O functional groups being inactive. 
Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) was used to gain further information 
on the surface functional groups and pillaring species present in the MXene samples 
(Figure 4.18). Hope et al. had previously used solid-state NMR to study the surface 
groups of Ti3C2, as was discussed in Section 2.4.1.4, and is used to identify the surface 
groups here.120 There are three main H environments expected for the protons in the 
MXene samples (Ti-OH, H2O, and amine). The 
1H spectra for the four samples are 
different (Figure 18a), indicating differences in surface species, water content, and H-
bonding. The 1H spectrum for Ti3C2-O is dominated by a peak at 4.2 ppm, which can 
be assigned to water present in the sample. A similar peak is observed in the 
calcined-pillared sample (Ti3C2-OH-Si-400), but is absent in the 
1H spectra for Ti3C2-
OH and Ti3C2-OH-Si. The 
1H spectrum for Ti3C2-OH has broad peaks at 13 and 7 ppm, 
the former can be assigned to Ti-OH,120 and is not observed in the 1H spectra for the 
pillared materials, supporting the Raman results (Section 4.2.1). The broad peaks 
around 7-9 ppm in the samples may correspond to Ti-OH and/or water, with 
different H-bonding to those discussed above. This suggests that OH surface 
functional groups are actively involved in the pillaring process. The absence of a peak 
corresponding to Ti-OH in the alkali-treated sample (Ti3C2-O) is consistent with the 
Raman spectra (Section 4.2.1). There are additional peaks between 0-2 ppm, which 
are as yet unidentified in the literature120 and are not considered further here. In 
addition, the Ti3C2-OH-Si sample shows sharp peaks between 1 and 2 ppm 




Figure 4.18. Solid-state NMR spectra (16.4 T, 29-30 kHz Magic Angle Spinning (MAS)) of Ti3C2-
O, Ti3C2-OH, Ti3C2-OH-Si and Ti3C2-OH-Si-400. a) 
1H MAS NMR spectra, where the inset shows 
the DDA peaks at full intensity, b) 19F MAS NMR spectra c) 13C MAS NMR spectra, where the 
inset in Ti3C2-OH-Si is a magnification of the MXene C peak,  and d) 
29Si MAS NMR spectra of 
the Si containing samples. 
 
After calcination, a peak corresponding to interlayer water appears at 4.7 ppm, 
which was not present in Ti3C2-OH-Si (pre-calcination). This implies the adsorption of 
water from the atmosphere occurs between the calcination and the measurement, 
(the time between calcination and the NMR measurements was around 3 months), 
since the calcination was done under an argon atmosphere, and the high 
temperatures would not be compatible with additional water accumulating between 
the sheets during the calcination process. Both the pre- and post-calcination samples 
were stored in the same conditions for the same time, which suggests that the DDA 
repels any atmospheric water encountered during this time. It is possible, due to the 
hydrophobic nature of the DDA, that during the pillaring process, the DDA repels 
water molecules as it intercalates between the layers, and any remaining water 
molecules react with the TEOS to form the SiO2 hydrolysis product. Once the 
hydrolysis reaction is complete, no further water enters the interlayer due to 
repulsion by the DDA. The use of hydrophobic intercalants to keep the interlayer free 
of water could be important for applications where water would be harmful to 
performance. In addition, it could be a useful way of preventing the oxidation of 
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MXenes over time, since water has been shown to be a key contributor to the 
oxidation of Ti3C2.
232 It is also possible that the 1H NMR signal from the amine, which 
has very high intensity, is masking the signal corresponding to the interlayer water. 
Importantly, the post-calcination material (Ti3C2-OH-Si-400) shows that water can re-
enter the interlayer after the amine has decomposed, suggesting that the MXene 
surface has been returned to its original hydrophilic state. The 1H NMR results for the 
calcined sample also show that the DDA has completely decomposed during the heat 
treatment, since the peaks relating to the DDA are no longer present. 
The 19F NMR spectra (Figure 4.18b) show a main peak centred around -275 ppm for 
most of the samples, but shifted for the Ti3C2-OH sample, which is assigned to –F 
terminations. There were challenges in spinning the Ti3C2-OH sample, indicating 
some difference in behaviour of this sample. Generally, the similar shift for the other 
samples suggests that the -F surface groups are inactive with respect to the pillaring 
process, further emphasising the importance of -OH groups and surface chemistry in 
general for the intercalating and pillaring of MXenes. This also suggests that the 
amount of Si intercalated may be tuneable by carefully controlling the amounts of –
F, -O and -OH groups. This means that this pillaring method could be used to study 
the effect of pillar concentration on ion diffusion, and subsequent rate capability of 
devices, as has been done in amine pillared graphene.180,228 The 19F NMR  results also 
show the presence of F containing impurities, likely to be from the etching process, 
as have been reported in other studies.120,233 These impurities are likely to be very 
low in quantity, since they do not show up in the XRD data (Figures 4.2 and 4.14). 
The 13C NMR spectra (Figure 4.18c) shows the C layer in the MXene with a broad 
peak at 400 ppm present in all samples, which is consistent with the results from 
Hope et al. 120 The spectrum for the intercalated sample further confirms the 
presence of DDA in that sample with peaks between 20-50 ppm, matching the other 
results which indicate this (note that the spectrum for the 13C NMR for the Ti3C2-OH-
Si sample appears noisy due to the high intensity of the DDA signals). After 
calcination, these peaks are no longer present, which shows that the DDA has 
completely decomposed, in agreement with the 1H NMR results. However, a peak at 
around 125 ppm can be distinguished from the background C (0-200 ppm). This 
corresponds to the amorphous graphitic C as observed in the Raman (Section 4.2.1, 
Figure 4.4) and EDS (Section 4.2.2.1, Figure 4.12), and is the remains of the DDA 
template that had not been removed during the calcination step. It is possible that 
this carbon content could help improve the electrical conductivity of the pillared 
MXene, which is particularly important for high rate electrochemical 
applications.234,235  
The 29Si NMR spectra (Figure 4.18d) show that there are tetrahedral Si environments 




the successful DDA-catalysed hydrolysis of TEOS to silica, revealing SiO2 as the final 
pillar. There is no noticeable shift resulting from the calcination step, suggesting that 
this does not alter the Si environment.  
Overall, these results suggest the intercalation mechanism relies directly on the Ti-
OH termination groups. The –OH groups hydrogen-bond to the N-H groups of the 
amine (DDA), which intercalates between the MXene layers with the TEOS solvent, 
thus allowing the pillaring of the MXene with Si-based pillars. Neither the –F or –O 
are active towards the intercalation and hydrolysis process, which is accompanied by 
the removal of water molecules from the interlayer. Upon calcination, the 
hydrocarbon templates are decomposed and largely removed from the pillared 
MXene, giving a highly conductive and stable porous material.  
Other amines also assist the intercalation of TEOS into Ti3C2, as shown by the XRD of 
Ti3C2-OH intercalated with octylamine and TEOS in Figure 4.19, which followed the 
same procedure as DDA-assisted pillaring. The (002) Ti3C2 diffraction peak shifts to 
5.9˚ 2θ, corresponding to a d-spacing of 1.5 nm and a gallery height of 0.55 nm 
respectively. This gives a different interlayer spacing to using dodecylamine, showing 
the potential for this technique to give a range of pore sizes. The spacing achieved 
here is larger than those achieved by cationic surfactant pillaring of molecules of the 
same chain size.189 This shows that the orientation of the molecules in the interlayer 
is very different, with cationic surfactants thought to lay at an angle of around 30 
degrees,189 whereas these amines are clearly more vertically aligned. In fact, DDA in 
clay pillaring is thought to form bilayers in the interlayer, giving gallery heights of two 
times that of the chain length.176,236 This is important for future work on the pillaring 
of MXenes, since it shows that consideration of the chain size of the pillar alone is 
not enough, as the interactions between the pillaring molecules and MXene surface 
groups must be well understood for controlled pillaring.  
 
Figure 4.19. XRD of Ti3C2-OH intercalated with octylamine and TEOS.  
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4.2.3 Electrochemical performance 
4.2.3.1 Sodium-ion system 
To investigate the effect of the pillaring process on the electrochemical performance, 
the pillared and non-pillared materials were tested against Na as counter and 
reference electrode in the voltage range of 0.01–3 V for 100 cycles at 20 mA g-1. 
Figure 4.20 (a-b) shows the load curves for the non-pillared and pillared MXene 
respectively. The pillared material shows a higher capacity on the second cycle (155 
mAh g-1 compared to 132 mAh g-1 for the non-pillared material) and significantly 
better cycling stability. By the 100th cycle, the pillared material showed a capacity 1.7 
times that of the non-pillared material (131 compared to 76 mAh g-1 for the pillared 
and non-pillared material respectively). Between the 40th and 100th cycles, the 
pillared MXene retains 98.5% of its capacity, whereas the as-made MXene only 
retains 89%. This highlights the potential for the pillared MXene as a long life 
electrode for Na-ion batteries and confirms that pillaring is an effective approach to 
improve the cycling stability. This is particularly important for Na-ion batteries, 
where the large Na+ ion has made it difficult to identify electrode materials that can 
accommodate repeated cycling without significant fading. In addition, the potential 
low cost of Na-ion batteries has led to grid storage being considered a likely 
application, which would require very long life batteries to be viable. The pillared 
material also shows better coulombic efficiency than the non-pillared MXene (after 
the first cycle). It takes only 14 cycles for Ti3C2-OH-Si-400 to reach efficiencies greater 




Figure 4.20. Galvanostatic data from half-cell tests against Na metal at 20 mA g-1 in the 
voltage range 0.01-3 V using 1 M NaPF6 in DEC:EC (1:1 wt. ratio) as the electrolyte. a) Load 
curves for selected cycles for a) Ti3C2-OH and b) Ti3C2-OH-Si-400,  c) Coulombic efficiency and 
discharge capacities of the pillared and non-pillared samples over 100 cycles.  
 
Both materials showed a significantly increased capacity on the first discharge 
compared to subsequent cycles, which is likely due to SEI (solid-electrolyte 
interphase) formation and irreversible reactions with the MXene functional 
groups.148 This is further supported by the CV data (Figure 4.21), which shows several 
peaks corresponding to irreversible processes on the first cycle. This is discussed in 
more detail below. It is important to note that the pillared material reaches a stable 
capacity from the 2nd cycle onwards, whereas the non-pillared one takes around five 
cycles to stop seeing rapid decreases between cycles (Figure 4.20c).  
The significantly higher initial capacity in the pillared MXene may be due to the 
irreversible reactions of Na or the electrolyte with the MXene surface groups, since 
more of the MXene surface will be accessible to the Na and electrolyte immediately. 
That the pillared Ti3C2 reached stable cycling after just one cycle is consistent with 
the structure being already expanded, and fully wetted with the electrolyte on the 
first cycle. On the other hand, fresh surface of the non-pillared MXene could be 
getting exposed to the electrolyte due to expansion of the structure during the first 
few cycles. This large initial irreversible capacity led to a low initial coulombic 
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efficiency for the pillared material compared to the non-pillared one (57% to 70% 
respectively). Importantly, 40-60% initial coulombic efficiencies are typical for Ti3C2 
and Li and Na systems, so the pillared material is still amongst the highest 
reported.237 The improved coulombic efficiency over subsequent cycles in the 
pillared MXene is likely to be due to the enlarged interlayer spacing allowing for 
improved ion transport in and out of the structure, thus avoiding the trapping of Na+ 
which is seen in multilayer MXenes. 
To study the electrochemical performance in more detail, cyclic voltammetry 
experiments were conducted. Figure 4.21 shows the cyclic voltammograms at a scan 
rate of 0.2 mV s-1 in the voltage range of 0.01-3 V vs. Na+/ Na. The non-pillared 
MXene shows clear sodiation peaks at 2.1 and 0.3 V on the first cycle, with a small 
peak at 0.8 V. These have previously been assigned to Na+ intercalation, SEI 
formation and irreversible reactions between the MXene, Na+ and/or the electrolyte 
and do not appear on subsequent cycles. For the pillared MXene, sodiation peaks are 
observed at 0.8 and 0.3 V, also corresponding to irreversible reactions and SEI 
formation. No peak is present above 2 V. Over cycles 2-5, the non-pillared MXene 
displays clear redox peaks at 2.4 / 2.6 V (which has shifted from 2.1 V on the 1st cycle) 
and 0.6 / 0.65 V (sodiation / desodiation). These have previously been assigned as 
Na+ (de)-intercalation peaks, and equivalent peaks for Li+ intercalation are also 
reported.148,238 There is a noticeable decrease in current across these cycles below 
0.6 V, which matches the loss of capacity seen in the load curves (Figure 4.20). For 
the pillared MXene, no redox peaks are seen above 2 V.  
 
Figure 4.21. Cyclic voltammograms at 0.01-3 V vs. Na metal using 1 M NaPF6 in DEC:EC (1:1 
wt. ratio) as the electrolyte at a scan rate of 0.2 mV s-1 for the a) non-pillared and b) pillared 
MXene. 
 
In a report on the mechanism of Ti3C2 in lithium-ion batteries, Cheng et al. showed 
that increasing the interlayer spacing of the MXene with NH4 also caused the loss of 
the equivalent high voltage peak, which they linked to intercalation in narrow 
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interlayer sites.238 This suggests that the loss of this peak is directly due to the 
enlarged interlayer spacing present the pillared material. The lack of high voltage 
redox peaks contributes to the majority of current being below 1 V in the pillared 
material, which lowers the average potential of this electrode compared to the non-
pillared material. A lower voltage is ideal for negative electrodes when used in a full 
cell since this maximises the overall cell energy density. This change is also reflected 
in the load curves (Figures 4.20 a-b) where the pillared MXene has a greater 
proportion of the capacity occurring under 1 V compared to the non-pillared MXene 
(which shows a more linear relationship between capacity and current, suggesting a 
more capacitive-like behaviour). The CV results also support the improved stability 
and capacity of the pillared MXene (Figure 4.20), with less fade over cycles 2-4 and 
higher currents than the non-pillared material showed.  
Further CV experiments were run at increasing rates from 0.2-5 mV s-1 to study the 
kinetics in both systems (Figure 4.22). For the non-pillared material the previously 
sharp redox peaks shift and broaden, giving a fairly rectangular (capacitive) shape at 
5 mV s-1, suggesting poor kinetics of the intercalation at high rates. However, the low 
voltage peak was still clearly visible. The pillared material keeps its shape well at all 
rates but sees a shift in the 0.6 V peak to 1.5 V by 5 mV s-1 (shown by the arrow in 





Figure 4.22. CV analysis at different scan rates. a) CV plots for Ti3C2-OH at scan rates of 0.2, 
0.5, 2 and 5 mV s-1 in the voltage window 0.01-3 V vs. Na+/ Na. b) CV plots for Ti3C2-OH-Si-400 
at scan rates of 0.2, 0.5, 2 and 5 mV s-1 between 0.01-3 V vs. Na metal. The arrow highlights 
the shift in the cathodic peak from 0.6 V to 1.5 V as the cycle rate increases. c-d) Log plot 
showing b-values for c) Ti3C2-OH and d) Ti3C2-OH-Si-400 calculated from the peak currents 
from the CV plots in a) and b). 
 
As described in Section 3.2.3.13, the relationship between the current (i) and scan 
rate (v) is given by Equation 4.1: 
𝑖 =  𝑎𝑣𝑏                                                                                                                     Equation 4.1 
where a and b are fitting parameters.239 Importantly, a b-value of 0.5 corresponds to 
a diffusion-limited battery-like charge storage process and a b-value of 1 indicates a 
capacitive, surface-controlled process. A plot of log(i) against log(v) gives a straight 
line with a slope of b. Following this analysis, the non-pillared material shows a b-
value of 0.83 on the sodiation and 0.89 on desodiation (Figure 4.22). The pillared 
MXene has b-values of 0.67 (sodiation) and 0.71 (desodiation). This shows that for 
both materials charge storage occurs via a combination of mechanisms with 
contributions from both diffusion-limited and surface-limited processes. The pillared 
material shows significantly more current from battery-like processes than the non-
pillared material, possibly due to increased exposure of redox active sites which 
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explains the higher capacity seen in this material. Rate capability testing (Figure 4.23) 
shows that the pillared MXene maintains a superior capacity at all rates tested 
(current densities of 20, 50, 200, 500, 1,000 mA g-1). For example, the pillared 
material shows capacities of 96 mAh g-1 at 200 mA g-1 and 64 mAh g-1 at 500 mA g-1. 
In comparison, the non-pillared MXene has capacities of just 67 mAh g-1 at 200 mAh 
g-1 and 49 mA g-1 at 500 mA g-1. This suggests that the faradic processes are fast, 
likely owing to easy ion transport within the pillared structure. This implies that the 
SiO2 pillars are not impeding the diffusion of Na
+ ions within the electrode structure. 
Importantly, the capacity recovers to 144 mAh g-1 when the rate is returned to 20 mA 
g-1, showing that the structure is not damaged by the high cycling rates.  
 
Figure 4.223. Rate capability tests for the pillared and non-pillared MXene at rates of 20, 50, 
200, 500 and 1,000 mA g-1. Five cycles are shown for each rate (one additional initial cycle at 
20 mA g-1 was conducted to ensure SEI formation). 
 
It is possible that the increase in diffusion limited charge storage and change in the 
CV profiles in the pillared material could be due to redox activity from the SiO2. SiO2 
has not been reported previously to be active to Na+ ion storage, with the literature 
review only finding reports on Si and SiOx (which contain metallic Si) electrodes for 
Na-ion storage. This could open up SiO2, a very cheap and sustainable material, as a 
potential electrode material for Na-ion batteries, although the capacities are 
expected to be lower than for Si-based materials in Li-ion systems and other alloying 
materials such as Sn, S, and P for Na-ion systems.  
To further investigate the role of the silica pillars in the sample, ex-situ Si 2p XPS was 
carried out at OCV, after discharge to 0.01 V and after charge to 3 V (Figure 4.24, 
with peak fitting data available in the appendix, Table A.2). It can be seen that in 
each case just one component was required to fit each peak, suggesting just one 
environment was present in each sample. Significantly, there is no noticeable shift 
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between the sample at OCV and at 0.01 V (peak for both samples is 102.3 eV), 
suggesting that the Si is not reduced during sodiation. In addition, no peaks 
corresponding to metallic Si were detected, which would be an expected product if 
sodiation of SiO2 occurs in the same way as lithiation.
240–242 It should be noted that 
the peaks are slightly shifted to lower binding energies than would be expected for 
SiO2, which potentially could be as a result of Si interacting with electrolyte in the 
samples if this was not fully removed during drying. Upon charging to 3 V, the Si 2p 
shifts slightly to 103.8 eV, which is the typical binding energy for O 1s in SiO2.
240 An 
alternative explanation could be that the discharge products of any sodiation of silica 
could be unstable, and relaxed during the time between the cycling and XPS 
measurement. Si 2p XPS peaks for Si in sodium silicates can vary in the range of 103-
101 eV,243,244 which would match the OCV and 0.01 V samples here, however, silica 
would not react spontaneously with Na just by being placed in the electrolyte. 
Further work would be required to fully investigate any sodiation of silica, but no 
evidence of such a reaction has been found here, which suggests that the increase in 
capacity is only due to the increase in interlayer spacing.  
 
Figure 4.24. Ex-situ XPS Si 2p spectra for Ti3C2-OH-Si-400 at OCV, after discharge to 0.01 V 
and charging to 3 V. The green line shows the peak fit in each case. 
 
To investigate the effect of the calcination step on the electrochemical performance, 
half-cell tests were also carried out on the intercalated material, Ti3C2-OH-Si, with no 
calcination treatment. The electrodes were cycled at 20 mA g-1 for 100 cycles 
between 0.01-3V against Na/ Na+. The results are shown in Figure 4.25. The load 
curves show a similar profile to that seen for the non-pillared and calcined samples, 
suggesting similar processes in the electrochemical behaviour. There is however a 
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slight plateau at just over 0.01 V on the discharge on cycles 2 and 10, which is not 
seen in the other two samples, and is not as distinguishable in the 50th and 100th 
cycles. An equivalent feature is not seen on the charging cycles, suggesting this is an 
irreversible process. The first cycle discharge capacity is higher than either the non-
pillared or the calcined samples at 282 mAh g-1 (this compares to 252 mAh g-1 for the 
calcined material and 176 mAh g-1 for the non-pillared material). This is explained by 
this sample having the largest surface area and interlayer spacing, which allows the 
electrolyte to access a large amount of the surface of the electrode. However, only 
58 mAh g-1 is recovered upon the subsequent charge, giving a coulombic efficiency of 
21%. This is much lower that was achieved for the calcined (57%) and non-pillared 
(70%) materials. This shows that the majority of the first discharge capacity is 
irreversible, which could result from the formation of an SEI layer on a larger 
electrode surface. In addition, the interlayer of this electrode still contains a large 
amount DDA template, which could block the removal of Na+ when the cell is 
charged. The coulombic efficiency of the electrode does increase, over subsequent 
cycles, but is still low, reaching only 81% after 10 cycles and even after 100 cycles is 
still only 98%. This suggests the packed interlayer is constantly trapping Na+ ions, 
leading to a much lower coulombic efficiency than the other two materials across the 
100 cycles.  
 
Figure 4.25. Galvanostatic charge-discharge tests for the non-calcined pillared MXene, Ti3C2-
OH-Si. The electrodes were cycled at 20 mA g-1 for 100 cycles between 0.01-3V against Na+ / 
Na. a) Load curves for the 1st, 2nd, 10th, 50th and 100th cycles. b) Discharge capacity and 
coulombic efficiency over 100 cycles. 
 
Both the load curves and the cycling stability data show that the non-calcined 
pillared material suffered from severe capacity fade over the 100 cycles. Despite the 
first cycle capacity being the highest of the three samples, the second cycle has a 
capacity of just 102 mAh g-1, which is lower than the other two samples (155 mAh g-1 
for the calcined material and 132 mAh g-1 for the non-pillared MXene). This rapid 
fade continued upon further cycling, so that by the 4th cycle a discharge capacity of 
only 72 mAh g-1 was returned, lower than the other two materials showed after 100 
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cycles (the calcined MXene had a discharge capacity of 131 mAh g-1 and the non-
pillared material had a capacity of 76 mAh g-1 after 100 cycles). By the 100th cycle, 
the non-calcined MXene had a discharge capacity of only 22 mAh g-1, which 
corresponds to a capacity retention between the 2nd and 100th cycles of just 21%. 
The low capacity and large fade for the non-calcined intercalated material can be due 
to a few factors. Firstly, the DDA is soluble in the organic electrolyte used in the cell, 
which can easily lead to the removal of the amine from the interlayer, and in the 
process, this could wash out the SiO2 pillars, which seem to be smaller than the 
interlayer achieved via the amine (this is implied in the shrinking interlayer upon 
calcination and DDA removal in the XRD data, Figure 4.10). This would lead to a 
collapse of the structure and subsequent restacking of the Ti3C2 nanosheet layers, 
blocking the active sites for Na+ storage. Secondly, the low coulombic efficiency 
shows that many of the Na+ are being trapped in the material, either by reacting with 
the DDA, being blocked by the DDA, or trapped by the collapsing structure. These are 
then not available for further charge storage. Finally, since the DDA template is 
inactive electrochemically, and makes up at least 45 wt.% of the sample according to 
the TGA data (Figure 4.11), the specific capacity will be lowered by accounting for the 
dead weight of the amine in the electrode.  
These results highlight the importance of the calcination step in creating a pillared 
material with open pores for easy ion diffusion and charge storage and which is 
stable in the cell environment. In particular, these results demonstrate that an 
electrode with the largest interlayer spacing and surface area will not necessarily 
show improved electrochemical performance. 
Overall, these results show that correctly pillared Ti3C2 MXene is well suited to Na-
ion battery applications where low cost, long life and high power are essential.  
4.2.3.2 Li-ion System 
Since the SiO2-pillared Ti3C2 sample showed promising performance for the Na-ion 
system, it was also tested for the Li-ion system using Li metal as the reference and 
counter electrode, Cu as the current collector for the MXene and LiPF6 in EC:DEC (1:1 
wt. ratio) as the electrolyte. Galvanostatic charge-discharge testing was carried out 
at 20 mA g-1 in a voltage window of 0.01-3 V vs. Li+ / Li, and the results are shown in 
Figure 4.26. The shapes of the load curves for the non-pillared and pillared MXenes 
on discharge are similar, with predominantly linear profiles between 3 and around 
0.3 V. Between 0.03 and 0.01 V there is a slightly curved profile feature, showing a 
different process is occurring at voltages below 0.3 V compared to those above. As 
discussed in Chapter 2 (Section 2.4.2.1.2), it is thought that the lithiation of Ti3C2 
occurs via a two-stage process. The first stage is the intercalation of Li+ between the 
Ti3C2 sheets to form Li2Ti3C2Tx, while the second stage consists of Li
+ adsorption on 
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top of the intercalated Li layer. This would explain the two-stage mechanism 
observed on the load curves here. The first discharge displayed a very different 
shape, with a short plateau around 0.7 V in both samples. This is likely to be a result 
of the formation of an SEI layer, as well as possible irreversible reactions between Li 
and the MXene surface group, as has previously been reported. The charge profiles 
are also fairly linear, but with a small plateau-like feature around 1.5 V, which could 
correspond to the de-intercalation of Li. This feature is much more prominent in the 
load curves for the pillared Ti3C2 than the non-pillared material, where it is barely 
distinguishable, but does seem to feature a slight deviation from linearity at 1.5 V.  
The first discharge capacity of the pillared MXene (536 mAh g-1) is much larger than 
the non-pillared material (289 mAh g-1). However in both cases, as was observed for 
the Na-ion system, and has been reported several times previously, there is a large 
irreversible capacity loss on the first cycle. This leads to initial coulombic efficiencies 
of 58% for pillared Ti3C2-Si-400 and only 43% for non-pillared Ti3C2. As was discussed 
in Chapter 2 (Section 2.4.2.1.2), 58% is among the highest initial coulombic 
efficiencies reported for Ti3C2 in an organic Li-ion system, and is likely to be a result 
of surface groups (-OH) having already reacted during the pillaring process, which 
reduces the irreversible reactions with Li+. In addition, the larger interlayer spacings 
should provide for clear open delithiation pathways, preventing Li trapping. The 
second cycle discharge capacities are still significantly larger for the pillared MXene 
(314 mAh g-1) compared to the non-pillared material (142 mAh g-1), which is greater 
than a 2.2-fold increase. This increase in capacity is likely to be a result of the larger 
interlayer spacing giving greater ion accessibility to the redox sites on the MXene 
surface. Since a greater number of layers of Li ions (up to four) have been shown to 
be stable on Ti3C2 compared to Na (up to two), the increase in capacity is much 
greater than was observed for the Na-ion system, which saturates with lower ion 





Figure 4.26. Galvanostatic data from half-cell tests against Li metal at 20 mA g-1 in the 
voltage range 0.01-3 V using 1 M LiPF6 in EC:DEC (1:1 wt. ratio) as the electrolyte. a) Load 
curves for selected cycles for a) Ti3C2-OH and b) Ti3C2-OH-Si-400, c) coulombic efficiency and 
discharge capacities of the pillared and non-pillared samples over 100 cycles.  
 
The superior capacity and coulombic efficiency of the SiO2-pillared MXene is 
maintained across all cycles. By the 100th cycle, pillared Ti3C2 shows a discharge 
capacity of 262 mAh g-1, compared to 101 mAh g-1 for the non-pillared Ti3C2. This 
corresponds to a capacity retention of 83% and 72% respectively, showing that the 
SiO2 pillars succeed in creating an electrode material with increased stability. The 
majority of the capacity fade occurs over the first 15 cycles, with capacity retentions 
of 96% and 91% respectively between the 15th and 100th cycles. It should be noted 
that the capacity for the SiO2-pillared Ti3C2 increases slightly between the 30
th and 
40th cycles. It has previously been reported that SiO2 can undergo activation over 
early cycles when used as a negative electrode for Li-ion batteries, as a result of 
formation of metallic Si, which could be occurring here and helping to maintain 
stable capacities. However, no extra features are distinguishable on the load curves 
to support this.  
To investigate the high rate performance of the pillared MXene, which is essential for 
Li-ion capacitor applications, rate capability tests were carried out with five cycles at 
each rate of 20, 50, 200, 500, 1,000 and 20 mA g-1 (Figure 2.27). At all rates the 
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pillared MXene shows superior performance compared to the non-pillared material, 
with discharge capacities of 307, 260, 206, 173, 147 and 285 mAh g-1 at the 
respective rate compared to 113, 104, 82, 55, 35 and 109 respectively for the non-
pillared Ti3C2. Significantly, the relative performance of the pillared MXene is larger 
at higher rates than lower ones. At 1,000 mA g-1 (which corresponded to an 8 min 
charge), the capacity of the pillared material is over 4.2 times that of the non-pillared 
one, compared to just 2.7 times at 20 mA g-1. This shows that the high rate 
performance particularly benefits from the pillaring process, and suggests that the 
increase in the interlayer spacing creates channels which allows for fast Li+ ion 
diffusion in and out of the structure. This also demonstrates that the pillars do not 
impede the ion transport, which can occur if the concentration of pillars is too 
high.180 The capacities of the pillared material at 1 A g-1 are comparable to high rate 
lithium negative electrodes such as lithium titanate and niobium oxides (discussed in 
Section 2.3.1 in the background chapter), while at low rates the capacity is much 
greater than even the theoretical capacities of the oxides (less than 200 mAh g-1), 
suggesting that this material is competitive as a high power Li-ion battery or 
capacitor electrode. 
 
Figure 2.27. Rate capability tests for the pillared and non-pillared MXene at rates of 20, 50, 
200, 500 and 1,000 mA g-1. Five cycles are shown for each rate (one additional initial cycle at 
20 mA g-1 was conducted to ensure SEI formation). 
 
To further test the high rate performance of the SiO2-pillared Ti3C2, it was cycled at a 
rate of 1 A g-1 for 500 further cycles after the rate capability test (Figure 4.28). The 
first cycle upon returning to 1 A g-1 resulted in a discharge capacity of 151 mAh g-1, 
with the 500th cycle showing a capacity of 107 mAh g-1, which corresponds to a 
capacity retention of 71% over 500 cycles, showing that the structure was fairly 
stable at high rates. The average coulombic efficiency across these cycles was greater 




Figure 4.28. Galvanostatic charge-discharge data for SiO2-pillared Ti3C2 in a Li-ion half-cell 
tested for 500 cycles at a rate of 1 A g-1 in a voltage window of 0.01-3 V vs. Li+/ Li. 
 
These results show that the amine-assisted pillaring method is an effective way of 
improving the performance of Ti3C2 MXene in a Li-ion system as well as the Na-ion 
system, especially at high rates. 
To study the electrochemical reactions and kinetics of the system in more detail, 
cyclic voltammetry experiments were carried out on the pillared MXene (Figure 
4.29), using the same scan rates as were used for the Na-ion system. Figure 4.29a 
shows the cyclic voltammograms for the first five cycles at a scan rate of 0.2 mV s-1. 
The first lithiation sweep shows a slightly different shape to the following cycles, with 
an extra peak at 0.6 V. This is as a result of the irreversible relations including SEI 
formation as was observed for the Na-ion system, and as has previously been 
reported. The following cycles are all very similar in shape, showing stable cycling 
performance which matches the GCD results. The overall shape of the CV curves is 
fairly rectangular, with broad peaks at around 1.5 V on the lithiation and delithiation 
sweeps, which matches well with the short plateaus seen on the charging voltage 
profile. These broad peaks look like they actually consist of two broad peaks each, 
centred on around 1.2 and 1.7 V on both the charge and discharge sweeps. This 
suggests predominantly pseudocapacitive behaviour, which is also implied by there 
being minimal offset between the peaks at lithiation and delithiation. The shape of 
this curve also closely matches with the shape reported by Cheng et al.,238 when they 
had used NH4
+ to expand the interlayer distance which removed sharper redox peaks 
that they assigned to narrow interlayer sites. This implies that the pillaring has 
successfully removed the narrow charge storage sites, as would be expected. It also 
shows that the electrochemical reactions are very similar to those observed by 
Cheng et al., which suggests minimal contribution from the SiO2 pillars. 
As the scan rate increases, the peaks shift, and the peak separation on lithiation and 
delithiation increases to around 500 mV, suggesting that the intercalation is not 
purely pseudocapacitive. The two contributions to the main broad peaks are now 
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more easily distinguished, especially on lithiation (Figure 4.29b). To investigate the 
charge storage mechanism in more detail, b-value analysis was carried out at 
selected voltages. At all voltages tested, the charge storage has significant 
contributions from both diffusion-limited (battery-like) and surface-limited 
(capacitive-like) processes, since the b-values are between 0.5 and 1. At low voltages, 
(below 0.5 V) the charge storage is predominantly diffusion-limited, which could be 
as a result of battery-like redox processes occurring. Since this peak lines up with 
voltages which have been reported to corresponds to multi-layer adsorption of Li, it 
is also possible that the diffusion limitation is a result of high lithium content 
between the layers impeding further Li diffusion. This implies the performance could 
be further improved by increasing the interlayer spacing even more. At voltages 
above 0.5 V, (with the exception of at 1 V on the delithiation sweep), the b-values 
corresponding to redox peaks are at 0.85 or above, suggesting that the peaks 
correspond to processes that are predominantly capacitive in nature. The significant 
proportion of capacitive contributions to the charge storage explains the impressive 
rate performance observed in this material.  
 
Figure 4.29. CV data from Ti3C2-Si-400 in the Li-ion system. Cells were run in a voltage 
window of 0.01-3 V vs. Li+/ Li using 1 M LiPF6 in EC:DEC (1:1 wt. ratio) as the electrolyte. a) 
First five cycles at a scan rate of 0.2 mV s-1. The numbers and arrows highlight reaction peaks. 
b) Cyclic voltammograms when cycled at increasing rates of 0.2, 0.5, 2 and 5 mV s-1 in a 
voltage window of 0.01-3 V vs. Li+/ Li. Two cycles were carried out at each rate, with the 
second cycle being used for analysis. The numbers show selected b-values for reaction peaks. 




In conclusion, the successful pillaring of Ti3C2 with earth-abundant silica-based pillars 
through an amine-assisted synthesis procedure has been demonstrated. To the best 
of the author’s knowledge, this is the first report of silica-MXene composites. In 
addition, this was achieved without a pre-pillaring step, in contrast to previous 
reports of surfactant-assisted pillaring in MXenes (which were discussed in Section 
2.5.3). It was shown that the choice of amine co-pillar and calcination temperature 
could be used to control the interlayer spacing from 0.2 nm to 3.2 nm, the latter of 
which is larger than a 10-fold increase over the initial distance. This represents the 
largest interlayer spacing reported to date for any MXene, and one of the largest 
reported for any two-dimensional material. The pillaring also led to a substantial 
increase in BET surface areas (around 60 times larger than the non-pillared material), 
with the intercalated MXene showing a surface area of 235 m2 g-1, which is the 
highest surface area obtained for an MXene using an intercalation-based method. 
The detailed characterisation of the surface chemistry revealed the pillaring 
mechanism and provided insight into the interactions between 
the MXene surface termination groups, the amine co-pillar and the TEOS silica 
precursor, showing that the –O termination groups were inactive in the pillaring 
process, while the –OH groups formed a hydrogen-bonding interaction with the 
amine groups, enabling the co-intercalation of TEOS and large increases in interlayer 
spacings. This understanding can guide the optimisation of the surface chemistry for 
the reported pillaring method. This methodology also provides a guide for the 
development and understanding of future techniques for the intercalation and 
pillaring of MXenes, and more widely on 2D materials.  
The pillared MXene was tested electrochemically as the negative electrode for a Na-
ion battery system, and demonstrated superior capacity, rate capability and stability 
compared with the non-pillared version. This is likely to result from the more open 
structure, with the pillars preventing the re-stacking of the MXene sheets. Crucially, 
for sodium-ion batteries, the material was extremely stable towards the reversible 
(de)intercalation of the large Na+ ion, retaining 98.5% capacity between the 40th and 
100th cycles. Further work is required to fully understand the effect of the pillars on 
the electrochemical performance, which is discussed in Chapter 7. In a Li-ion system, 
the pillared MXene also outperformed the non-pillared material, with capacities over 
4.2 times those of the non-pillared material at high rates of 1 A g-1 (8 min charge), 
which suggests that the pillared material could be worthy of further development for 
high rate Li-ion applications. CV analysis showed that the charge storage had 
significant contributions from capacitive surface-controlled processes, which explains 




















In this chapter the amine-assisted pillaring method developed for the Ti3C2 MXene is 
applied to the out-of-plane ordered double transition metal Mo-based MXene 
Mo2TiC2. This MXene is analogous to the Ti3C2 MXene studied in the previous 
chapter, with the outer M layers comprised of Mo atoms rather than Ti, which is only 
found in the central M layer.  
This is as a result of the different preferred environment of the different elements 
within the MAX phase structure. Mo elements have been shown to be unstable in a 
face centred cubic arrangement with the C atoms, which is the case in Mo3C2.
100 
Instead, Mo is more stable in a hexagonal environment. Therefore, if Mo exists only 
on the surface M layers, it can achieve its preferred environment and avoid the face 
centred cubic arrangement with the C atoms. Ti, which is perfectly stable in the face 
centred cubic sites, then occupies the central M layer to stabilise the structure, giving 
rise to the ordered double transition metal MAX phases and the corresponding 
MXenes.100,113  
This type of MXene was first predicted to be stable by Anasori et al., who used DFT to 
screen a variety of possible chemistries to discover stable materials.100 They found 
that over 20 different ordered double transition metal MXenes were predicted to be 
stable, using M elements of Ti, V, Nb, Ta, Cr or Mo. In all cases C was the X element. 
They then synthesised Mo2TiC2, Mo2Ti2C3 and Cr2TiC2. Of these, Mo2TiC2 is the most 
studied, though there are only a few reports on this MXene.100,245–248 The ordered 
nature of this MXene offers the opportunity to study the effect of changing the 
surface M elements on the properties and applications of MXenes, since this surface 
M layer is the only difference between Mo2TiC2 and Ti3C2. The Mo3C2 is unstable and 
has not been synthesised, and therefore cannot be used for this comparison. The 
synthesis of Mo2C MXene has also been reported in the literature, but from a 
Mo2Ga2C precursor.
127,249 The high cost of gallium meant that synthesis of this 
MXene was not studied here. 
Mo2TiC2 has been studied for lithium-ion battery applications in both its multilayered 
and delaminated form, with delaminated Mo2TiC2 showing a capacity of up to 260 
mAh g-1, retaining 92% after 25 cycles.100 The performance had several promising 
features which make it worthy for further investigation. For example, the first cycle 
capacity loss was only 14%, which is much lower than for other MXenes, making it 
promising for full cells. In addition, 85% of the total capacity was obtained below 1 V, 
which would lead to higher energy densities in a full cell. Unlike the fairly linear 
voltage profile observed for other MXenes, the load curve for Mo2TiC2 displayed a 
plateau below 0.6 V, suggesting a phase change and charge storage mechanism 
clearly different to other MXenes. Computational studies suggested that this plateau 
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was as a result of a conversion reaction between the lithiated Mo-O surface groups 
and the Li as shown by Reaction 5.1. 
Mo2TiC2O2Li2 + 2Li
+ + 2e-  Mo2TiC2 + 2Li2O                                                    Reaction 5.1 
Therefore, the lithiation of Mo2TiC2 is a two-stage mechanism. In the first stage, Li is 
intercalated on to the MXene surface, in a similar mechanism to the Ti3C2 MXene. In 
the second stage, the lithiated MXene reacts further to form Li2O, which gives a large 
boost to capacity. The theoretical capacity of the intercalated MXene is just 150 mAh 
g-1, whereas when the conversion reaction is included this increases to 356 mAh g-1. 
If more than one layer of Li can intercalate, the theoretical capacity could increase 
further.  
The proposed conversion reaction is similar to the lithiation mechanism of Mo 
oxides, where it is known to be accompanied by large volume changes which cause 
significant capacity fade.57 This could explain the relatively high fade seen in the 
initial Mo2TiC2 study, where 8% of the capacity was lost over just 25 cycles.  
There have been no reports to date on ways to improve the electrode architecture of 
Mo2TiC2 for electrochemical applications, despite the clear promise for this material. 
Therefore, this chapter tests the pillared Mo2TiC2 MXene materials as electrodes for 
Li and Na-ion systems, and compares this to the un-pillared material. The pillared 
material is characterised by XRD, Raman spectroscopy, SEM-EDS, XPS and BET to 
investigate the effect of the pillaring process on this different MXene. In addition, ex-
situ XPS on the Li-ion system was carried out, which supported the formation of Li2O 
upon discharge which disappeared upon subsequent charging. This would seem to 
support the previously proposed mechanism which had not been experimentally 
probed until now. 
5.2 Results and Discussion 
5.2.1 MAX Phase and MXene Synthesis 
The Mo2TiAlC2 MAX phase is not commercially available, and so was synthesised 
following literature methods.100,113 Elemental powders of Mo, Ti, Al and C in a 
2:1:1.2:2 molar ratio were sieved through a 38 μm sieve (-400 mesh) first mixed in a 
pestle and mortar, and then mixed in a planetary mixer for 1 h hour with zirconia 
balls. The recovered powder was heated for 4 h at 1,600 ˚C under argon, using a 
heating and cooling rate of 5 ˚C min-1. The calcined material (light grey) was then 
gently ground in a pestle and mortar to give a fine powder. XRD results show a 
diffraction pattern which matches previous reports, showing the successful synthesis 





Figure 5.1. XRD patterns of Mo2TiAlC2 MAX phase (bottom) and Mo2TiC2 MXene (top). a) XRD 
patterns obtained for this thesis. b) Previously reported XRD patterns reproduced from 
Anasori et al., https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsnano.5b03591, with permission.100 
Further permissions related to the material reproduced should be directed to the ACS. 
 
To avoid the handling of HF, the synthesis of Mo2TiC2 was attempted using the LiF-
HCl method which has been successfully used for the titanium-based MXenes. 
Typically, 3 g of Mo2TiAlC2 were slowly added to 30 ml of 9 M HCl with 3 g of LiF pre-
dissolved. The mixture was heated to 60 ˚C and stirred for 5 days. At this point the 
powder was recovered by centrifuging cycles, with DI water added after each cycle 
until the pH was around 6. The sample was then analysed by XRD, which showed that 
significant amounts of unetched MAX phase remained in the sample. Therefore, the 
partially etched sample was re-dispersed in a fresh etching solution using the same 
volumes and concentrations used previously. After four more days etching, the solid 
was collected via centrifuging, using the same protocol as described above. This time, 
XRD analysis showed minimal MAX phase content, although a small peak at 9.5˚ 2θ 
clearly corresponds to the (002) diffraction peak of Mo2TiAlC2 showing that some 
MAX phase remains. In addition, there are a large number of peaks between 35 and 
45˚ 2θ which could easily mask MAX phase reflections, as well as other impurities. 
Nevertheless, this XRD pattern matches well with those previously reported for 
Mo2TiC2, and shows that the Mo2TiC2 MXene was successfully etched using the 
described method.100 Most significantly, the (002) diffraction peak has clearly shifted 
to a lower angle (around 7˚ 2θ) which is accompanied by a large increase in intensity. 
This matches the behaviour typically seen when etching MAX phases to make 
MXenes, and is a clear sign of successful etching.  
Interestingly, leaving the MAX phase to etch for nine consecutive days with no 
replenishing on the etching solution does not provide a well etched material, even 
when 12 M HCl is used with 6 g of LiF (the total amount used when the solution is 
replenished). Only when a two stage etching process was used was a well etched 
material recovered. The long etching times mean that this etching method is unlikely 
to be used for large scale Mo2TiC2 synthesis, but provides an option for lab studies 
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where users would rather avoid the use of HF solutions. The significantly longer 
etching times needed when using the HCl-LiF method compared to the HF method 
(48 h at 55 ˚C) is a much larger difference than that seen for the Ti-based MXenes, 
but matches differences reported for the Mo2C  synthesis, (where HCl-LiF etching was 
reported to take 1 week).127 A washing step where the powder was dispersed in 1 M 
HCl for 3 h at room temperature was used to remove any salt impurities resulting 
from the etching step. A NaOH washing step was also tried, but this caused the 
dissolution of the majority of the powder in just half an hour, with a small amount of 
pale material remaining, showing that the Mo2TiC2 material is not stable in alkali 
conditions, in contrast to Ti3C2.   
In addition to the XRD analysis, SEM and EDS studies were also carried out to further 
confirm the formation of Mo2TiC2 MXene. SEM micrographs show that the etched 
material has a layered morphology typical of an MXene, and some opening up 
between the layers is also visible (Figure 5.2). The flakes appear to be in the range of 
1-10 μm, which is similar to that of other MXenes reported, including for Mo2TIC2.
100 
EDS analysis shows that the MXene-like flakes contain no Al, demonstrating 
successful etching of the MAX phase (Figure 5.3).  
 
Figure 5.2. SEM micrographs of as-synthesised Mo2TiC2 flakes. 
 
Figure 5.3 shows an example EDS spectrum which demonstrates that like the Ti3C2 
MXene, Mo2TiC2 is also terminated with –O and / or -OH groups (9.3 wt.%) and –F 
groups (1.5 wt.%). This is similar to what is observed for HCl-LiF etched titanium-
based MXenes, where O-based surface groups make up a much higher proportion of 
the termination groups than the –F groups. Unlike Ti3C2 etched using HCl mixtures, 
no Cl content was detected in the EDS, suggesting than any –Cl terminations are 
present in very low amounts. Overall, the EDS analysis suggests that the MXene has a 
formula of Mo2TiC2O1.75F0.25, which shows that only one in eight terminations are –F 
groups. Oxygen-based groups account for seven in eight, which will dominate the 
surface properties of the MXene. Anasori et al. also found via EDS analysis that by far 
the majority of the surface groups in Mo2TiC2 were –O based terminations when HF 




Figure 5.3. EDS analysis of as-etched Mo2TiC2. a) EDS spectrum of area highlighted in b), 
which is the corresponding SEM image. 
 
The thermal stability of the MXene was investigated using TGA analysis since this is 
directly relevant to the pillaring process, and the thermal stability of Mo2TiC2 had not 
yet been reported in the literature. Mass change data was collected between 25 and 
700 ˚C in air, with a heating rate of 1 ˚C min-1. The results are shown in Figure 5.4. It 
can clearly be seen that the mass changes very little up to around 350 ˚C, at which 
point there is a rapid increase in mass. Between 350-400 ˚C, 2.5 mg is gained by the 
sample. Between 400 and 600 ˚C the mass gain plot has a lower gradient, but still 
sees an increase of 2.5 mg. Between 600 and 700 ˚C, there is a very rapid increase in 
the mass gain, with 15 mg extra added to the mass. These results suggest that above 
350 ˚C the MXene undergoes oxidation in a similar way the titanium based MXenes, 
likely resulting in the formation of Mo and Ti oxides. Unlike for the Ti-based MXenes, 
no mass loss associated with the loss of oxidised carbon as CO2 is seen, which could 
be due to the ability of Mo to obtain higher oxidation states than Ti through further 
oxidation. Ti is fully oxidised as titanium dioxide, whereas Mo can form MoO3. 
Indeed, by 700 ˚C, the mass change (gain) is still continuing, suggesting that the 
material is still being oxidised. To fully characterise the thermal stability of Mo2TiC2, 
XRD studies at different temperatures combined with mass spectrometry or IR 
spectroscopy on the TGA exhaust would be interesting to show the phase changes 
and behaviour of the surface groups, but is beyond the scope of this study. For the 
purpose of this study, the TGA results show that the material is unstable in 
temperatures exceeding 350 ˚C, so the calcination step used in the pillaring process 





Figure 5.4. TGA plot of mass loss (mg) against temperature. 
 
5.2.2 Pillaring of Mo2TiC2 
Having characterised the as-synthesised Mo2TiC2 MXene, the application of the 
previously discussed amine-assisted pillaring method was then investigated. The 
procedure was the same as used for the Ti3C2 MXene. A molar ratio of 1:10:20 of 
MXene: DDA: TEOS was stirred for 4 h at room temperature under argon. The 
intercalated material was recovered by vacuum filtration and dried under vacuum on 
the filter paper (under argon). This was then re-dispersed in DI water for 16 h at 
room temperature, before being recovered again by vacuum filtration. The 
recovered material was dried at 60 ˚C for 24 h. A calcination step under argon was 
then carried out at 400 ˚C for 5 h using a heating rate of 5 ˚C min-1.  
XRD was carried out on the material for signs of intercalation (Figure 5.5). There is a 
clear shift in the split (002) diffraction peak to 2.2˚ 2θ, which is similar to the 
intercalated Ti3C2 MXene, showing clear evidence of successful intercalation. This 
gives a similar d-spacing of around 4 nm, corresponding to a gallery height of around 
3 nm, very similar to intercalated Ti3C2. In addition to the peaks at around 2.2˚ 2θ, a 
small diffraction peak at 4.9˚ 2θ is also visible. This corresponds to a d-spacing of 1.8 
nm. This could be due to (002) diffraction from layers that have differently aligned 
DDA/ TEOS between the layers (which would give a gallery height of 0.8-0.9 nm), or it 
could be the (004) diffraction peak shifted from 14˚ 2θ in the non-pillared Mo2TiC2. 
Since the d-spacing is about half that of the (002) diffraction peak, it fits well with it 
being assigned as the (004) reflection. In addition, the peak at 4.9˚ 2θ has not split, 
unlike the (002) diffraction peak after etching and at 2.2˚ 2θ. A shift in the (004) 
diffraction peak after intercalation and delamination with DMSO has previously been 




Figure 5.5. Low angle XRD diffraction pattern of the intercalated, Mo2TiC2-Si, and calcined, 
Mo2TiC2-Si-400 samples. The dashed grey line highlights the location of the (002) diffraction 
peak in the non-pillared MXene. 
 
After calcination, the (002) diffraction peak shifts to a higher angle to 4.5˚ 2θ (Figure 
5.6), matching the effect of calcination seen for the calcined Ti3C2 material (Section 
4.2.1). The d-spacing is around 2 nm, which gives a gallery height of around 1 nm, 
slightly larger than the corresponding height of the calcined SiO2-pillared Ti3C2. The 
shift suggests that the DDA template is successfully removed, and shows that the 
layered structure of the MXene is retained after intercalation and calcination at 400 
˚C, as was the case for Ti3C2. This implies that the amine-assisted pillaring method is 
unaffected by the change in the surface M layer in the MXene, and is directly 
applicable to Mo-based MXenes. This implies that this pillaring method may in fact 
be able to be applied to any MXene, so long as –OH surface groups are present.  
 
Figure 5.6. Low angle XRD pattern showing the (002) diffraction peak in the pillared Mo2TiC2 
after calcination at 400 ˚C. No other peaks are visible. 
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SEM and EDS analysis was then carried out to further study the Mo2TiC2 material 
intercalated with DDA and TEOS (Figure 5.7). The SEM image (Figure 5.7a) shows that 
the flakes retain the layered morphology on the micron scale after the intercalation, 
and there is no sign of SiO2 flakes forming outside the interlayer as was observed 
when the alkali treatment was used on Ti3C2. However, the nature of the layers does 
look slightly different compared to the pre-intercalated MXene. In fact, the images 
look similar to what is seen when MXenes are delaminated, and then restack. When 
centrifuging the as-made Mo2TiC2 samples, it was noticed that some material stayed 
in suspension even after 30 min at 13,000 rpm, especially after a short sonication 
step, which implies the delamination of Mo2TiC2 into few-layered nanosheets. This is 
much easier delamination then was achieved for the Ti3C2 MXene. Therefore, it is 
possible that the Mo2TiC2 delaminates during the intercalation process (where the 
interlayer is significantly enlarged) as a result of the stirring motion combined with 
the expanded interlayer, which can be expected to weaken the interlayer bonding. 
Upon vacuum filtration, these sheets then restack slightly, separated by the SiO2 
pillars.  
EDS mapping was then carried out to investigate the elemental composition of the 
flakes, and the distribution of the Si content throughout the flakes. A typical 
spectrum and map are shown in Figure 5.7. The carbon content has noticeably 
increased from 13.2 wt.% in the as-made material to 34.4 wt.% in the intercalated 
material (note that this is not reliable for an absolute measurement due to the 
sample being prepared on a carbon tape), which implies the intercalation of the DDA. 
Additionally, there is now significant Si content, with 3.1 wt.% being detected, which 
confirms the increase in interlayer spacing is correlated with the introduction of Si 
into the sample, implying successful SiO2 intercalation and pillaring. There is also an 
increase in oxygen content (9.3 to 10.7 wt.%, despite the large increase in C content), 
which further supports the SiO2 intercalation. Figure 5.7 c and d show an SEM image 
of the top of a flake, and the corresponding EDS map respectively. This shows that 
the Si is evenly dispersed throughout the sample, as would be expected for a pillared 
material. There is no sign of SiO2 particles on the surface of the MXene flake, or from 




Figure 5.7. SEM-EDS studies of the Si intercalated Mo2TiC2 MXene. a) SEM micrograph 
showing the layers on the side of a typical intercalated flake. b) EDS spectrum of intercalated 
Mo2TiC2 flake. c) The corresponding SEM image for the EDS spectrum in b) and the map in d). 
The analysis was carried out over the entire area in the image. d) EDS map showing the 
distribution of the Si content in the Mo2TiC2 material intercalated with DDA and TEOS. 
 
After calcination at 400 ˚C under argon, SEM images (Figure 5.8) show that the 
layered morphology is still retained, which supports the XRD results (Figure 5.6). The 
flakes still look slightly different to the pre-pillared material, which could be due to 
the proposed delamination of the nanosheets during intercalation. A higher 
magnification micrograph (Figure 5.8b) shows what appear to be separated 
nanosheets stacked on top of each other, which make up the larger flakes. The 
morphology of the calcined material looks very similar to the intercalated material, 
showing that the flakes are not damaged by the calcination step. Importantly, there 
is no sign of SiO2 crystals on the surface of the flakes, suggesting that the Si content 
observed in the SEM-EDS analysis (Figures 5.7 and 5.9) is in between the layers, not 




Figure 5.8. SEM micrographs of the SiO2 pillared Mo2TiC2 MXene after calcination at 400 ˚C 
for 5 h under argon.  
 
SEM-EDS mapping was then carried out to study the Si content in the calcined 
sample (Figure 5.9). It can be seen that the Si content (around 3.2 wt.%) is uniformly 
distributed across the flake, suggesting that the calcination process has not resulted 
in large SiO2 particles agglomerating. There does appear to be a slight increase in the 
concentration of the Si content where the layers are most open (Figure 5.9c), while 
the Ti signal is slightly weaker in this region. This would support SiO2 forming in the 
interlayer spacing of the MXene, as suggested by the XRD results (Figure 5.6) and as 





Figure 5.9. SEM-EDS studies of the SiO2 pillared Mo2TiC2 MXene after calcination at 400 ˚C 
for 5 h under argon. a) SEM micrograph showing the layers on the side of a typical calcined 
flake, with the dashed red box highlighting the area used for mapping. b) EDS spectrum of 
the calcined Mo2TiC2 flake. c) The corresponding EDS map for the Si content. d) The 
corresponding EDS map for the Ti content.  
 
Raman spectroscopy was then used to study the bonding in the non-pillared 
(Mo2TiC2), intercalated pillared (Mo2TiC2-Si) and calcined pillared (Mo2TiC2-Si-400) 
MXene materials (Figure 5.10). Peaks can be observed at around 170, 240, 310, 450, 
650 and 775 cm-1 in all samples, and do not appear to shift or change significantly as 
a result of the pillaring process. These peaks closely match previous reports on the 
Raman spectra of Mo2TiC2, giving further evidence to the successful synthesis of 
Mo2TiC2.
246,247 It has been reported that the peak around 170 cm-1 results from the 
Eg vibration of both Mo and Ti atoms in –O terminated Mo2TiC2.
246 The peak at 
around 240 cm-1 corresponds directly to the Eg vibration of the O atoms.246 This 
supports the EDS results which suggested the presence of Mo-O in this MXene. The 
peaks at 310, 450 and 650 and 750 cm-1 are all thought to mostly originate from the 
vibrations of C atoms in the MXene.246,247 It should be noted that there are some 
differences in assignment in the literature, with Chen et al. assigning the 450 cm-1 
peak to C vibrations, while Kim et al. assign it to O surface O vibrations.246,247 
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In addition to the above peaks, the intercalated pillared material also shows extra 
peaks between 1,000 and 1,700 cm-1 which are much more intense than the MXene 
peaks. These broad peaks correspond to DDA vibrations, and match the peaks seen 
in the intercalated Ti3C2 Raman spectra in the previous chapter, suggesting that DDA 
has been successfully intercalated. These peaks are significantly reduced in the 
calcined material with only very small broad peaks at 1,170, 1,300 and 1,600 cm-1 
distinguishable, which shows that the majority of the carbon template has been 
removed after calcination as was the case for the Ti3C2 MXene. However, a small 
amount of graphitic carbon remains in the structure. 
 
Figure 5.10. Raman spectroscopy of the non-pillared (Mo2TiC2, red), intercalated pillared 
(Mo2TiC2-Si, green) and calcined pillared (Mo2TiC2-Si-400, blue) MXene materials. 
 
To further investigate the structure of the synthesised Mo2TiC2 and the effect of the 
pillaring process on the MXene, XPS was used to study the Mo, Ti and O states in the 
as-made and pillared MXene, while Si was also studied in the pillared material. 
Figure 5.11 shows the Mo 3d XPS for the non-pillared and pillared Mo2TiC2. There are 
three main peaks visible in both samples centred at 229.8, 233.0 and 236.0 eV for 
Mo2TiC2 and 229.7, 232.9 and 236.1 eV for Mo2TiC2-Si-400. These peaks are in good 
agreement with a previous report on Mo2TiC2 Mo 3d XPS.
245 It is known that the 
large peaks at around 229.8 and 233.0 eV correspond to the 3d 5/2 and 3d 3/2 
electrons for the expected MXene Mo environment (Mo-C), which indicates that 
Mo4+ is the dominant oxidation state. This further confirms the successful synthesis 
of Mo2TiC2, and the preservation of the MXene structure after pillaring and 
calcination. The small peak at 236.0 eV corresponds to surface Mo oxides, (Mo6+, 3d 
3/2 electrons) showing that like titanium-based MXenes, Mo2TiC2 also undergoes 
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some slight surface oxidation either in the etching process or when exposed to 
ambient conditions. The Mo6+, 3d 5/2 electrons contribute to the peak centred 
around 233.0, with an expected binding energy of 232.7 eV. The presence of a small 
amount of these surface oxides has also been reported previously for Mo2TiC2, 
where HF etching was used.250 The surface oxide peaks do not appear to grow after 
pillaring and calcination, suggesting that the Ar atmosphere used in the tube furnace 
was sufficient to avoid extra MXene oxidation.  
 
Figure 5.11. Mo 3d XPS spectra for a) non-pillared Mo2TiC22 and b) SiO2-pillared Mo2TiC2 
after calcination at 400 °C, Mo2TiC2-Si-400. 
 
The XPS spectra for Ti 3d (Figure 5.12) show a similar pattern, with peaks 
corresponding to both Ti-C groups and Ti-O oxide groups visible. Both the non-
pillared and pillared MXenes have similar peaks at 456.1, 458.8, 461.8 and 465.0 eV 
for Mo2TiC2 and 456.0, 459.2, 461.8 and 464.7 eV for Mo2TiC2-Si-400. These peaks 
also match those previously reported, which showed that the peaks at around 456 
eV and 461.8 eV correspond to MXene Ti-C bonds while the peaks around 459 and 
465 eV relate to Ti-O surface oxides.245 These surface oxides likely form from the 
MAX phase synthesis not being completely phase pure (so not all Ti atoms are below 
the surface) or from over-etching of the MXene. Peak assignments and fitting data 




Figure 5.12. Ti 2p XPS spectra for a) non-pillared Mo2TiC22 and b) SiO2-pillared Mo2TiC2 after 
calcination at 400 °C, Mo2TiC2-Si-400. 
 
XPS results for the O 1s scans are shown in Figure 5.13. This time there are some 
clear differences between the non-pillared and pillared Mo2TiC2. The non-pillared 
Mo2TiC2 MXene looks similar to the previous reported results and shows a very 
broad asymmetric peak which is comprised of a variety of components as a result of 
multiple oxygen containing species being present in the sample.245 A component 
centred around 530.5 eV corresponds to the formation of Mo and Ti oxides, which 
supports the Mo 3d and Ti 2p spectra. At 531 eV is a component corresponding to 
Mo-O groups, while a peak around 532 eV reveals the presence of Mo-OH 
termination groups. At 534 eV there is a small component which corresponds to 
surface-bound H2O molecules. After pillaring and calcination, there is a significant 
new broad peak centred around 533.2 eV, which is a result of oxygen in silica; the 
pillar. In addition, there is a substantial decrease in the component relating to -OH 
surface groups. Before pillaring the –OH: O ratio is approximately 2:1, but decreases 
significantly to 1:1 after pillaring. This shows their direct involvement in the pillaring 
process, as was observed for Ti3C2 pillaring in the previous chapter. Finally the Si 2p 
XPS spectrum for Mo2TiC2-Si-400 shows a broad peak at 103.9 eV, which is consistent 
with SiO2 being the pillar.
240   
 
Figure 5.13. XPS analysis of a) O 1s spectrum of non-pillared Mo2TiC2 b) O 1s spectrum of the 




5.2.3 Electrochemical Testing 
Having confirmed that Mo2TiC2 had successfully been pillared with SiO2, the material 
was then tested as an electrode material in lithium and sodium half-cells to 
determine its promise for Li- and Na-ion battery applications. Its performance was 
compared to the un-pillared Mo2TiC2 MXene. 
5.2.3.1 Lithium-ion System 
Figure 5.14 shows the performance of the non-pillared and pillared Mo2TiC2 MXene 
in Li-ion half cells at a current density of 20 mA g-1 in a voltage window of 0.01-3 V vs. 
Li+/ Li. The load curve for the non-pillared Mo2TiC2 looks very different to the load 
curve of Ti3C2, with a linear part between 3 and 0.6 V, indicting capacitive type 
behaviour in this region, and a long sloping plateau between 0.6 and 0.01 V, which 
suggests a type of phase transition in this region, and a battery-like charge storage 
mechanism. This matches the load curves previously reported for Mo2TiC2 in Li-ion 
battery systems, showing that the HCl-LiF etching method does not lead to significant 
changes to the electrochemical behaviour.100 The load curve on the first discharge 
shows slightly different features, with short plateaus at 1.7 V and 0.7 V in addition to 
the two main features previously outlined. These short plateaus do not appear on 
the subsequent discharge nor on the following discharge cycles. This suggests that 
they arise from irreversible processes which are likely to result from irreversible 
reactions with the MXene surface groups and SEI formation, as has been reported for 
other MXenes.251 The charge profiles show a short plateau between 1 and 1.5 V, with 
linear capacitive-like profiles outside this region.  
The 1st cycle discharge capacity is 344 mAh g-1, higher than the 311 and 268 mAh g-1 
previously reported (which used rates of 25 and 100 mA g-1 respectively).100,246 Of 
this, 219 mAh g-1 was recovered on subsequent charge, which compares to 269 and 
134 mAh g-1 in other reports. This shows that there is a significant capacity loss on 
the first cycle, with an initial coulombic efficiency of 63%. This is higher than the 
majority of MXenes (40-60%) and sits in between the two reports so far on Mo2TiC2 
in Li-ion systems (50% and 86%).100,246 The variation in reported initial capacities and 
coulombic efficiencies could be due to differing surface groups or the accessibility of 
the electrode surface due to differences in electrode architecture, but is yet to be 
studied. The electrolytes were the same in all cases. The coulombic efficiency 
increases to 90% on the second cycle, and is greater than 99% after the 25th cycle. As 
for previous work on low rates, there is significant capacity fade upon cycling, with 
125 mAh g-1 being retained after 100 cycles (56% compared to the second discharge 
capacity). Chen et al. reported only 52 mAh g-1 being retained after 100 cycles, while 
Anasori et al. only ran a limited number of cycles (25) at low rates.100,246 Overall, the 
use of the HCl-LiF etching method gives an MXene with comparable performance to 
previous works which use concentrated HF solutions. 
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Anasori et al. explained the low voltage plateau (<0.6 V) present in the load curves 
being the result of a conversion reaction between Mo-O groups on lithiated 
Mo2TiC2Ox (formed by Li intercalation between 3 and 0.6 V) and further Li to give 
Li2O.
100 Li2O is known to be a poor electrical conductor, and it is possible that its 
formation (which in transition metal oxide electrodes is often accompanied by a 
large volume change) is the main cause of the capacity fade seen in these electrodes. 
A pillared structure with large open pores could lead to improved cyclability of this 
material by providing free space for the reversible formation of Li2O as well as 
improved access to the active sites for the Li+ ions.  
The load curves for the SiO2 pillared MXene are shown in Figure 5.14b. There are 
similar features to the non-pillared material, with a sloping low voltage plateau 
below 0.6 V on the discharge profile, and a short plateau (albeit longer than in the 
non-pillared material) in the charge profile. On the first discharge profile, the short 
plateau at around 1.7 V which was present in the non-pillared material is no longer 
visible, which shows that this unidentified process (potentially trapping of Li ions 
with surface groups) is no longer occurring. Further work is needed to identify this 
process. The short plateau at around 0.7 V is still present, and slightly elongated, 
implying that it is linked to the exposure of the electrode surface, and could be due 
to SEI formation or another trapping process of Li ions.  
The first cycle capacities are 473 and 314 mAh g-1 on the discharge and charge 
respectively, which are larger for than the non-pillared material etched using HCl-LiF 
and HF etched Mo2TiC2 reported elsewhere, including the delaminated MXene.
100,246 
This gives an initial coulombic efficiency of 66%, a slight increase compared to the 
non-pillared material. The second cycle coulombic efficiency is 94% and reaches 
around 99% after 18 cycles, which is also an improvement on the non-pillared 
MXene. Around 80% capacity is retained between the 2nd (316 mAh g-1) and 100th 
(250 mAh g-1) cycles, compared to 54% for the as-made Mo2TiC2. This shows that the 
pillaring process has improved the capacity of Mo2TiC2, which is likely as a result of 
improved access for the Li ions to the electrode. In addition, the presence of the 
pillars seems to be successfully preventing nanosheets from restacking, and provides 
adequate space for the reversible formation of Li2O, which results in improved 
cycling stability. This can be seen by the plateau in the load curves for the pillared 
MXene clearly being more stable during cycling. Anasori et al. predicted that the 
theoretical capacity of Mo2TiC2 in a Li-ion system is 356 mAh g
-1,100 which the 2nd 
discharge capacity of 316 mAh g-1 is very close to (89% of the theoretical capacity), 
especially when it is considered that the pillared Mo2TiC2 contains SiO2 and amine 
derived carbon which are included in the active mass for the specific capacity. The 
theoretical calculation assumed only one layer of Li+ was intercalated, which would 
seem to be the case here despite the large interlayer spacing of the pillared MXene, 
since the discharge capacities are not larger than the theoretical values.  
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It should be noted that SiO2 has been investigated as an electrode material for Li 
storage itself, and has been shown to have significant capacity when 
nanosized,241,242,252 as is in the case here. Therefore, is it possible that some of the 
gains in capacity could be as a result of alloying reactions involving the pillars, rather 
than just improved ion access to the MXene surface. However, the load curves for 
the pillared and non-pillared materials have the same features, which suggests that 
there is not significant contribution here from the SiO2. The Mo2TiC2 and Ti3C2 load 
curves reported in the previous chapter also look very different, suggesting that the 
MXenes are the active material. In addition, SiO2 electrodes suffer from very low 
initial coulombic efficiencies (typically around 20-40%),241 which seems incompatible 
with the improvement in coulombic efficiency reported here.  
 
Figure 5.14. Galvanostatic charge-discharge testing of Mo2TiC2 samples in Li-ion half cells. a) 
Load curves for selected cycles of Mo2TiC2. b) Load curves for selected cycles of Mo2TiC2-Si-
400 c) Rate capability testing at 20, 50, 200, 500, 1,000 mA g-1 for 5 cycles at each rate for 
the pillared (blue) and non-pillared (red) samples. (One initial cycle at 20 mA g-1 was 
conducted to ensure SEI formation, which is not shown). d) Cycling stability data and 
coulombic efficiencies across 100 cycles for the pillared (blue) and 94 cycles for non-pillared 
(red) samples. 
 
Rate capability tests were then carried out at increasing rates of 20, 50, 200, 500, and 
1,000 mAh g-1 to compare the high rate performance of the materials (Figure 5.14c). 
The pillared material shows improved performance at all rates, delivering discharge 
capacities of 312, 281, 229, 182 and 143 mAh g-1 respectively. When the current was 
returned to 20 mA g-1, the capacity recovered to 292 mAh g-1, showing that the 
electrode was not severely damaged by the high rates used. In comparison, the non-
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pillared Mo2TiC2 material delivered capacities of 205, 162, 108, 79 and 59 mAh g
-1 at 
the respective rates, with 172 mAh g-1 recovered at 20 mA g-1.  
Since the pillared electrode showed significant capacity at high rates, its cycling 
stability at high rates was then tested by continuous cycling at 1 A g-1 after the rate 
capability test, which corresponded to a charging time of about 8 min. Five 
stabilisation cycles were given to allow the electrode to adjust to the new current, 
before cycling for 500 charge-discharge cycles. After 500 cycles at 1 A g-1, it retained 
a capacity of 108 mAh g-1, a capacity retention of 80% compared to the 1st cycle (135 
mAh g-1), as shown in Figure 5.15. The average coulombic efficiency over these cycles 
was 99.9%, indicating highly reversible charge storage at this rate. This shows that 
after an initial stabilisation phase when beginning high rate cycling, the pillared 
Mo2TiC2 material is a very stable electrode which makes it very suitable for high rate 
and long-life batteries. It is also worth noting that these results were obtained with a 
mass loading of 3.2 mg cm-2, higher than many reports on high rate electrode 
materials. For example, Mo2C MXene had an exceptional high rate performance of 
250 mAh g-1 at a rate of 5 A g-1, but the mass loading was only 0.9 mg cm-2 in this 
case.127  These results suggest it would be a promising material to develop for 
lithium-ion capacitors, since it shows superior high rate capacities to graphite and a 
lower voltage with comparable capacities to lithium titanate.  
 
Figure 5.15. Discharge capacity and coulombic efficiency of Mo2TiC2-Si-400 for 500 cycles at a 
rate of 1 A g-1 in a voltage window of 0.01-3 V vs. Li+/ Li. 
 
Cyclic voltammetry was then used to investigate the reactions and kinetics of the 
system in more detail. Figure 5.16 shows the cyclic voltammograms for five cycles 
collected at a scan rate of 0.2 mV s-1 between 0.01-3 V vs. Li+/ Li. On the first 
discharge cycle, there are redox peaks at 1.7 V, 0.7 V, 0.8 V and a large broad peak 
between 0.6-0.01 V.  This matches the plateaus observed on the first discharge on 
seen in the load curves in Figure 5.14. On the first charging sweep, there is a small 
broad peak at around 0.1-0.4 V, which shows that there is some reversibility for the 
process occurring below 0.6 V on the discharge. There is a further broad redox peak 
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at around 1.3 V, which matches the short plateau seen on the load curve and could 
be the reversal of the 0.8 V discharge process. A redox peak at 1.8 V is also visible on 
the first charge, with very little offset compared to the corresponding discharge 
peak, suggesting that the 1.7 V process is reversible.  
On the 2nd-5th cycles, the discharge peak at 0.7 V is no longer visible, confirming that 
this results from an irreversible process which contributes to the initial capacity loss 
on the first cycle. In addition, the peak at 1.7 V is much lower in intensity in the 
subsequent cycles, which also links this to a partially irreversible process. The other 
features of the first cycle CV plots are still present in further cycles, showing good 
reversibility, although the peak between 0.6-0.01 V sees a significant decrease in 
current, which matches the capacity loss observed in the galvanostatic charge-
discharge testing. As discussed previously, this is likely to be from a combination of 
SEI formation, Li+ trapping, and poor reversibility of Li2O formation.  
The CV plots show that current is produced across the entire voltage range studied, 
suggesting a capacitive contribution to the charge storage, with the area between 
0.6-3 V being fairly rectangular in shape. In addition, it can clearly be seen that the 
majority of the discharge current occurs below 0.6 V, which matches well with the 
load curves in Figure 5.14. 
 
Figure 5.16. Cyclic Voltammograms for the a) non-pillared and b) pillared Mo2TiC2 MXene 
materials. In both cases scan rates of 0.2 mV s-1 were used in a voltage window of 0.01-3 V 
vs. Li+/ Li. The first five cycles are shown. 
 
For the pillared Mo2TiC2 MXene, the shape of CV curves look very similar to the non-
pillared material. The first discharge cycle has a small irreversible peak at 1.6 V, 
which is significantly reduced compared to the non-pillared MXene, and matches the 
corresponding plateau on the load curves. This partially explains the improved 
coulombic efficiency in the pillared material; this irreversible process is significantly 
reduced after pillaring, which suggests the process could be linked to the trapping of 
Li+ ions. A second irreversible peak can be seen at 0.7 V, and there is a large peak 
between 0.5-0.01 V which is significantly reduced in intensity on the following cycles, 
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matching what was seen for the non-pillared material. On the charging cycles, there 
is a broad peak at 1.3 V, which is more distinctive than the corresponding peak in the 
non-pillared MXene. This matches what was observed in the load curves, and 
suggests that the reversibility of this process was improved by pillaring. The 
corresponding discharge peak can be distinguished at 0.8 V on cycles 2-5, but was 
obscured by the irreversible 0.6 V peak on the first discharge. Cycles 2-5 are very 
stable, and even the 0.5-0.01 V discharge peak shows very little fade, which matches 
the improved capacity retention observed in the galvanostatic charge-discharge 
testing. In contrast to the non-pillared material, there is no noticeable peak at 
around 1.7 V after the first discharge sweep, suggesting that this process no longer 
occurs in the pillared MXene. This could be analogous to the loss of high voltage 
redox peaks seen in the pillared Ti3C2 experiments, but further work is needed to 
identify the origin of the redox peaks here. Anasori et al. proposed that the 
intercalation of Li into Mo2TiC2 should occur mostly around 1.6 V vs. Li
+/ Li, so the 
loss of this peak is likely to be the result of a change in the intercalation process as a 
result of the increase in interlayer spacing, possibly relating to differences in the 
solvation/ desolvation of Li ions.100  
Overall these CV redox peaks match well with the galvanostatic charge discharge 
testing, with the pillared material showing improved reversibility which explains its 
superior cycling stability. However, further work is required to identify the specific 
processes leading to each redox peak. Finally, the fact that the CV plots for the 
pillared and non-pillared material show very similar features suggest that the 
electrochemistry is the same in both cases; i.e. the majority of the current comes 
from the Mo2TiC2 MXene, rather from the SiO2 pillars being redox active. In addition, 
both CV curves match the previous report by Anasori et al. for Mo2TiC2 in a lithium-
ion system,100 and the SiO2-pillared Ti3C2 in Chapter 4 looked very different, which 
further supports the MXene being the redox active component. However, the 
majority of current from a SiO2 electrode would be expected to occur below 1 V, and 
the low voltage peak in the Mo2TiC2 CV plots does change slightly after pillaring 
(becomes sharper with less contribution at higher voltages), so a small SiO2 
contribution cannot be completely ruled out.  
To investigate the kinetics of the system in more detail, the cells were then cycled at 
increasing scan rates of 0.5, 2 and 5 mV s-1 (Figure 5.17). The pillared material shows 
similar shaped CV plots at all rates, suggesting reasonably fast kinetics of the system, 
though there are small changes as the rate increases. The discharge peak at around 
0.8 V broadens and becomes more prominent at higher rates, although there is 
almost no shift (around 50 mV) in the peak position. The broad discharge peak 
between 0.6-0.01 V sharpens as the rate increases, with a lower contribution of 
current at the higher voltage side of the peak. On the charging sweeps, the 0.1 V 
peak shifts the higher voltages (around 0.5 V at a scan rate of 5 mV s-1), moving it 
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considerably closer to the 1.2 V peak. The rectangular part of the plot at voltages 
above 2 V seems to distort, with a possible broad peak now distinguishable centred 
around 1.5 V at 5 mV s-1.  
 
Figure 5.17. Cyclic voltammograms for the a) non-pillared and b) pillared Mo2TiC2 MXene 
materials. In both cases increasing scan rates of 0.2, 0.5, 2 and 5 mV s-1 were used in a 
voltage window of 0.01-3 V vs. Li+/ Li. 
 
The CV plots for the pillared Mo2TiC2 MXene show more significant changes at higher 
scan rates, with the overall shape of the plot becoming much more rectangular at 5 
mV s-1, indicative of an increased contribution of capacitive processes to the charge 
storage. This could explain the improved rate capability (Figure 5.14c) of the pillared 
MXene compared to as-made Mo2TiC2 MXene. The pillared material has an increased 
interlayer spacing and specific surface area, which allows for faster Li+ ion migration 
and therefore increased capacitive charge storage compared to the non-pillared 
MXene, which doesn’t have this high rate contribution. The redox peaks at 0.8 V 
(discharge) and 1.3 V (charge) are however still present at 5 mV s-1, although they are 
significantly broader than at lower scan rates. The sharper peak between 0.5-0.01 V 
is also still clearly present. This shows that these peaks originate from fast redox 
processes, which further explains the high rate performance, and shows that, as for 
the non-pillared material, there is a mixture of mechanisms contributing to the 
charge storage.  
As has been previously discussed, plotting the log of the current against the log of 
the scan rate gives a straight line with a gradient of b. When b = 0.5, the current 
derives solely from battery-like diffusion limited faradic processes, whereas a b-value 
of 1 indicates a purely surface controlled capacitive reaction (either 
pseudocapacitance or EDL capacitance). A value in between these end points 
indicates to a charge storage mechanism which is a mix of diffusion-limited and 
surface-limited processes. When this analysis is carried out at different voltages, the 
relative contribution of these processes can be studied across the voltage window on 
the charge and discharge sweeps.  
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Figure 5.18 shows plots of the b-values against the voltage for the pillared and non-
pillared Mo2TiC2. In both cases there is significant variation in the b-value across the 
voltage range covered. For the non-pillared MXene, the current at 3 V at the start of 
the lithiation (discharge) sweep gives a b-value of 0.84, which suggests a mixed 
charge storage mechanism is contributions from both diffusion-limited (battery-like) 
and surface-controlled (capacitive) processes, but with the majority of the current 
originating from capacitive-like processes at this voltage. At 2 V, the b-value 
decreases to 0.62, showing that at this voltage a diffusion-limited battery-like 
process occurs, which matches with the small broad redox peak at 1.8 V (Figure 
5.16). At 1 V the b-value increases again to 0.88, showing capacitive processes 
contribute mostly to the current again, which matches the CV shape at this voltage. 
At 0.5 and 0.01 V the b-values decrease to 0.64 and 0.68 showing the battery-like 
diffusion limited processes dominate at these voltages, which corresponds to the 
large peak observed in the CV plot below 0.6 V (likely to result from a conversion 
reaction to form Li2O). On the delithiation (charging) sweep, the b-values increase to 
0.80 and 0.82, showing that the reverse of the Li2O formation is mostly surface-
controlled, with less diffusion limitation compared to the Li2O formation. The b-
values at 2 and 3 V closely match those on the lithiation sweep (0.61 and 0.84 
respectively), corresponding to the reverse of the discharge processes. These values 
also match the shape of the CV plots with a redox peak at 1.9 V and no peak at 3 V. 
For the SiO2 pillared Mo2TiC2 MXene the initial b-value at 3 V is 0.86, slightly larger 
than the non-pillared material (0.84). At 2 V the pillared MXene shows a b-value of 
0.83, which is significantly larger than the non-pillared material (0.62), showing that 
the current here a predominantly from surface-controlled processes. This matches 
the CV plots, since the small 1.8 V redox peak present in the non-pillared MXene is 
not observed for the pillared material. At 1 V, the b-value is 0.83, similar to the non-
pillared material (0.88), suggesting similar processes occur here. As was seen for the 
non-pillared material, the b-values at 0.5 and 0.01 V decrease to 0.74 and 0.56 
respectively, which matches the large redox peak at 0.5-0.01 V on the CV plot. The 
value of 0.56 shows the vast majority of the current here originates from battery-like 
processes, which suggests that pillaring aids the conversion reaction, which explains 
the increased capacity shown by this material. On the charging sweeps, the b-values 
at 0.5 and 1 V remain low (0.65 for both voltages), which are on the edge of the very 
broad CV peak which centres on 1.5 V (Figure 5.16). This likely corresponds to the 
reverse of the Li2O conversion reaction, and since the b-values are much lower than 
for the non-pillared material at these voltages, implies that the reversibility of this 
reaction has significantly increased, causing the increased contribution from battery-
like diffusion-limited processes. At 2 and 3 V the b-values (0.83 and 0.86) are 
identical to the discharge values, showing a return to mostly capacitive processes, as 




Figure 5.18. Plot of b-values against voltage vs. Li+/ Li. a) Non-Pillared Mo2TiC2 b) Pillared-
Mo2TiC2. 
 
Ex-situ XPS analysis was then carried out to investigate the proposed mechanism of 
reversible Li2O formation in Mo2TiC2, which had not been experimentally studied so 
far. Mo2TiC2-Si-400 electrodes were extracted from cells which were at OCV, 
discharged to 0.01 V and charged to 3 V, washed with DMC and dried under vacuum 
in the antechamber of the argon filled glovebox before sealing the vial and posting 
for measurements. The O 1s results are shown in Figure 5.19, while data on the peak 
fittings can be found in the appendix, Table A.7. At OCV there is just one broad peak 
visible, which is centred on 532 eV. Deconvolution reveals that there are two main 
components to this peak at 531.7 eV (assigned as organic carbonate oxygen) and 
530.6 eV (which matches the Mo-Ox environment found in the powdered samples in 
Figure 5.13). This implies that electrolyte remains in the material, since oxygen in an 
organic environment such as the carbonate-based electrolyte solvents used here is 
known to give a broad peak centering on 532 eV,253 and SEI formation would not be 
expected without applying current. There is little change in these two peaks upon 
charging and discharging, with the shifts varying less than 0.2 eV for both 
environments at all states-of-charge. However, the spectrum for the electrode 
discharged to 0.01 V shows a new peak at 528.6 eV, which matches well with Li2O.
240 
Upon charging to 3 V, this peak disappears, confirming that Li2O is indeed reversibly 





Figure 5.19. Ex-situ XPS of SiO2-pillared Mo2TiC2. a) Ex-situ O 1s XPS of Mo2TiC2-Si-400 at OCV 
(top), after discharge to 0.01 V (middle) and after charging to 3 V (bottom). b) Ex-situ Si 2p 
XPS of Mo2TiC2-Si at OCV (top), after discharging to 0.01 V (middle) and after charging to 3 V 
(bottom). 
 
XPS results for Si 2p are shown in Figure 5.19, with peak fitting data in Table A.8 in 
the appendix. It can be seen that the Si peak has shifted from 103.9 eV in the 
synthesised pillared MXene to 100.9 eV in the OCV electrode. The reason for this 
shift is unclear, since SiO2 does not spontaneously react with Li ions, and was for 
many years thought to be inactive for Li-ion battery applications.240,241 Potentially, it 
could result from interactions between the Si pillars and the organic electrolyte, 
which the O 1s spectra suggest remains in the sample. A similar binding energy was 
also observed for the pillared Ti3C2 material in the Na-ion system in Chapter 4. 
Interestingly, there is no shift in the Si 2p peak for the electrode discharged to 0.01 V, 
suggesting that the SiO2 is not contributing to the charge stored here. In addition, no 
peaks relating to metallic Si (99.5 eV) or LixSi alloys (96.0–97.3 eV) are observed. This 
is significant because the expected lithiated mechanism of SiO2 is based on the 
Reactions 5.2-5.4.240–242 
4Li+ + 4e− + SiO2 → 2Li2O + Si                                                                                Reaction 5.2 
4Li+ + 4e− + 2SiO2 → Li4SiO4 + Si                                                                           Reaction 5.3 
Si + xLi+ + xe− ↔ LixSi                                                                                             Reaction 5.4 
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Reactions 5.2 and 5.3 are considered irreversible, giving SiO2 electrodes low initial 
coulombic efficiencies, and form metallic Si which then acts as the lithiation host via 
the formation of LixSi. Reaction 5.2 could give an alternative explanation for the 
formation of Li2O other than reaction with the Mo-O groups. However, since neither 
Si nor LixSi is detected in the XPS, these are unlikely to be the Li2O source here. In 
addition, Reaction 5.2 is expected to be irreversible, so Li2O should remain in the 
structure upon charging, which is not the case here. Recently, alternative reactions 
have been proposed, as shown in Reactions 5.5 and 5.6.240 
4Li+ + 4e− + 5SiO2 ↔ 2Li2Si2O5 + Si                                                                      Reaction 5.5 
4Li+ + 4e− + 3SiO2 ↔ 2Li2SiO3 + Si                                                                       Reaction 5.6 
These reactions have recently been proposed as alternative reversible lithiation 
pathways via the formation of lithium silicates as Li is inserted into the SiO2 structure, 
and give an alternative mechanism for charge storage in SiO2 without the formation 
of LixSi alloys. However, these reactions also result in the formation of metallic Si, 
which has not been detected in the XPS results presented in Figure 5.19. Therefore it 
seems unlikely that the SiO2 pillars are contributing significantly to the charge 
storage of the pillared MXene, although further characterisation such as in-situ 
XANES and / or NMR could provide more insight into the charge storage mechanism. 
These would overcome some of the limitations of ex-situ XPS such as the available 
time for charge/ discharge products to relax between cycling and measurement and 
the surface nature of XPS, which may be affecting the results presented here. 
Nevertheless, due to the limited shift in the Si 2p peak after discharge and charge 
and the lack of Si or LixSi species being present, no evidence has been found so far to 
support electrochemical activity from the SiO2 pillars. If the SiO2 pillars are in fact 
active, the currently accepted irreversibility of Reaction 5.2 (Li2O formation) would 
not appear to stand here. Therefore, Mo2TiC2 is the likely source of the Li2O 
detected, supporting the previously reported mechanism for this MXene. 
Overall the analysis shown in this section suggests that the effect of pillaring is two-
fold. Firstly, it allows increased contribution to the capacity from the Li2O conversion 
reaction (likely due to increased access to the MXene surface for the Li+ ions), and 
improves its reversibility (due to free space Li2O to form and be held in without 
damaging the overall structure). Secondly, at voltages where the conversion reaction 
does not occur, the contribution of capacitive current is greater for the pillared than 
non-pillared MXene, which can be explained by a reduction in the diffusion limitation 
arising from the increased interlayer spacing. These results help explain the 
increased capacity, rate capability and cycling stability of the pillared Mo2TiC2 




5.2.3.2 Sodium-ion System 
Following the promising performance of the Mo2TiC2 MXene in a Li-ion system the 
non-pillared and pillared materials were then tested as Na-ion electrodes to 
investigate their behaviour in this system, which has not previously been reported.  
Figure 5.20 shows the load curves and cycling stability results from galvanostatic 
testing in a Na-ion half-cell at a rate of 20 mA g-1 in a voltage window of 0.01-3 V vs. 
Na+/ Na. In both cases the load curves show very similar shapes, although the 
pillared material has a smoother load curve. There is little capacity between 3 and 
0.8 V, and the voltage decreases rapidly across this range. Between 0.8 and 0.01 V 
the load curves enter a different region, with the majority of the capacity occurring 
here. The load curve for the pillared material is slightly smoother than the non-
pillared MXene, which shows more abrupt changes in gradient as the voltage drops. 
However neither material shows significant plateaus (apart from on the first 
discharge cycle, where a sloping plateau between 0.8 to 0.5 V can be observed, 
which likely relates to SEI formation). This suggests that the charge storage 
mechanism is more capacitive based than for the Li-ion system, at least without 
major phase changes. Whilst the majority of the discharge capacity for both systems 
occurs at low voltages, the Li-system shows distinctive plateau features on both 
charge (1.2 V) and discharge (0.6-0.01 V) which are not present in the Na-ion system, 
suggesting different charge storage mechanisms.  
The pillared MXene shows significantly improved performance compared to the as-
etched Mo2TiC2, with a second cycle discharge capacity of 109 mAh g
-1 compared to 
74 mAh g-1 for the non-pillared material. By the 80th cycle, the non-pillared MXene 
had retained a capacity of just 48 mAh g-1 (65% capacity retention) compared to 82 
mAh g-1 for the pillared MXene (75% capacity retention). Both materials showed 
significant capacity loss between the 1st and 2nd cycles, with the pillared Mo2TiC2 
demonstrating a 1st cycle discharge capacity of 205 mAh g-1 and the non-pillared 
Mo2TiC2 giving a 1
st cycle capacity of 151 mAh g-1. These capacities are significantly 
lower than the capacities obtained for the Li-ion system, and the Ti3C2-based 
materials in the same Na-ion system reported in the previous chapter. However, 
both materials do reversibly store Na+ ions in a voltage window suitable for the 




Figure 5.20. Galvanostatic charge-discharge testing of Mo2TiC2 samples in Na-ion half cells at 
20 mA g-1 in a voltage window of 0.01-3 V vs. Na+/ Na. a) Load curves for selected cycles of 
Mo2TiC2. b) Load curves for selected cycles of Mo2TiC2-Si-400. c) Cycling stability data and 
coulombic efficiencies across 80 cycles for the pillared (blue) and non-pillared (red) samples. 
 
The pillared Mo2TiC2 showed an initial coulombic efficiency of 49%, slightly higher 
than the non-pillared material (41%). In both cases this is significantly lower than the 
values for the Li-ion system. The coulombic efficiency then rapidly increased for the 
pillared material reaching 96% on the 4th cycle (compared to 89% for the non-pillared 
MXene) and achieving 99% on the 23rd cycle. In contrast, the highest coulombic 
efficiency for the non-pillared Mo2TiC2 was 98%. The superior coulombic efficiency of 
the pillared material compared to the non-pillared MXene is further confirmed by 
the average coulombic efficiencies between the 2nd and 80th cycle of 99% and 95% 
respectively. This suggests that the pillaring has aided in preventing the trapping of 
Na+ between intercalation and de-intercalation. 
Rate capabilty tests were then carried out at increasing rates of 20, 50, 200, 500 and 
1,000 mAh g-1 (Figure 5.21). The pillared material shows superior perfcormance at all 
rates tested, with discharge capacities of 103, 88, 66, 52 and 40 mAh g-1 respectively, 
compared to capacities of 70, 42, 29, 23 and 18 mAh g-1. In addition, when the rate 
returns to 20 mA g-1 the capacity recovers to 95 mAh g-1, showing that the structure 
is not damaged by the high rate cycling. For comparison, the non-pillared MXene 
only recovers to 50 mAh g-1 on the change to 20 mA g-1. This shows that as for the 
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other pillared MXene results in this thesis, the pillars do not hinder the ion transport, 
which is in fact enhanced due to the enlarged interlayer spacing. Interestingly, the 
capacity for the SiO2-pillared Mo2TiC2 at 1 A g
-1 (40 mAh g-1) is higher than the one 
that was obtained for the SiO2-pillared Ti3C2 material in the previous chapter (30 
mAh g-1), which could be due to a lower concentration of SiO2 pillars in the sample 
(3.2 wt.% compared to 6.3 wt.% occording to the EDS results), resulting in less 
blocking from the pillars. Alternatively, this could be as a result of the diffusion 
barriers of the MXene materials themselves.    
 
Figure 5.21. Rate capability testing at 20, 50, 200, 500, 1,000 mA g-1 for five cycles at each 
rate for the pillared (blue) and non-pillared (red) samples. (One initial cycle at 20 mA g-1 was 
conducted to ensure SEI formation, which is not shown). 
 
These results demonstrate that the pillared MXene shows significantly improved 
performance compared to the non-pillared material, but the charge storage 
mechanism in a Na-ion systems appears to be different to the behaviour in the Li-
system. In their computational study, Anasori et al. reported that the conversion 
reaction which contributes significant capacity at low voltages in Li-ion systems (up 
to 200 mAh g-1) does not occur in Na-ion systems.100 The conversion reaction has two 
main effects; it increases the capacity of the electrode but lowers the cycling stabilty. 
Since Mo2TiC2 has significantly lower capacities but increased stability in the Na-ion 
electrolyte compared to the Li-ion system, even when pillared, these results seem to 
support the computational study by Anasori et al. This suggests that Na+ 
intercalation/ deintercalation is the major source of capacity in Na-ion systems for 
Mo2TiC2. It is worth noting that Anasori et al. also claimed that K
+ systems should 
behave the same as Na+, but Mg2+ and Al3+ should show similar behaviour to Li+ and 
undergo a viable conversion reaction to gain extra capacity.100 This suggests that the 
pillared Mo2TiC2 MXene could be promising for these battery systems.   
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Cyclic voltammetry studies were then carried out to further investigate the 
electrochemical behaviour. Figure 5.22 shows that the non-pillared Mo2TiC2 material 
has a narrow rectangular CV plot between the voltages of 0.8 and 3 V, suggsting a 
capacitive-like charge storage mechanism in this voltage range which matches the 
load curves (Figure 5.20). On the 1st discharge sweep, there is a broad peak which 
centres on 0.4 V which does not appear on the charging sweep and is significantly 
reduced on subsequent cycles, which is likely to correspond to SEI formation and 
matches the short plateau observed on the 1st discharge on the load curve (Figure 
5.20). On the first charge sweep there is a broad peak between 0.01 and 0.8 V, 
before the rectangular region mentioned earlier begins. On the second discharge 
sweep, there is a very broad peak centred around 0.5 V which continues to the cut-
off voltage (0.01 V). On the 2nd charge sweep, there is a relatively sharp peak at 0.1 V 
which is followed by a very broad peak to 0.8V. These peaks likely correspond to the 
intercalation (discharge) and deintercalation (charge) of Na+ ions between the 
Mo2TiC2. As was observed for the load curves, whilst there is some capacity across 
the whole voltage window studied, the majority of the charge storage reactions 
occur below 0.8 V.  
 
Figure 5.22. Cyclic voltammograms collected at a scan rate of 0.2 mV s-1 in a voltage window 
between 0.01-3 V vs. Na+/ Na for a) the non-pillared Mo2TiC2 and b) pillared Mo2TiC2-Si-400. 
 
The pillared material has a similar shaped CV curve to the non-pillared MXene, but 
there are a few differences. For example, on the first discharge, there is an extra 
irreversible redox peak at 1.8 V, which was not present on the non-pillared material. 
This suggests an extra, unidentified process occurs on the first discharge for the 
pillared Mo2TiC2. On the second charge, the redox peak at 0.2 V on the non-pillared 
material is not present for the pillared MXene, suggesting that this process no longer 
occurs. This could be linked to the enlarged interlayer spacing as was discussed in the 
previous chapter for pillared Ti3C2. The other CV features are seen in both pillared 
and non-pillared MXenes, suggesting similar overall electrochemical behaviour.  
To probe the kinetics of the system, CVs were collected at increasing sweep rates 0.2, 
0.5, 2 and 5 mV s-1 (Figure 5.23). The general shape of the CV plots is maintained at 
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all rates, though the discharge peak at 0.5 V broadens and appears to shift to lower 
voltages, with the CV plot collected at 5 mV s-1 featuring a main discharge peak at 
0.01-0.3 V (however a small shoulder at 0.6 V can be seen). The charging peak 
corresponding to the reverse of this process shifts from 0.1 V at 0.2 mV s-1 to 0.5 V at 
5 mV s-1. The capacitive region between 0.8 and 3 V remains the same at all rates. 
For the pillared material, there is also a broadening and shifting of the redox peaks to 
higher voltages. The CV at 5 mV s-1 has a much more rectangular shape across the 
entire voltage range, suggesting increased capacitive contribution at this scan rate, 
which is likely to be a result of the higher surface area in the pillared material. This 
would explain the superior rate performance of the pillared MXene compared to the 
non-pillared Mo2TiC2. 
 
Figure 5.23. Cyclic voltammograms collected at increasing scan rates of 0.2, 0.5, 2 and 5 mV 
s-1 in a voltage window of 0.01-3 V vs. Na+/ Na for a) the non-pillared Mo2TiC2 and b) pillared 
Mo2TiC2-Si-400. 
 
The CV data was then used to carry out the b-value-voltage analysis previously 
discussed (Figure 5.24). As has been observed for the other MXene studies in this 
thesis, the charge storage mechanism has contributions from surface- and diffusion-
limited processes at all voltages studies. 
For the SiO2-pillared material, the b-values are generally slightly larger than the non-
pillared material, but a similar pattern of increased surface-limited (capacitive) 
current at high voltages and increased contribution from diffusion-limited (battery-
like) processes at lower voltages is still followed. At 3 V, the b-value was 0.85, slightly 
larger than the non-pillared material (0.81) showing that even more of the current is 
capacitive-like at the voltage. At 2 V, the proportion of diffusion-limited current is 
greater than the surface-controlled current, as shown by a b-value of 0.72. This 
corresponds to a redox peak observed in the CV plots, which is not clearly visible for 
the non-pillared material (Figure 5.24), which had a b-value of 0.79 at 2 V. At 1 V, the 
pillared material had a b-value of 0.87, showing that current is predominately 
surface-controlled, which is in contrast to the non-pillared material where the b-
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value was 0.62, showing very different behaviour at this voltage. At 0.01 V, the b-
value was 0.73 (0.74 for the non-pillared MXene), showing a diffusion-limited 
battery-like process now contributes the majority of the current. On desodiation, the 
b-values are 0.89, 0.88 and 0.88 at 1, 2 and 3 V respectively, showing that the 
majority of the current is surface-controlled, which matches the rectangular shaped 
CV plot in this region. These b-values are all higher than the corresponding values for 
the non-pillared material (0.87, 0.79, 0.79 respectively).  
 
Figure 5.24. Plot of b-values against voltage vs. Na+/ Na. a) Non-pillared Mo2TiC2, b) pillared-
Mo2TiC2. 
 
This shows that, as for other systems, the majority of the current originates from 
capacitive-like processes at higher voltages while the proportion of battery-like 
diffusion limited processes increases at lower voltages for both the pillared and non-
pillared Mo2TiC2 in the Na-ion system. The enlarged interlayer spacing and higher 
surface area causes an increase in the proportion of current from capacitive-like 
processes, as was implied from the more rectangular shape of the high rate CV 
(Figure 5.23). This helps explain the superior rate performance of the pillared 
material.  
The b-values for Mo2TiC2 in the Na-ion system are higher than in the Li-ion system, 
which is especially apparent at 0.01 V (SiO2-pillared Mo2TiC2 has a b-value of 0.73 in 
the Na-ion system, but 0.56 in the Li-ion system). This supports work by Anasori et 
al., which predicted that the conversion reaction to form Na2O does not occur for Na, 
with the charge storage instead relying on Na+ intercalation/ adsorption on the 
MXene surface ,100 which also explains the substantially lower capacities obtained for 







This chapter has shown that the HCl-LiF method, which avoids the direct handling of 
concentrated HF solutions, can be applied to Mo2TiAlC2 to synthesise Mo2TiC2, 
although two etching steps were required to achieve this, and the reaction times 
(nine days) were much longer than the reported HF method (two days). 
In addition, the amine-assisted pillaring method developed for Ti3C2 MXene in 
Chapter 4 can be applied directly to the Mo-based MXene Mo2TiC2. As was seen for 
the Ti3C2 MXene, this leads to a large increase in interlayer spacing, with a d-spacing 
of 4.2 nm achieved. This corresponds to a gallery height of around 3 nm, which is by 
far the largest for a Mo-based MXene, and larger than any reports found for other 
Mo-based layered materials such as MoS2. This suggests that the amine-assisted 
silica pillaring method could be applied to a wide range of MXenes, and perhaps 
other layered materials, so long as there are sufficient –OH groups present on the 
surface to bind to the amine. Switching from Ti to Mo on the surface seemed to have 
little effect on the pillaring process, with similar interlayer distances obtained both 
before and after calcination for the two MXene compositions. This led to the creation 
of a new porous material based on Mo surface chemistry, which has very different 
properties, including electrochemically, than the Ti3C2 MXene.  
When tested as the negative electrode in a lithium-ion battery, the non-pillared 
material had comparable performance to previous reports on Mo2TiC2 electrodes, 
showing that the HCl-LiF etching method does not produce an MXene with inferior 
electrochemical properties. The pillared material showed significantly improved 
electrochemical performance, reaching capacities of up to 316 mAh g-1 (89% of the 
reported theoretical capacity based on one layer of Li+ intercalating followed by a 
second lithiation layer undergoing a conversion reaction), which is the highest 
capacity reported so far for Mo2TiC2. Since the gallery height in the pillared MXene 
was 0.75 nm, much larger than four Li+ ions (0.7 Å each), these results imply that the 
intercalation of multiple layers of Li+ may not occur for Mo2TiC2, and that the 
reported theoretical capacity of 356 mAh g-1 may be a realistic value. As had been 
seen in the previous chapter, the pillaring process not only increases the capacity of 
the MXene, but also the cycling stability (possibly by providing free space for the 
reversible formation of Li2O without allowing layers to restack) and rate capability 
(since the enlarged interlayer spacing aids the Li+ diffusion to the MXene active site. 
The pillared material showed high coulombic efficiency (99.9%) and good stability 
even at a high rate of 1 A g-1 (a charging time of less than 8 min) returning 80% of an 
initial capacity of 135 mAh g-1 after 500 cycles, which suggests it is a promising 
material to develop for Li-ion capacitor applications. The reversible formation of Li2O 
during cycling was confirmed by ex-situ XPS studies, which also suggested SiO2 does 
not undergo significant redox activity during cycling. 
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In a Na-ion system the capacities of the non-pillared and pillared Mo2TiC2 MXene 
were both much lower that for the Li-ion system, which could be explained by the 
charge storage mechanism utilising only Na+ intercalation with no conversion 
reaction occurring. Nevertheless, the pillared material had superior performance 
compared to the non-pillared MXene, delivering reversible capacities up to 109 mAh 
g-1 and 40 mAh g-1 even at 1 A g-1, over twice that of the non-pillared MXene, 
showing that even here pillaring led to substantial performance improvement. 
However, the performance is still low compared to that of other Na-ion negative 


















This chapter reports on results obtained from studies into MXenes for zinc-ion 
capacitor systems. As previously mentioned, there are widespread concerns about 
the safety and cost of lithium-ion batteries, with worries about dendrite formation 
on the negative electrode and the flammability of the organic electrolyte used.254 
Consequently, there is an increasing focus on safer, cheaper alternative metal-ion 
systems based on cheaper cations which are more evenly distributed on Earth. As 
well as the sodium-based systems reported in previous chapters, zinc systems are 
gaining significant interest.255,256 Zinc is relatively widespread in nature, has a large 
theoretical capacity greater than 800 mAh g-1) and a low potential (-0.76 vs. standard 
hydrogen electrode (SHE)).257,258  This potential is within the stable voltage window 
for water, making zinc metal compatible with aqueous electrolytes, unlike most 
elements under consideration for rechargeable energy storage systems.41 Aqueous 
electrolytes are inherently non-flammable, which gives them significant safety 
advantages over systems based on organic electrolytes. However, aqueous 
electrolytes have reduced voltage windows compared to organic electrolytes, due to 
the hydrogen and oxygen evolution reactions.49,259 This gives a thermodynamically 
stable window of 1.23 V, which limits considerably the energy density of aqueous 
systems and makes the need to find high energy density electrode materials an 
urgent priority.  
Zinc is already widely used in primary (non-rechargeable) batteries, but commercial 
rechargeable systems have not yet been realised. This is in part because zinc metal 
forms dendrites when used with certain electrolytes, making the systems non-
rechargeable in the long-term. However, it is now known that in some neutral and 
mildly acidic aqueous electrolytes (pH 4 to 6), such as 0.1 M zinc sulphate (ZnSO4) in 
water, zinc can be reversibly cycled for long duration times without losing significant 
capacity.6  
One difficulty has been that the smaller Zn ion size (0.67 Å) and 2+ charge give rise to 
poor diffusion kinetics, which has limited the range of available materials. In 
addition, the materials need to contain multivalent transition metals to allow them 
to be redox active with Zn. Despite numerous studies on 2D materials in other metal-
ion systems, there have been few reports on the use of 2D materials in zinc-ion 
systems so far, and no reports on the use of MXenes for Zn storage, despite their 
promising activity in other multivalent systems.41–43,150,260  
Since Ti3C2 is the most widely studied MXene, it was chosen to study the 
electrochemical viability of MXenes in Zn-ion systems. It was discovered that Ti3C2 is 
active towards the reversible insertion/removal of Zn ions, showing promising 
reversible capacities and good capacity retention upon cycling. In addition, a simple, 
one-step in-situ pillaring approach in which a surfactant pillar (CTAB) was dissolved in 
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the electrolyte and intercalated into the MXene within the cell was developed. This 
increased the interlayer spacing leading to improved electrochemical performance, 
without the use of more timing consuming pillaring methods such as those 
developed in previous chapters.  
The charge storage mechanism was studied using CV and a variety of ex-situ 
characterisation techniques. CV studies revealed that the charge storage occurs via a 
combination of surface-limited and diffusion-limited processes, with a significant 
contribution from capacitive processes. Ex-situ EDS results revealed that Zn2+ is the 
charge carrier, shown by an increase in Zn content upon discharge and a decrease in 
content upon charge. Ex-situ XRD shows that there are no major phase changes 
during cycling, and that the in-situ pillaring technique prevents changes in the 
interlayer spacing that otherwise occur. Ex-situ Raman spectroscopy revealed 
reversible changes in vibrations corresponding to the Ti-O termination groups, 
demonstrating that Zn reversibly binds to these sites upon discharge and is removed 
upon charge. This implied a change in the Ti valence state upon cycling, which was 
confirmed by ex-situ XPS studies, where a reversible shift in the Ti oxidation state 
was observed. 
For comparison, some ex-situ pillaring methods using CTAB and the amine-assisted 
silica pillaring technique developed in the previous chapters are also studied. In 
addition, having established that Ti3C2 is promising as a reversible zinc-ion host, 
Mo2TiC2 was also tested to investigate the viability of Mo-based MXenes in Zn 
systems. Finally, Ti3C2 was also tested in an organic electrolyte, with a wider voltage 
window than the aqueous electrolyte, to investigate if this would lead to a system 
with a higher energy density. 
6.2 Ti3C2 in Aqueous Zn Electrolyte 
6.2.1 Synthesis, Pillaring and Characterisation 
PXRD data shows that the Ti3C2 MXene was successfully etched from the parent 
Ti3AlC2 MAX phase (Figure 6.1). This is indicated by the loss of typical Ti3AlC2 
diffraction peaks and the shift of the (002) diffraction peak to lower angles (from 9.6 
to 8.1° 2θ), which corresponds to the increased interlayer spacing after the removal 
of the Al layer, as seen in previous chapters. SEM analysis confirms that the layered 
structure of the MXene is retained after etching (Figure 6.2), in agreement with 





Figure 6.1. XRD comparison of a) the commercial Ti3AlC2 MAX phase precursor and b) the 
etched Ti3C2 MXene. 
 
The morphology looks denser and less open than in previous chapters, which is likely 
to be a result of differences in the starting MAX phase material used in the different 
chapters. In this case a commercial Ti3AlC2 powder (Y Carbon Ltd.) was used. SEM-
EDS results show that only 0.2 wt.% of Al is present in the MXene, confirming the 
selective etching and transformation from Ti3AlC2 to Ti3C2 (Figure 6.2). EDS results 
also show that the Ti3C2 contains the typical terminal elements O (11 wt.%), F (6 
wt.%) and Cl (2.5 wt.%) which bind to the Ti layer during the etching process. 
 
 
Figure 6.2. SEM and EDS analysis of the as-etched non-pillared Ti3C2 MXene. a) SEM 
micrograph of Ti3C2 b) EDS results of Ti3C2. The dashed box indicates the area the EDS 




Two sets of CTAB pillaring experiments were then carried out for investigation in the 
Zn-ion system. An in-situ pillaring method was developed whereby a small amount of 
CTAB was dissolved in the 0.1 M ZnSO4 electrolyte, which was used as the active 
electrolyte during cell assembly, with the hypothesis of CTA+ intercalating as a pillar 
within the cell by the end of the first discharge. Such a process would avoid the 
multiple intercalation and separation steps needed in standard pillaring techniques, 
such as those described in previous chapter and the previously reported ex-situ CTAB 
pillaring method described below. This process is shown schematically in Figure 6.3. 
This material is referred to as the in-situ pillared material for the remainder of the 
thesis. 
 
Figure 6.3. Schematic illustrating the in-situ pillaring process. 
To help understand the in-situ pillared material and as a comparison, an ex-situ 
pillared MXene sample was also used. Here CTAB was pre-intercalated into Ti3C2 
based on the method reported by Luo et al.261 Briefly, 200 mg of Ti3C2 were dispersed 
in a solution of DI water (30 ml) and CTAB (100 mg). The dispersion was stirred for 24 
h at 40 °C. The pillared MXene was then recovered by vacuum filtration and dried at 
60 °C overnight. This is referred to as the ex-situ or pre-pillared material. 
The XRD data for the in-situ pillared sample is shown in blue (Figure 6.4). There was a 
further increase in the interlayer spacing as evidenced through a shift in the (002) 
diffraction peak from 8.1 to 5.9˚ 2θ, which suggests successful pillaring. This 
corresponds to an increase in d-spacing from 1.1 nm in the as-etched MXene to 1.5 
nm in the in-situ pillared material. Since a single Ti3C2 layer has a reported thickness 
of 0.95 nm,189 the pore space between the layers has increased from around 0.15 nm 
to 0.55 nm (ca. 3.7 fold increase). For comparison, pre-intercalating CTAB via the ex-
situ pillaring approach also resulted in a shift in the (002) diffraction peak to 5.9˚ 2θ, 
albeit with a slighter broader peak, including at lower angles, showing that the two 
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methods give a consistent interlayer spacing. A similar shift in the (006) diffraction 
peak to 18.0˚ 2θ in both samples also supports this, with a common d-spacing of 0.49 
nm. The interlayer spacing obtained here is much smaller that the chain length of 
CTA+ (2.5 nm), suggesting that the cation is intercalated at an angle.261 This suggests 
that the in-situ method is a viable technique for intercalating pillars and enlarging the 
interlayer spacing.  
 
 
Figure 6.4. XRD comparison of Ti3C2 pillared with CTAB using the a) in-situ method and b) ex-
situ method. * denotes a small amount of un-etched Ti3AlC2 precursor remaining in the 
sample. The dashed red line highlights the position of the (002) diffraction peak for both 
samples. 
 
TGA was then carried out to determine the total mass of CTAB which was 
intercalated into Ti3C2 using the pre-intercalation ex-situ method. The as-made 
MXene and CTAB intercalated samples were run as powders in air inside the TGA, 
which included DSC as well as monitoring the mass changes (Figure 6.5). The mass 
change curves are very different between the two samples. The as-made MXene has 
a gradual loss of mass between 25 and 200 °C. This is due to the loss of intercalated 
water present in the samples. At temperature greater than 200 °C there is a gradual 
increase in mass, which becomes a rapid increase between 370 and 580 °C. This is 
assigned to the oxidation of the titanium in Ti3C2 to titanium dioxide, which causes 
the sample to take up oxygen from the air and therefore increases the mass of the 
sample. Above 580 °C a mass loss is recorded which is due to the loss of carbon from 
the MXene as this oxidises to CO2. The DSC curves matches well with these mass 
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changes, with a broad peak centred around 400 °C corresponding to the titanium 
oxidation and a sharp peak at just under 600 °C corresponding to the oxidation of the 
carbon layer to CO2. For the CTAB intercalated material, there is also a gradual mass 
loss up to 200 °C due to the removal of intercalated water, and a gradual increase in 
mass between 200 and 250 °C corresponding the titanium oxidation. However, above 
250 °C the sample begins to lose mass, with a series of small steps down to a stable 
mass by 700 °C. This is a result of the decomposition and oxidation of CTAB 
intercalated within the sample. In addition, the DSC curve shows an extra peak 
compared to the as-made MXene also due to the decomposition of CTAB, further 
confirming the presence of CTAB within the sample. Figure 6.5c shows the difference 
in mass between the as-made MXene as the CTAB pillared MXene, (Ti3C2 mass – 
Ti3C2-CTAB mass). It can be seen that by 700 °C, when the mass losses level off, that 
there is an 18.2% difference between the mass of the two samples. This suggests 
that the CTAB pillared material contained 18.2% by mass CTAB. This mass was used 
to correct the active mass used for the specific capacity results in the galvanostatic 
charge-discharge tests, to allow direct comparison between the non-pillared, ex-situ 
pillared and in-situ pillared MXenes. 
 
Figure 6.5. TGA and DSC studies comparing a) the non-pillared Ti3C2 as-made material and b) 
the CTAB ex-situ pillared material. Figure c shows the difference in mass between the as-





6.2.2 Electrochemical Testing 
Having established that the in-situ and ex-situ pillaring methods had successfully 
intercalated CTAB into the MXene electrochemical testing was carried out to 
investigate the materials’ potential as Zn-ion hosts. Since Ti3C2 was untested in a Zn-
ion system, CV analysis was carried out to determine the stable voltage window for 
Ti3C2 in 0.1 M ZnSO4 using a scan rate of 1 mV s
-1. (Figure 6.6) The non-pillared 
MXene has a fairly rectangular voltammogram up to around 1.2 V, after which the 
current increases sharply. This was assigned to water splitting since the reaction was 
non-reversible. No similar distortion was seen at the lower voltage cut-off of 0.01 V. 
Therefore the voltage window of 0.01-1 V vs. Zn2+/ Zn was used for further studies, 
since this is well within the stable voltage window. The CTAB-pillared material does 
not begin to show this distortion until around 1.35 V, suggesting that the pillaring 
inhibits the water splitting reaction, giving this system a wider voltage window. 
Nevertheless, to allow for fair comparison, the window of 0.01-1 V was also used for 
this system.   
 
Figure 6.6. CV scans at 1 mV s-1 between 0.01 V and 1.5 V vs. Zn2+/ Zn to determine stable 
voltage window for Ti3C2 in a) 0.1 M ZnSO4 and b) 0.1 M ZnSO4 with CTAB additive (0.1 wt.% 
of electrolyte).  
 
Galvanostatic charge-discharge tests were then carried out at a rate of 20 mA g-1 
between 0.01-1 V on the as-made MXene, the in-situ pillared MXene with CTAB as an 
electrolyte additive, and the ex-situ pillared CTAB containing MXene, which was 
prepared as a reference to compare with the in-situ pillaring method (Figure 6.7). It 
can be seen that all three samples show significant reversible capacity in the zinc-ion 
system with a similar sloping voltage profile. The voltage profile is nearly linear which 
is consistent with a capacitive type charge storage mechanism with no major phase 
changes during cycling, and is similar with those reported for Ti3C2 in other metal-ion 
systems148,169,238,251. This is further supported by the ex-situ XRD results (Section 
6.2.3.1), which show no phase changes occur during cycling. The as-made MXene has 
a 2nd cycle discharge capacity of 76 mAh g-1, the pre-pillared material has a discharge 
capacity of 61 mAh g-1 and the in-situ pillared Ti3C2 has the largest discharge capacity 
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at 92 mAh g-1. All three materials also show large irreversible capacity losses on the 
first cycle, with coulombic efficiencies of 52%, 69% and 39% respectively on the first 
cycle. This is also observed for Ti3C2 in organic Li and Na systems, where it has been 
explained by the formation of a solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) and trapping of the 
charge carrying cation by irreversible reaction with some surface groups on the 
MXene148,238. It is unlikely that a stable SEI forms here, due to the low concentration 
of electrolyte used, which means that any reduction products are likely dissolved.262 
However, the formation of any irreversible reduction products would contribute to 
this irreversible capacity. A more likely explanation applicable to the MXene 
behaviour here is irreversible Zn trapping, with the CTAB pre-pillared MXene showing 
the lowest capacity loss due to the CTAB already interacting with some surface 
groups, leaving them unable to react with Zn during cycling. The in-situ pillared 
material shows the largest loss, since the MXene is being opened up by the in-situ 
pillaring on the first cycle, exposing a greater proportion of fresh Ti3C2 surface to the 
electrolyte for irreversible Zn trapping. This initial irreversible capacity loss is further 
investigated by ex-situ Raman spectroscopy and EDS (Section 6.2.3.2), where Zn 
trapping is demonstrated. By the 20th cycle, the coulombic efficiency had 
dramatically increased to over 90% in all cases, showing that the reversibility of the 
MXene electrodes increased upon early cycling. 
 
Figure 6.7. Galvanostatic charge-discharge testing of the Ti3C2 electrodes in 0.1 M ZnSO4. a - 
c) Load curves at a current density of 20 mA g-1 of a) Ti3C2 b) the in-situ pillared Ti3C2 and c) 
the ex-situ pillared Ti3C2. d) Discharge capacities and coulombic efficiencies over 20 cycles at 
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20 mA h g-1 for the in-situ, ex-situ pillared and non-pillared Ti3C2 materials. The capacity for 
the ex-situ pillared material has been corrected using the TGA results to account for the 
mass of CTAB in the sample, estimated to be 18.2 wt.%. 
 
To further investigate the cycling performance of Ti3C2 in the Zn-ion system, the 
materials were tested for 20 cycles. The in-situ pillared MXene again showed the best 
performance, with a discharge capacity of 62 mAh g-1 being retained after 20 cycles 
(67% of the 2nd cycle capacity). In comparison, the as-made MXene only had a 
capacity of 54 mAh g-1 after 20 cycles and the CTAB pre-pillared material showed 
only 42 mAh g-1. All three materials showed significant capacity loss over the 20 
cycles, which is likely to be due to the degradation of the electrode and / or 
irreversible reactions with the charge carrier.  
Rate capability tests were carried out on the in-situ pillared and non-pillared MXene 
to investigate the effect of the current density on cycling performance (Figure 6.8). 
The materials were cycled at 20, 50, 200, 500 and 1,000 mA g-1. It can be seen that 
the in-situ pillared material has the highest capacity at each rate, achieving average 
capacities of 86 mAh g-1, 59 mAh g-1, 52 mAh g-1, 38 mAh g-1 and 27 mAh g-1 at 20, 50, 
200, 500 and 1,000 mA g-1 respectively. After the high rate testing, the rate was 
switched back to 20 mAh g-1 and the capacity recovered back to 67 mAh g-1. This 
shows that the MXene responds well to high rate cycling and is not damaged by fast 
charging or discharging. In comparison, the as-made MXene showed capacities of 61, 
45, 40, 27 and 17 mAh g-1 at the respective rates. When the rate was returned to 20 
mA g-1, the capacity recovered to 56 mAh g-1, again showing that the electrode is not 
damaged by high rates.  
 
Figure 6.8. Rate capability tests of the non-pillared (Ti3C2) and in-situ pillared (Ti3C2 in-situ 
pillared) materials. The cells were run at increasing rates of at rates of 20, 50, 200, 500 and 
1,000 mA g-1. 
 
To gain more insight into the charge storage on the zinc-ion cell and the kinetics of 
the system, cyclic voltammetry (CV) studies were carried out on the as-made MXene 
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and the in-situ pillared system (Figure 6.9). Cells were first cycled at a sweep rate of 
0.1 mV s -1 for five cycles between 0.01 and 1 V before further cycling at sweep rates 
of 0.5, 2 and 5 mV s-1. Both materials show quasi-rectangular CV plots, but with 
broad redox peaks at 0.2 V (vs. Zn2+/ Zn) on the cathodic sweep and at just above 
0.01 V on the anodic sweep. In addition, an extra broad peak is observed at around 
0.7 V on the cathodic sweep after the initial cycle in the non-pillared material and in 
all cycles for the in-situ pillared material. This is in contrast to the reported CV plots 
of Ti3C2 in other sulphate electrolytes such as H2SO4, Li2SO4 and Na2SO4,
114,136,160,198 
where no sharp redox peaks are observed and the plots are much more rectangular 
in shape. This suggests that the MXene behaves differently in the ZnSO4 than it does 
in other SO4 electrolytes, with increased redox features. Nevertheless, the quasi-
rectangular shape of Ti3C2 in the zinc-ion system suggests that there is also a large 
capacitive contribution to the charge storage here, which is the dominant charge 
storage mechanism in these other systems. When the sweep rate is increased, the 
CV plots for the as-made MXene become stretched, although a good rectangular 
shape is retained at 0.5 mV s-1. At the sweep rates of 2 and 5 mV s-1, is becomes 
difficult to distinguish the 0.2 V peak. For the in-situ pillared material, the CV plots 
retain the quasi-rectangular shape across all rates studies, suggesting faster kinetics, 
although slight distortions still occur. In addition, the broad cathodic peaks at 0.2 and 
0.7 V are still noticeable at all rates, but have shifted to higher voltages as the rate 





Figure 6.9. Cyclic voltammograms for: a) non-pillared Ti3C2 at 0.1 mV s
-1 for five cycles, b) 
non-pillared Ti3C2 at 0.1, 0.5, 2 and 5 mV s
-1, c) in-situ pillared Ti3C2 at 0.1 mV s
-1 for two 
cycles (Only two cycles were run due to time constraints on the equipment), d) in-situ 
pillared Ti3C2 at 0.1, 0.5, 2 and 5 mV s
-1. 
 
As previously described (Section 3.2.3.13), there are three main charge storage 
mechanisms found in electrochemical energy storage devices: faradaic diffusion-
limited redox reactions (for example, intercalation reactions found in typical battery 
materials), faradaic surface-controlled redox reactions (i.e. pseudocapacitance) and 
non-faradic electric double layer capacitance. It is known that the contribution of the 
diffusion limited contribution and the capacitive contribution to the charge storage 
can be separated out using the CV profiles at different rates. The relationship 
between the current (i) and scan rate (v) is given by Equation 6.1: 
𝑖 =  𝑎𝑣𝑏                                                                                                                  Equation 6.1 
where a and b are fitting parameters.239 Importantly, a b-value of 0.5 corresponds to 
a diffusion-limited process (i.e. battery-like charge storage) and a b-value of 1 
indicates a surface-controlled process (i.e. capacitive charge storage). A plot of log(i) 
against log(v) gives a straight line with a slope of b. Analysis on the as-made MXene 
gives average b-values (Figure 6.10) of 0.76 and 0.73 for the cathodic and anodic 
currents respectively, showing that the charge storage is due to a mixture of 
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mechanisms with both diffusion-limited and surface-limited processes contributing 
to the overall capacity. For the in-situ pillared material b-values of 0.85 and 0.84 are 
obtained, showing that the proportion of charge storage due to capacitive processes 
has increased compared to the as-made MXene. In fact, the majority of the current is 
now derived from capacitive surface-controlled current. This is the case for both the 
cathodic and anodic currents. This is consistent with the rate capability tests, which 
showed that the in-situ pillared Ti3C2 had a superior performance at high rates, as 
expected for a greater contribution from capacitive processes. This can be explained 
by increased interlayer spacing from the intercalation of CTAB between the 
nanosheets, which increases the amount of surface exposed for charge storage, and 
is likely to reduce the diffusion barriers at the same time. This is further studied by 
ex-situ XRD analysis in the next section.  
When the b-value obtained at different voltages is plotted210 (Figure 6.10) there is 
significant voltage dependence for the mechanism of charge storage. At low voltages 
(less than 0.4 V) the dominant contribution to the charge storage comes from 
diffusion-limited processes, both with and without the CTAB additive. As the voltage 
increases, the proportion of the capacitive contribution increases too, so that by 1 V 
all the charge storage comes from capacitive contributions (the b-value is equal to 1). 
At all voltages below 1 V, the cell containing the CTAB additive has a higher 
capacitive contribution than the as-made MXene, which is consistent with the 
average b-values. These results match the CV curves well, where there is a distinctive 
peak between 0.2-0.4 V depending on the scan rate, which is suggestive of a faradaic 
diffusion-limited battery-like reaction. Above 0.5 V, the CV curves have a rectangular 
shape, suggestive of a capacitive charge storage mechanism, which the b-values 
show to be the dominant mechanism in this voltage range. This shows that as well as 
there being multiple charge storage mechanisms occurring in the MXene, they 
contribute differently to the overall charge storage at different voltages. A similar 
relationship between the charge storage mechanism and voltage was reported in 
organic Li-ion systems by Wang et al.,263 which suggests that this may be a common 





Figure 6.10. Plot of the b-value against voltage for the un-pillared and in-situ pillared Ti3C2. a) 
Cathodic current. b) Anodic current. 
 
6.2.3 Structural Changes During Cycling 
6.2.3.1 Ex-situ Powder X-ray Diffraction 
To study the structural changes during cycling, ex-situ PXRD studies were carried out 
on the non-pillared (Figure 6.11) and in-situ-pillared (Figure 6.12) MXene. Figure 6.11 
shows that the interlayer distance at OCV for the non-pillared Ti3C2 is significantly 
enlarged compared to the pristine MXene, with a shift of the (002) diffraction peak 
from 8.1˚ 2θ in the pristine material to 5.9˚ 2θ  at OCV, with a small shoulder present 
at higher angles leading to a small peak at 7˚ 2θ. This is a larger interlayer spacing 
than reported for Ti3C2 in organic electrolytes for Li and Na systems (which typically 
see the peak shift to around 7˚ 2θ),148,238 suggesting there is a large number of water 
layers intercalated. Since the (002) diffraction peak relates directly to the interlayer 
distance in the electrode material, and gives a gallery height of around 0.55 nm, 
which is significantly larger than the ratio of a Zn2+ ion (0.074 nm),264 the XRD shows 
that there is no size restriction for the intercalation of de-solvated Zn2+ ions. EDS 
(Table 6.1) confirms that Zn is detected in the MXene electrode after soaking, 
showing that it can spontaneously intercalate into Ti3C2. Since the interlayer spacing 
is so large, this must be intercalated in a solvated state ([Zn(H2O)6]
2+) with a large 
amount of water also between the layers. Zinc has a hydrated ionic radius of 0.43 
nm255, which is still significantly smaller than the available space between the layers.  
No significant difference is observed between the in-situ pillared and non-pillared 





Figure 6.11. Ex-situ XRD of the non-pillared Ti3C2. a) Load curve showing the depth of charge 
each electrode was stopped at. b) Corresponding diffraction patterns. 
 
Upon discharging to 0.5 V, almost no change is detected in the XRD compared to the 
material at OCV, apart from the creation of two small new peaks at 18˚ and 30˚ 2θ, 
which are assigned as the (004) and (006) diffraction peaks of Ti3C2. In addition, the 
(002) diffraction peak at 5.9˚ 2θ has sharpened slightly and lost a shoulder which was 
present at the higher angle side of the OCV electrode, suggesting an increase in the 
uniformity of the interlayer distances (see the inset Figure 6.12). This implies that Zn 
and / or water has been intercalated into Ti3C2, which has expanded previously 
unfilled interlayers which made up the shoulder of the (002) diffraction peak and 
caused a slight shift to lower angles i.e. a larger interlayer distance (see the inset of 
Figure 6.12). When the electrode is fully discharged to 0.01 V, a new peak appears at 
8.4˚ 2θ. This is assigned as a split of the (002) diffraction peak with a smaller 
interlayer distance than the 5.9˚ 2θ diffraction peak. When the cell is charged to 1 V 
this new peak 8.4˚ 2θ then disappears, showing that all sheets are evenly spaced 







Table 6.1. Ex-situ EDS data showing increased Zn content during discharging and decreased 
Zn content during charging. This supports Zn2+ being the charge carrier in this system. 
Electrodes at different 
states of charge 
Average Zn: Ti 
ratio (Ti3C2) 
Average Zn: Ti ratio 
(Ti3C2 in-situ pillared) 
OCV 0.093 0.097 
1st discharge (0.01 V) 0.19 0.26 
1st Charge  (1 V) 0.15 0.19 
2nd discharge (0.01 V) 0.21 0.25 
2nd Charge (1 V) 0.15 0.19 
 
With the exception of the split of the (002) peak, no extra diffraction peaks from new 
phases are observed, confirming that the Zn storage occurs without a phase change, 
which fits well with the sloping profile of the load curve (Figure 6.7). In addition, the 
(002) diffraction peak is at 5.9˚ 2θ for all states of charge showing that the electrode 
sees negligible volume change during cycling when pillared. (There is a very small 
variation which is likely to be due to small differences in dehydration of the samples 
for each run e.g. from temperature variations in the lab).   
Figure 6.12. Ex-situ XRD data of the in-situ pillared Ti3C2 material at different states of charge 
in the voltage window 0.01-1 V. a) Load curve highlighting the state of charge at which each 
electrode was stopped at and analysed; b) Corresponding X-ray diffraction data for each 
state of charge. The orange rectangle shows a zoom in region of the (002) diffraction peak at 
OCV state and during the first discharge to 0.5 V, highlighting the loss of the shoulder (arrow 






In an ex-situ study of Ti3C2 in an organic lithium electrolyte, Cheng et al. also found 
that the (002) diffraction peak split, and that the intensity of the high angle peak 
increased at low voltages (discharged state) and decreased in intensity when the 
voltage increased (charged state).238 They assigned this to a sequential intercalation 
mechanism where the Li intercalated into Ti3C2 with the large interlayer spaced sites 
preferentially (i.e. first) at the higher voltages. Once these are filled, the Li then 
intercalates into the smaller interlayer sites. This then reverses when the electrode is 
charged. An alternative explanation could be that at low voltages (as the cell 
discharges, and extra Zn intercalates), some solvent molecules are expelled from the 
interlayer space, potentially allowing Zn2+ to pull the layers together through 
electrostatic attraction. This process of pulling the sheets together and expelling 
water or intercalation of Zn2+ into smaller sites would correspond to the diffusion-
limited process identified via the CV analysis at low voltages. 
This split is not visible for the in-situ pillared material. Cheng et al. also noticed that 
when NH4
+ was pre-intercalated, the interlayer spacing enlarged, removing the sites 
with small interlayer spacings as shown by their PXRD results.238 That the same effect 
is observed here with the in-situ pillaring method suggests that CTA+ was successfully 
intercalated between the layers and is indeed acting as an in-situ pillar for the 
MXene. This increased interlayer spacing means that the sheets are not pulled 
together which removes the volume change upon cycling, leading to improved 
stability of the electrode. In addition, the pillar also increases the accessibly of the 
surface to the solvated Zn2+ ions, which improves the capacity, since more storage 
sites are available. Furthermore, the rate capability also improves due to reduced 
interaction between the Zn ions and the MXene surface before reaching a storage 
site. This explains the reduction of current due to diffusion-limited processes seen in 
the CV analysis, since the diffusion barrier is likely to be lowered by this, allowing 
more Zn storage to occur via capacitive surface controlled processes. 
6.2.3.2 Ex-situ Raman Spectroscopy 
 
Raman spectroscopy was then used to investigate any changes in the bonding of the 
MXene materials. Figures 6.13 and 6.15 show the ex-situ Raman spectra for the first 
cycle of the non-pillared and in-situ pillared MXene materials respectively (see 
Appendix Table A.9 for peak assignments and features). In addition, Raman spectra 
of the pristine cast Ti3C2 and the electrodes at OCV pre-cycling are also shown.  There 
are common peaks in all spectra, which are consistent with those previously reported 
for Ti3C2.
198,220 There is a peak around 210 cm-1 which corresponds to a Ti=O 
vibration. The small peak at 740 cm-1 is also a Ti=O vibration. At 270 cm-1 is a small 
broad peak which results from Ti-OH vibrations (i.e. protonated oxygen termination 
groups).  The large and very broad peaks located between 350-450 cm-1 and 550-700 
cm-1 result from vibrations from all the surface groups present in the MXene, which 
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are known to have significant overlap in their vibrational frequencies.220 As such it is 
difficult to distinguish the different vibrations contributing to each peak, so they are 
not considered further in the analysis here.  
Figure 6.13. Ex-situ Raman spectroscopy of the non-pillared Ti3C2. a) Load curve highlighting 
the state of charge each electrode was stopped at. b) Corresponding Raman spectra for each 
state of charge. The evolution of the peaks with cycling matches that seen for the pillared 
material, showing that the pillared process does not change the fundamental mechanism of 
charge storage. 
 
It can clearly be seen that although the ex-situ EDS and XRD results showed 
significant uptake of Zn into the interlayer (shown by the increase in Zn content, 
Table 6.1), and larger interlayer spacing even after 48 h of drying, Figure 6.14) the 
Raman spectrum is unchanged between the pristine electrode, and the electrode at 
OCV. This shows that although Zn can spontaneously intercalate into Ti3C2 when the 
MXene is soaked in ZnSO4, no changes in the surface bonding occur, and the Zn has 





Figure 6.14. Ex-situ XRD of in-situ pillared Ti3C2 at OCV after 48 h of drying for the removal of 
interlayer water. While some layers have still not been intercalated (shown by the diffraction 
peak at 8.2˚ 2θ) the majority of the intensity is at 6 and 6.8˚ 2θ, demonstrating that CTAB 
and Zn have been intercalated between most layers, even at OCV. The broadness and 
splitting of the (002) diffraction peak between 5.8 and 7˚ 2θ shows that the drying process 
has led to a variety of interlayer spacings caused by partial removal of CTAB.   
 
In contrast, when current is drawn and cycling begins, there are several noticeable 
features in the voltage dependant evolution of the peaks corresponding to the –O 
and –OH surface groups. During the first discharge cycle, the Ti=O vibration at 210 
cm-1 broadens and loses intensity. In addition, a shoulder develops at higher 
wavenumbers on the right-hand side of this peak. By 0.01 V, at the end of the first 
discharge cycle, this shoulder merges with the Ti-OH vibration which is visible at 270 
cm-1 in the pre-cycled electrodes and also appears to broaden upon cycling. Both 
peaks are significantly flattened by the end of the first discharge and the Ti-OH peak 
can no longer be clearly distinguished. These changes then reverse on the first 
charging cycle, with the 210 cm-1 peak sharpening and seeing an increase in intensity, 
and a reduction of the shoulder. By the end of the first charging cycle (1 V), the Ti-OH 
peak at 270 cm-1 can be clearly distinguished from the 210 cm-1 shoulder once more. 
However, it should be noted that the Raman spectrum at the end of the first charging 
cycle is not the same as the pre-cycled electrode at OCV (also around 1 V), suggesting 
that the changes in bonding are not fully reversible. This is supported by the EDS 
results, which showed significant amounts of Zn was retained in the material after 
charging to 1 V (Table 6.1). This explains the substantial irreversible capacity loss 
observed in the galvanostatic charge-discharge cycling (Section 6.2.2); significant 
amounts of Zn are still bonded to the Ti-O groups by the end of the first charge to 1 
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V. It is possible that further Zn could be extracted at higher voltages, however the CV 
analysis of the voltage window showed that the Ti3C2 caused significant water 
splitting above 1.2 V, which limits the charging voltage.  
These changes are consistent with Zn ions bonding to the Ti=O terminations on the 
Ti3C2 surface upon discharging the cell and the removal of them when the voltage is 
increased on charging. This is further supported by the broadening and sharpening of 
the Ti=O peak at 740 cm-1 after discharging and charging respectively. The shoulder 
of the 210 cm-1 peak suggests the formation of a Ti-O-Zn type interaction, and occurs 
at lower wavenumbers than the Ti-O-H vibration due to the heavier mass of Zn 
compared to H. This shows that –O terminations are the active sites for Zn storage in 
the MXene, which has also been reported for H+, Li+ and Na+ ion systems. This gives 
important guidance for the further improvement of capacity for Ti3C2 electrodes in 
Zn systems, since the number of –O terminal groups can easily be increased, for 
example by exchanging –F groups for –O ones.239 Finally, the addition of CTAB seems 
to have no effect on the underlying charge storage mechanism since the Raman 
spectra with and without CTAB show identical trends. This suggests that the 
improvements from the addition of CTAB are due to changes in the interlayer 
spacings and subsequent diffusion barriers rather than fundamentally changing the 
mechanisms involved.  
Figure 6.15. Ex-situ Raman spectroscopy of the in-situ pillared Ti3C2. a) Load curve 
highlighting the state of charge each electrode was stopped at. b) Corresponding Raman 





These results strongly suggest that the dominant charge storage mechanism is from 
the intercalation of Zn between the Ti3C2 layers. Hu et al. studied Ti3C2 in several 
sulphate-based electrolytes (H+, Mg2+ and NH4
+) using in-situ Raman spectroscopy 
and found that only H2SO4 showed any changes in the Raman spectra on cycling, due 
to the pseudocapacitive H+ intercalation which saw the shift of the Ti=O vibrations to 
lower wavenumbers (for the peaks at around 210 and 720 cm-1) when H+ 
intercalated.198 This was explained by the formation of Ti-O-H bonds, which are 
accompanied by a change in the Ti valence state, thereby giving rise to 
pseudocapacitive charge storage. In the Mg and NH4 sulphates, no changes in the 
Raman spectra were seen, suggesting that no new bonds were formed, which ruled 
out a pseudocapacitive storage mechanism since no charge transfer occurred. 
Consequently, electric double layer capacitance was deemed the charge storage 
mechanism in those electrolytes.  
This study is relevant in two ways. Firstly, Mg and Zn are both divalent cations, and 
therefore can be expected to have some similarities in their (electro)chemical 
behaviour. However, in contrast to in MgSO4, in ZnSO4 charge storage is 
predominantly through the reversible binding of Zn ions to the –O termination 
groups on the Ti3C2 surface, which must be accompanied by a change in the Ti 
valence state i.e. a pseudocapacitive intercalation reaction. Secondly, the changes 
shown in this chapter are not consistent with H+ as the main charge carrier, where 
the Ti=O peaks shift but do not flatten or disappear as they do in the results 
presented in this chapter. In fact, when the cell is fully discharged, and the Ti-O-H 
groups would be at their most abundant if this was the charge carrier; the Ti-O-H 
peak at 270 cm-1 cannot be distinguished in the Raman spectra.  In addition, the Ti=O 
vibration at 740 cm-1 does not shift on cycling; it reduces in intensity, broadens and 
then re-emerges. This rules out H+ pseudocapacitance as the main charge storage 
mechanism, although a small contribution cannot be completely dismissed due to 
the obscuring of the Ti-O-H peak by the Ti-O-Zn one. ZnSO4 is only mildly acidic, (pH 
4-6), so would not be expected to have H+ ions in the concentrations needed to 
account for the reported capacities in any case. In fact, Hu et al. showed that 
negligible charge was stored in H2SO4 in this pH range.
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The third possible mechanism is SO4
2- absorption via electric double layer 
capacitance. This was reported when Ti3C2 was the positive electrode in Mg
2+, NH4
+  
and Zn2+ sulphates, and when nanocarbons have been used in Zn-ion 
capacitors.198,265 However, this is clearly not the case here since no S content is 
detected in the EDS results at any point during the ex-situ studies (Table 6.1), and 
there is no SO4
2- peak at 980 cm-1 in the Raman spectra (Figures 6.13 and 6.15), both 




6.2.3.3 Ex-situ X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy  
Ex-situ XPS was then used on the in-situ pillared Ti3C2 to investigate the Ti oxidation 
state during cycling, which was implied to change by the ex-situ Raman spectroscopy 
studies. Samples were charged to desired state, the cells were disassembled, the 
electrodes were extracted and washed i\n DI water five times to remove any surface 
salts, before drying overnight under vacuum in the antechamber of a glovebox 
overnight. The samples were then stored in an argon filled glovebox (O2 and H2O < 
0.01 ppm) until posting for analysis. The results are shown in Figure 6.16, while data 
on peak fitting analysis can be found in the appendix, Table A.10. There are four 
broad main peaks that can be observed in the Ti 2p spectra for the OCV sample 
(Figure 6.16, A). These centre on 455.9, 459.7, 462.0 and 465.2 eV. This is consistent 
with XPS spectra from previously reported studies, which show that Ti3C2 contains 
predominately Ti3+ and Ti2+.149,266 Ti4+ oxidation states correspond to surface oxides 
from the oxidation of the MXene, while the other states are all expected to be found 
in MXenes. 
For example, the peak at 455.9 eV (3/2 electrons) at OCV shifts to 455.4 eV at 0.01 V, 
implying reduction of Ti. A similar shift is observed for the 462.0 eV peak (1/2 
electrons), which occurs at 461.5 eV at 0.01 V, further supporting the MXene Ti 
reduction. At 0.5 V, the corresponding peaks sit between these two end points, at 
455.6 eV for the 3/2 electrons and 461.4 eV for the 1/2 electrons, suggesting that the 
Ti is reduced throughout the voltage window. This implies that at voltages between 
0.5 and 1 V the charge storage has significant contribution from pseudocapacitive 
mechanisms, not just EDL capacitance (this matches data from CV plots Figure 6.9). 
When the cell is charged, these changes reverse, showing that the change in valence 
state upon discharge is mostly reversible, revealing that the Zn storage is achieved 
via a Ti-based redox reaction. Interestingly, the electrode charged to 0.5 V shows 
very similar shifts to the electrode charged to 1 V (0.1 eV and 0.2 eV lower binding 
energies than at 1 V for the 3/2 and 1/2 electrons respectively). This implies that on 
charge most of the redox contribution has occurred by 0.5 V, which would match the 
distinctive redox peak observed on the CV (Figure 6.9). Reversible Ti redox is also 
shown by the peak deconvolution, where the concentration of Ti2+ increases upon 
discharge (from 28% at OCV to 34% at 0.01 V) and decreases on the subsequent 
charge (to 30%), supporting the reversible reduction of Ti4+ and Ti3+ to Ti2+. This 
behaviour has previously been demonstrated for Ti3C2 MXene using in-situ XANES 
experiments in aqueous H2SO4 and organic Li-ion systems.
98,121 In both these cases 
the overall titanium oxidation state in the MXene was just over 2+, which would seem 
to match well with the results for Zn reported in this chapter.  
Furthermore, the XPS results show that the surface oxides (Ti4+) also change upon 
cycling. As well as a reversible shift on charge and discharge as seen for the MXene 
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Ti, there is also a broadening on discharge (to the extent that the 1/2 Ti4+ peak 
cannot be distinguished at 0.01 V and the 3/2 peak is severely flattened). The 
concentration of Ti4+ in the spectra decreases from 22% to 15% between OCV and 
0.01 V, further supporting the Ti4+ reduction. This is then reversed on charging to 0.5 
V, with little difference between the 0.5 and 1 V electrodes. This suggests that the 
surface oxides also contribute to reversible Zn storage, and that the oxidation on 
charge occurs almost entirely between 0.01 and 0.5 V. However, it may be that these 
surface oxides are still not desirable for MXene performance, since a previous study 
on nanosized anatase TiO2 for Zn-ion batteries reported low capacities of 25 mAh g
-1, 
much less than Ti3C2 reported here.
250 Further work on the role of titanium-based 
oxides in Zn-ion systems is needed to fully determine their performance and 
contribution here. 
 
Figure 6.16. Ex-situ XPS Ti 2p spectra of in-situ pillared Ti3C2 at selected states of charge 
during the first cycle. a) Raw data at selected states of charge, with arrows illustrating the 
reversible shift upon charge and discharge. b) Load curve highlighting the states of charge 
electrodes were extracted at. c) De-convoluted peaks showing the contribution from the 
various Ti oxidation states present in the sample at each state of charge. 
 
Overall, these ex-situ studies show that when used with an initial discharged from 
OCV in a zinc-ion system, Ti3C2 MXene stores charge predominantly via the reversible 
intercalation of Zn2+ ions, which bind to the terminal Ti-O groups on the surface of 
the MXene, with a corresponding change in the Ti oxidation state. There is minimal 
contribution of H+ pseudocapacitance and no contribution from SO4
2- EDL 
capacitance. However, there is also a likely contribution from Zn2+ EDL capacitance, 






6.3 SiO2-pillared Ti3C2 in Aqueous Zn Electrolyte 
To further investigate the effect of pillaring on Ti3C2, the amine-assisted pillaring 
method developed in the previous chapters was applied to the aqueous Zn-ion 
system. The pillaring conditions were the same as reported in Chapter 4, and the 
electrodes and cells were prepared identically to the other Zn cells reported so far in 
this chapter. Figure 6.17 shows the load curves for the 1st, 2nd and 5th charge-
discharge cycles between 0.01-1 V at a current density of 20 mA g-1. The 
performance can been seen to be similar to the CTAB pillared materials on discharge, 
with a large first discharge capacity of 196 mAh g-1, which is close to the CTAB-
pillared MXene and supports the opening up of the layers seen in those materials. 
However, as for the CTAB pillared material, the majority of this capacity is 
irreversible, with only 50 mAh g-1 recovered on subsequent charge; a coulombic 
efficiency of only 26%. This is lower than was seen for the CTAB pillared material, 
despite a slightly larger interlayer spacing. This could be due to the SiO2 pillars being 
bulkier than the CTAB ones, or a higher concentration of pillars in the interlayer, 
making it challenging to remove intercalated Zn.  
The discharge capacity continues to decrease slightly with further cycling, to 81 mAh 
g-1 and 62 mAh g-1 on the second and fifth cycles respectively. However, the charge 
capacity barely changes across these cycles, dropping from 50 mAh g-1 on the first 
cycle to 45 mAh g-1 on the fifth cycle. The load curve of the charging steps are very  
linear, suggesting capacitive type charge storage, whereas the discharge curves 
deviate from linearity at lower voltages. This suggests that the capacitive charging 
process is actually very stable, but irreversible faradaic processes occur at low 
voltages on discharge (below about 0.1 V). This is supported by the low coulombic 
efficiencies, which do however increase across the five cycles tested (to 73% by the 
fifth cycle, which is still very low). Changing the voltage window to 0.1-1.2V may offer 
a more stable performance. In addition, it is possible that the pillaring process could 
be altered for this application, by using a lower concentration of Si pillars, which 
should be achievable by using an MXene with a lower proportion of -OH surface 
groups to bind to DDA. Investigating different calcination temperatures and 
atmospheres may also allow for the performance to be improved. Further 
electrochemical and spectroscopic analysis would be needed to fully understand the 




Figure 6.17. Galvanostatic charge-discharge testing of SiO2-pillared Ti3C2 in 0.1 M ZnSO4 at 20 
mA g-1 in a voltage window of 0.01-1 V vs. Zn2+/ Zn. a) Load curves of the 1st, 2nd and 5th 
cycles. b) Discharge capacity and coulombic efficiency over five cycles.  
 
6.4 Mo2TiC2 in Aqueous Zn Electrolyte 
Since Ti3C2 MXene had shown promise as an electrode in aqueous Zn-ion systems, 
Mo2TiC2 was then tested for Zn-ion storage in 0.1 M ZnSO4 against a Zn metal 
counter and reference electrode. Figure 6.18 shows the load curves and coulombic 
efficiencies over 10 cycles at 20 mA g-1 between 0.2-1.2 V (note that below 0.2 V an 
irreversible plateau was observed with a capacity of 242 mAh g-1). Whilst there is 
some electrochemical activity, the capacities are very small (discharge capacities are 
around 5 mAh g-1) suggesting that this MXene is not a promising electrode material 
for Zn-ion storage. The discharge load curve is non-linear, suggesting there may be a 
limited faradic contribution to the capacity. The charging profile is linear up to 
between 1 and 1.2 V, after which point it severally deviates. This suggests that the 
capacity between 0.2 and 1 V is capacitive in nature, but there is some irreversible 
faradic contribution over 1.1 V. This leads to coulombic efficiencies over 100%, 
showing that this high voltage capacity is from irreversible processes. A possible 
cause of this irreversible capacity could be water splitting, suggesting that Mo2TiC2 
could be a promising candidate as a catalyst for the oxygen evolution reaction in 
water electrolysers. An upper voltage cut-off of 1 or 1.1 V would give more stable 
performance.  
However, while the discharge capacities are stable across 10 cycles, and Mo2TiC2 
shows some reversible charge storage, the capacities are not high enough for it to be 
considered a promising material for rechargeable zinc-ion batteries in 0.1 M ZnSO4. It 
is possible that performance could be improve by optimising parameters such as 
electrode architecture, particle size and by testing in difference electrolyte 
compositions and concentrations, but these were not studied further in this work. 
MoO3 has been shown to have high Zn capacities in aqueous systems, but suffers 
from low electrical conductivity like most transition metal oxides. A further area of 
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investigation could be to partially oxidise the Mo to form anchored MoO3 
nanoparticles on conductive TiC2 supports, which could give a material with an open 
and conductive structure for high performance in Zn-ion systems. 
 
Figure 6.18. Galvanostatic charge-discharge testing of Mo2TiC2 in 0.1 M ZnSO4 at 20 mA g
-1 in 
a voltage window of 0.01-1 V vs. Zn2+/ Zn. a) Load curves of the 1st, 2nd and 5th cycles. b) 
Discharge capacity and coulombic efficiency over five cycles.  
 
6.5 MXenes in Organic Zn Electrolytes 
While aqueous electrolytes have several advantages over organic ones, as discussed 
previously, the limited voltage window caused by thermodynamic stability window of 
water severely limits the energy density of cells which utilise them. This is a major 
drawback for their use in practical applications. In addition, for capacitive materials 
such as MXenes charge can be stored at a wide voltage range, including outside the 
stability window of water. Widening this range by using an organic electrolyte may 
give higher capacities by allowing this extra charge storage to be accessed, in 
addition to the energy gains from using a higher working voltage. Therefore, Ti3C2 
MXene was also tested for Zn storage in an organic electrolyte, 1 M Zn(TFSI)2 in 
acetonitrile, which has a wider stability window than water.  
Unfortunately, no capacity was recorded on the as-made Ti3C2 MXene. Therefore, a 
variety of pillaring methods were used to attempt active the MXene, in a similar way 
that Ti3C2 had been shown to active for Mg
2+ storage in organic electrolytes by 
pillaring with CTAB, which increased the interlayer spacing and lowered the diffusion 
barrier for Mg2+ migration.260 Ti3C2 MXene was pillared with a cationic surfactant 
(CTAB) and using the amine-assisted pillaring method to pillar with SiO2.  
6.5.1 CTAB-pillared Ti3C2 
Ti3C2 was pillared with CTAB using the ex-situ pillaring method previously described 
in this chapter. The load curves after electrochemical testing are shown in Figure 
6.19. It can be seen that the MXene now shows some reversible capacity in the 
organic zinc-ion system, with capacities up to 37 mAh g-1 now achievable. The 
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discharge load curves show a sloping plateau below 0.7 V on the 2nd cycle and 0.5 V 
on the 5th cycle, which suggests a faradaic charge storage reaction is occurring. The 
charge profiles also show non-linear behaviour. This shows that pillaring with CTAB 
and the subsequent enlarging of the interlayer spacing has activated the MXene for 
Zn-ion storage. However, the capacities are still very low, and fade rapidly over 20 
cycles, with only 4 mAh g-1 being retained by the 20th cycle. In addition, some of the 
initial capacity is from an irreversible process above 1.8 V, which is not useful for 
rechargeable energy storage devices. An upper voltage cut-off of 1.8 V would likely 
give rise to more stable cycling performance for future studies. The capacities here 
are much lower than was reported for CTAB pillared Ti3C2 in organic Mg-ion 
batteries, where around 100 mAh g-1 was achieved. This shows that different 
methods will have to be developed to improve MXene performance in organic Zn-ion 
systems.   
 
Figure 6.19. Galvanostatic charge-discharge testing of CTAB-pillared Ti3C2 in 1 M Zn(TFSI)2 at 
20 mA g-1 in a voltage window of 0.01-2 V vs. Zn2+/ Zn. a) Load curves of the 1st, 2nd and 5th 
cycles. b) Discharge capacity and coulombic efficiency over ten cycles.  
 
6.5.2 SiO2-pillared Ti3C2 
The results from the CTAB pillaring experiments showed that Ti3C2 could be activated 
for Zn-ion storage in organic electrolyte by pillaring methods, but that further work 
was required to further improve capacities to reasonable levels. Therefore, the SiO2-
pillared Ti3C2 was tested next. The pillaring method used was the same as reported in 
previous chapters. The results of the electrochemical testing are shown in Figure 
6.20. The shape of the load curve is similar to that seen for CTAB-pillared Ti3C2, with a 
sloping plateau at low voltages (below 0.6 V), and irreversible processes above 1.8 V, 
which gives rise to coulombic efficiencies above 100% after 15 cycles, as well as the 
initial cycle. Between cycles 4-14, the coulombic efficiency increases with cycling. 
However, the capacities are even lower than when pillaring with CTAB, with 7 mAh g-
1 being the highest achieved (1st charge), some of which is irreversible, and only 2 
mAh g-1 being retained by the 20th cycle. This shows that although SiO2 pillaring 
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allows for some reversible capacity to be achieved in this system, the performance is 
still very poor and it is not a viable electrode for this system. 
 
Figure 6.20. Galvanostatic charge-discharge testing of SiO2-pillared Ti3C2 in 1 M Zn(TFSI)2 at 
20 mA g-1 in a voltage window of 0.01-2 V vs. Zn2+/ Zn. a) Load curves of the 1st, 2nd and 5th 
cycles b) discharge capacity and coulombic efficiency over ten cycles.  
 
6.6 Conclusions 
In summary, this chapter shows that Ti3C2 MXene can reversibly store zinc-ions 
electrochemically in aqueous electrolytes. In addition, a simple proof-of-concept 
structuring technique based on the addition of pillars to the electrolyte that achieves 
a novel in-situ pillaring method was developed. This was shown to improve the 
electrode performance of Ti3C2 MXene as a zinc-ion host for future sustainable zinc-
ion batteries. The fact that Ti3C2 can reversibly intercalate a significant amount of 
Zn2+ opens up the large and growing family of MXenes as potential zinc-ion hosts, 
although initial results suggested that Mo2TiC2 is not a promising electrode in this 
system. The shape of the load curve suggested that Ti3C2 could be used as either a 
positive or negative electrode in an aqueous Zn-ion system. The kinetic and ex-situ 
diffraction and spectroscopic studies reveal that the Zn2+ intercalation occurs with a 
mixture of pseudocapacitive and battery-like processes, with the –O functional 
groups playing a key role as the binding site for Zn ions, which is important 
background knowledge for the future development of MXenes for Zn-ion 
applications.  
The in-situ pillaring successfully opens up the MXene layers, lowering the proportion 
of diffusion-limited charge storage and preventing volume change during cycling, 
without altering the underlying charge storage mechanism. The in-situ pillared 
material showed higher capacities than the ex-situ CTAB pillared material, and the 
SiO2-pillared MXene, both of which require multiple reaction and separation steps to 
achieve the final architecture. This demonstrates the possibility of using in-situ 
structural approaches to improve electrode performance, which would significantly 
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simplify the use of 2D materials as electrode materials, where complicated processes 
are often used to control the structure. The in-situ pillaring approach could be 
applied not just to other MXenes, but also to the wider group of 2D and layered 
materials.  
In organic electrolytes, the as-made MXene showed no capacity, showing that it did 
not reversibly store Zn2+ in this electrolyte-solvent mixture. Limited capacities could 
be achieved when pillared MXenes were used, but performance was still poor 
compared to the aqueous systems (the highest capacity achieved was 37 mAh g-1). 
An enlarged stable voltage window of 0.01-1.8 V could be accessed, but this did not 
make up for the significantly lower capacities seen. This work does show that 
pillaring could be a promising method for improving the performance of MXene 
materials in organic Zn-ion systems, but new methods would need to be developed. 
A more beneficial approach for the development of MXenes for organic Zn-ion 
systems could be to investigate different solvents and electrolyte salts, and different 
MXene chemistries.  
Finally, work on MXenes in other ion systems has seen substantial improvements in 
performance via control of the flake size and surface groups combined with careful 
control of the electrode architecture,114,131,238,261 which implies that there is 












Chapter Seven  






7.1 Concluding Remarks 
Overall, this thesis has shown that pillaring is a promising method for the creation of 
porous MXenes. Using an amine-assisted pillaring method, porous Ti3C2 and Mo2TiC2 
MXenes were synthesised, with surface areas up to 235 m2 g-1, which is around 60-
times greater than the non-pillared MXenes. The increase in surface area does not 
come at the expense of the MXene structure, as has been the case with some 
previously reported methods to create porous MXenes such as partial oxidation. 
Instead, the original sheets are kept intact, and simply move further apart. This is 
shown by the increase in interlayer spacings which has been confirmed by XRD, TEM 
and pore size distribution analysis from gas sorption experiments. Interlayer spacings 
up to 4.2 nm were achieved, which corresponds to a gallery height of 3.25 nm. These 
are the highest reported distances for MXene-based materials, and some of the 
highest for any 2D material. The same interlayer spacings were achieved regardless 
of the M element in the MXene studied, since both Mo2TiC2 and Ti3C2 MXenes 
showed the same interlayer spacing after pillaring.  
This is because interlayer spacing is dictated by the amine used as the co-pillar, and 
so long as it can intercalate, forms bilayers between the sheets which prop open the 
structure. This allows DDA, with a 12 carbon-long backbone, to give larger interlayer 
spacings than cationic surfactants such as CTAB, even when the surfactant has longer 
chains. This is because the cationic surfactants intercalate at angles, and have not 
been found to form bilayers.261 If a different amine is used, such as octylamine, a 
smaller interlayer spacing is given. This implies that the amine-assisted pillaring 
method reported in this thesis can be used to give a variety of interlayer spacings 
that can be tuned by carefully selecting the amine co-pillar, since this appears to 
dictate gallery height. It was also shown, by NMR and XPS studies, that the amines 
intercalate by hydrogen-bonding with surface M-OH, as in layered clays, but that the 
identity of M has no effect on the success or gallery height achieved. This, combined 
with the fact that the same gallery heights are achieved with electrically insulating 
titanosilicates,267 suggested that the amine-assisted pillaring method may be able to 
be applied to any MXene (or maybe even any layered material with a large enough 
starting interlayer spacing), so long as sufficient M-OH groups are present.  
The silica precursor, TEOS, is brought into the interlayer space by solvation effects 
with the amine, and remains between the layers once intercalated, including during 
the hydrolysis step to form the SiO2 nanoparticle pillars. A calcination step can then 
be employed to remove the amine template, since the amine otherwise makes the 
MXene hydrophobic and takes up space in the pores, and weight in the material. 
Different calcination temperatures also give different final interlayer spacings, likely 
due to incomplete removal of the amine template, which gives an extra tool, 
alongside the choice of amine, which can be used to control the final interlayer 
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spacings of the pillared MXene. The calcination step is carried out under argon to 
prevent the oxidation of the MXene, but this means that some residual graphitic 
carbon remains in the structure even at 400 °C. By 500 °C, the SiO2-pillared Ti3C2 
MXene no longer had a layered structure crystalline enough to observe using XRD, 
suggesting that the material was not thermally stable at this temperature. It is also 
noteworthy that the intercalated and calcined pillared materials retained their 
porosity for one year when stored under ambient conditions, with BET surface area 
measurements being carried out almost one year after the pillaring process 
confirming that the porous nature remains in that timeframe.   
The silica-pillared MXenes were then tested in a variety of metal-ion systems to 
investigate how the pillaring process affects the electrochemical performance. In 
organic electrolyte based systems used in lithium- and sodium-ion batteries the 
pillared material showed superior capacities, rate capability and cycling stability in 
each system tested. Even in an aqueous electrolyte, ZnSO4, the SiO2 pillared Ti3C2 
showed higher capacities than the non-pillared MXene. The improved capacities are 
explained by increased ion access to the MXene charge storage sites as a result of 
the enlarged interlayer spacings and increased surface areas. The improved rate 
capability is likely to be due to the increased interlayer space allowing for faster ion 
diffusion and increased capacitive contributions as a result of higher surface areas. It 
also shows that the pillars do not block the interlayer space for the charge carrying 
ions, which would hinder ion diffusion and result in poorer rate capability. The 
improved cycling stability likely results from reduced trapping of the charge carrying 
ions due to the larger interlayer spacings keeping the charge storage sites open and 
the pillars preventing the restacking of the nanosheets over multiple charge-
discharge cycles. The coulombic efficiency was superior in the pillared MXene 
compared to the non-pillared MXene in each system tested, which supports the 
explanation of the pillars preventing the trapping of the charge carrying ions.  
For both Ti3C2 and Mo2TiC2, the performance was superior in the Li-ion system 
compared to the Na-ion one. In addition, the improvement in capacities between 
pillared and non-pillared materials was greater in the Li-ion compared to the Na-ion 
system. In the Na-ion system, capacities were relatively low when compared to other 
potential negative electrodes, including some other reports on pillared MXenes, and 
hard carbons, which are the current standard for Na-ion negative electrodes. In 
addition, the improvement between the pillared and non-pillared was less than 2-
fold for both Ti3C2 and Mo2TiC2, while for Li-ion systems the improvements in 
capacities were 2-3 fold, especially after multiple cycles. The reason for this 
difference in improvement is however different for the two MXenes. For Ti3C2, it 
arises from Li being able to form multiple adsorption layers on top of the initial 
intercalated Li layer, with theoretical calculations predicting that up to four layers 
per MXene sheet may be possible,268 which gives rise to much larger capacities than 
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Na-ion systems, where only 1-2 layers are thought to form.148,269 This means that 
there is greater benefit to increasing the interlayer spacing to accommodate more Li+ 
ion compared to Na+, since space beyond a bilayer appears be unused for Na-ion 
systems.  
For Mo2TiC2, the superior performance in Li-ion systems, is explained by the 
theoretically proposed mechanism which suggests that a conversion reaction to form 
Li2O is viable in Li-ion systems, which provides significant extra capacity above the 
intercalation contribution, but this is not the case for the Na-ion system, where Na2O 
does not form.100 This mechanism has been partially validated in this thesis, where 
the reversible formation of Li2O was detected by ex-situ XPS results in the Li-ion 
system. In addition, conversion reactions are typically accompanied by large volume 
changes upon cycling, which lead to severe capacity fade after multiple cycles. This 
rapid fade was observed for Mo2TiC2 in the Li-ion system, but not the Na-ion one, 
which would seem to further validate this mechanism. A further benefit of pillaring 
Mo2TiC2 for the Li-ion system was that the increased interlayer distance provided 
free space for the formation of Li2O without causing severe volume changes / strain 
on the structure, which led to a more significant improvement in cycling stability 
than was seen for Mo2tiC2 in the Na-ion system, or for the Ti3C2 MXene.   
It has previously been reported that SiO2, the pillar in these materials, can itself 
reversible intercalate Li+ ions and act as an electrode material for Li-ion batteries.241 
Therefore, it was considered possible that it could contribute the electrochemical 
performance here. In addition, while there has been no report found on SiO2 for Na-
ion systems, Si/ SiOx materials have been shown to be active as potential 
electrodes.270–272 There has been no evidence found in this thesis to suggest that the 
SiO2 pillars contribute significantly to capacity in the pillared materials. Ex-situ XPS 
carried out on SiO2-pillared Ti3C2 in a Na-ion system and SiO2-pillared Mo2TiC2 in a Li-
ion system showed that there was negligible change in the binding energy, and 
therefore the Si environment, before and after discharge. In addition, no metallic Si 
or LixSi / NaxSi alloys were detected. Furthermore, the CV curves for each system 
showed far greater similarities between the pillared and non-pillared materials than 
between the different MXenes in a given ion system. For example, pillared and non-
pillared Mo2TiC2 MXenes in a Li-ion system had very similar CV curves, which looked 
very different to the CV curves recorded for pillared Ti3C2 in the Li-ion system. If the 
electrochemistry was dominated by the SiO2 pillars, the CV curves for SiO2-pillared 
Mo2TiC2 and Ti3C2 would be expected to look very similar, based on the redox 
behaviour of SiO2. Nevertheless, since SiO2 and MXenes both store more charge 
under 1 V than above it, a small contribution from SiO2 cannot be completely ruled 
out by the work presented here. In addition, ex-situ XPS is a very surface sensitive 
technique and allows for significant time for the samples to relax between cycling 
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and measuring. Further work would be required to study the role SiO2 pillars in more 
detail. 
Another interesting feature of the CV curve was that after pillaring some redox peaks 
were no longer visible, (with the exception of those linked to the Li2O conversion 
reaction of the Mo2TiC2 MXene, and the low voltage storage below 0.2 V). This 
supports previously reported assignments of these peaks as related to narrow 
interlayer pores, which are removed upon pillaring and the subsequent expansion of 
the interlayer distances. Another interesting feature of the CV analysis for all systems 
studied was that the charge storage mechanisms were a mixture of diffusion-limited 
(battery-like) and surface-limited (capacitive-like) processes. In addition, the 
proportion of capacitive current increased at higher voltages and the proportion of 
diffusion-limited current was highest at lower voltages. This was the case for the 
organic Li- and Na-ion systems and the aqueous Zn-ion system, suggesting that it is 
independent of electrolyte solvent. An effect of pillaring in organic electrolytes 
appeared to be that at lower voltages the proportion of diffusion-limited current 
increased and at higher voltages the proportion of capacitive-limited current 
increased. This was explained by the pillars allowing greater access to redox active 
sites on the electrode surface at low voltages, leading to an increase in diffusion-
limited battery-like processes at these voltage ranges. At higher voltages, where 
capacitive processes are already the dominant charge storage mechanism, the 
increased interlayer spacing allows for easier ion diffusion through the layers, 
reducing the proportion of diffusion-limited charge transfer at these voltages.  
MXenes as Zn2+ hosts were previously unreported in the literature, therefore the 
charge storage mechanism was studied in more detail using a variety of ex-situ 
techniques. It was found that Ti3C2 MXene can reversibly store Zn
2+ ions, delivering 
capacities comparable to other studied electrode materials. The charge storage 
mechanism consists of a mixture of diffusion-limited and surface-limited processes, 
as is the case for organic Li- and Na-ion systems. It was also found that, as for some 
other metal-ion systems, including organic Li-ion systems, the Ti was redox active, 
with redox couples involving Ti2+ being the major state for Ti3C2 Ti.
268 The terminal Ti-
O groups were discovered to be the ion storage site, which is also similar to previous 
reports on Li- and Na-ion systems.148,268 There were no major phase changes 
discovered during cycling, which supports a capacitive-type mechanism overall. After 
an initial expansion as water and Zn2+ intercalate between the layers and expand the 
structure the interlayer distance was generally constant. At low voltages however, 
there was a shrinking of the interlayer spacing as water appeared to be expelled and 
the sheets brought closer together. A simple in-situ pillaring technique, which 
intercalated the cationic surfactant CTAB during the first discharge, overcame this 
shrinking, with the in-situ pillared material showing a consistent interlayer spacing at 
all cycling points after the initial expansion, and returned higher capacities, better 
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rate capability and improved cycling stability compared to the non-pillared material. 
This suggests that in-situ pillaring could be a promising alternative to other pillaring 
techniques, such as the amine-assisted pillaring method, which often have multiple 
processing steps, which adds cost, mass losses and complexity to the structuring 
process. The improvement in performance in the aqueous system was less significant 
than in the organic Li- and Na-ion ones, which may be explained by the fact that the 
expansion of the MXene in the aqueous ZnSO4 electrolyte was larger than what has 
been reported for Li- and Na-ion systems. This implies that the performance in 
aqueous systems is less restricted by interlayer spacing than organic ones. 
Nevertheless, pillaring did still improve the electrochemical performance.  
Pillaring also led to improved performance in an organic Zn electrolyte, but the 
performance was still very poor, suggesting that Ti3C2 may not be a promising 
electrode for organic Zn-ion systems. Mo2TiC2 was also tested in aqueous ZnSO4, but 
showed limited capacity, although techniques such as pillaring may improve the 
performance. However, these were not tested in this work. This shows that although 
Ti3C2 does show promise in Zn-ion systems, suggesting that the family of MXenes are 
worth studying for Zn systems, each MXene may show different performance 
characteristics and should each be studied through a screening process. 
Overall, this thesis has shown that pillaring can successful create porous and stable 
MXene structures, and that these pillared materials have superior performance in 
electrochemical energy storage devices than their non-pillared counterparts, with 
capacities, rate capability, cycling stability, and coulombic efficiency all increasing. 
This was the case in organic Li- and Na-ion systems, and in aqueous systems, as 
demonstrated by the performance in ZnSO4, although the improvement here was 
less significant than it was for the organic systems. 
7.2 Future work 
There are a number of areas for potential further work to expand on what has been 
reported in thesis.  
7.2.1 Amine-assisted Pillaring Method 
For the further development of the amine-assisted pillaring method, one area which 
should be considered is the use of other pillars. There is a variety of other 
organometallic compounds like which could be expected to intercalate with an 
amine co-pillar in the same way as TEOS. For example, using titanium isopropoxide 
would give TiO2 pillars, and niobium ethoxide would give Nb2O5. Both of these are 
interesting for electrochemical energy storage, with Nb2O5 in particular showing very 




In parallel, the amine-assisted pillaring method should be able to be applied to other 
MXenes, so long as surface M-OH groups are present in sufficient quantities, which 
based on the work presented in this thesis, appears to be the only requirement for 
this pillaring method for MXenes found so far. This, combined with the use of 
different pillars, could give a large family of materials with a wide range of 
chemistries which could be tested in a variety of applications including 
electrochemical energy storage, gas separations and storage, catalysis and water 
purification where pore size and surface area can have a large impact on 
performance. Even simply applying the pillaring method to Ti2C would be expected to 
give materials with a higher specific surface area and higher specific capacities as a 
result of the loss of the extra inactive TiC layer in Ti3C2.  
It is likely that the electrochemical performance could be further improved by the 
optimisation of the pillar concentration, surface chemistries, particle size (the 
particles used here typical had sizes between 1-10 μm, as shown by SEM, which is 
relatively large compared to commercial battery materials). MXenes with submicron-
sized lateral dimensions have already been shown to have superior performance in 
Li-ion batteries,238 and this should would be expected to be able to be combined with 
this pillaring method to improve the capacity and rate performance further. The use 
of delamination steps to reduce the number of layers in each flake may also give 
extra performance boosts. A further gain could be achieved through optimising the 
amine removal, either by changing the calcination atmosphere (such as to H2/N2 
mixtures which may allow better amine removal or higher temperatures) or by using 
acid-based chemical removal methods such as those reported for pillared clays.276,277 
The silica pillars themselves could be studied further to increase the understanding 
of the size and structure of the silica particles and to characterise any bonding 
between the pillars and the MXene surface. One way of studying this could be 
through further NMR experiments, for example by collecting spectra for a longer 
period of time (the 29Si Spectra presented in this thesis were collected over a three 
day duration). This would increase the signal-to-noise ratio in the spectra, and could 
allow for any smaller peaks or asymmetries (signifying different Si environments to 
the main silica pillars) to be identified. This could then be combined with cross-
polarisation or two-dimensional NMR experiments to determine the relationship 
between different Si environments and other nuclei, such as 1H and 19F, to 
characterise the pillar structure and bonding. These studies could be complemented 
by further advanced microscopy techniques, for example scanning probe 
microscopies and additional TEM related studies, which could aid in determining the 
size and locations of the pillars within the MXenes.  
The calcination step could also be adapted to reduce the SiO2 pillars to Si (or SiOx) via 
MgO reduction, as has previously been reported to create MXene-Si composites.278 
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This would be expected to activate the Si electrochemically for both Li- and Na-ion 
systems, which could give a significant capacity boost to the electrodes. Since this 
would involve directly reacting the pillars, this may cause a decrease in stability over 
multiple cycles, but nevertheless would be interesting to investigate. This reduced 
pillar could then be studied alongside the SiO2 pillar using techniques such as in- or 
ex-situ NMR, XPS and XANES to establish more comprehensively whether there is 
any redox contribution from the Si-based pillars. These could then be combined with 
in- or ex-situ XRD and TEM studies to track the interlayer distances during cycling to 
give a more complete understanding as to the electrochemical behaviour of these 
materials. 
The use of different amines and calcination temperatures to give a variety of pore 
sizes means that the pillaring technique reported here could also be used to study 
ion diffusion and desolvation in battery and supercapacitor systems, as has been 
done with pillared carbon electrodes.179,180,226–228 The role of the electrolyte solvent 
in the interlayer is an unexplored part of systems studied in this thesis, but has 
already been shown to be important for MXene performance in Li-ion systems,263 
and could explain some of the changes observed in the CV curves.  
As well as electrochemical energy storage applications, this work could be useful for 
the modification of MXenes for improved performance in a range of applications, as 
increased interlayer spacings and porosity are critical for applications in 
electrochemical energy conversion, catalysis, drug delivery, water purification and 
gas separation, amongst others.  
7.2.2 Mo2TiC2 
In addition to the above further work suggested for the amine-assisted pillaring 
method, the Mo2TiC2 systems in particular would benefit from more detailed 
mechanistic studies such as in- or ex-situ XRD, XANES, NMR, particularly in Li and Na 
systems, to validate the proposed intercalation-conversion mechanism, which has 
only been partially investigated in this thesis. If the proposed mechanism does prove 
to be correct, then studying alternative ion systems such as Mg-ion could be 
promising, since the conversion reaction is also proposed to occur in this system.100 
XPS studies revealed that the Mo in Mo2TiC2 is predominantly Mo
4+, with small 
amount of Mo6+ oxides. Since Mo oxides are known to have very high specific 
capacities, but suffer from volume expansion due to conversion reactions,57 partial 
oxidation to increase the Mo oxidation state and form TiC supported Mo oxides 
could be worth investigating. This could be achieved by carrying out the calcination 
step for the pillaring process at 400 or 450 °C in air, which could remove more of the 
amine template and only partially oxidise the MXene, as shown by the TGA data.  
This should keep the conductive TiC backbone intact, for fast electron transport, 
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which is essential for electrochemical performance. In addition, the pillared material 
should retain large pore space for reversible Li2O formation, to allow high capacities 
to be obtained.  
7.2.3. Zinc-ion systems 
For MXenes in Zn-ion systems, the results of this thesis suggest that performance 
could be enhanced by increasing the proportion of active –O surface groups and 
creating porous stable electrode architectures such as via pillaring. Different MXenes 
clearly behave very differently in Zn-ion systems, therefore, there should be a 
systematic study of different MXene chemistries to establish which are the most 
promising for further development.  
In addition, it would be interesting to study different aqueous electrolytes and 
concentrations, including the effect this has on the voltage window. If the voltage 
window could be expanded to fit with the metal oxide positive electrode materials, 
composites of these materials with MXenes could be promising electrodes where the 
MXenes could act as conductive supports for higher capacity oxides, whilst also 
contributing slightly to Zn capacity.  
More generally, the area of rechargeable aqueous zinc-ion batteries is still a very 
new field, and the use of Zn metal as both the reference and counter electrode (as is 
the case for organic Li and Na systems) has not been fully assessed to date. As was 
discussed in Chapter 2, the stability of Zn is known to depend strongly on the local pH 
on the electrode surface. Therefore, it would be beneficial to the field of 
rechargeable aqueous zinc-ion batteries to investigate Zn metal in this role in detail. 
For example, using a three electrode set-up with zinc as the counter electrode, but a 
more established aqueous reference electrode, such as Ag/AgCl, would allow 
comparison of the performance and voltage profiles with the two-electrode set-up, 
and help determine the reliability of Zn as a reference electrode in aqueous systems. 
Careful characterisation of the Zn electrode (even using symmetric Zn cells initially) 
after cycling to check for signs of corrosion or Zn hydroxides/ oxides would also give 
more confidence about the stability of Zn during cycling in a given system. This may 
be particularly important when testing electrodes outside the thermodynamic 
stability window of water, when increased risk of gas evolution could significantly 
change the local environment on the Zn electrode.  
Finally, the improvement on performance from the in-situ pillaring technique 
suggests that this concept could be worth studying further by applying different 
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Table A.1. Raman Spectroscopy band assignments and peak fittings for Ti3C2 at selected 
stages of pillaring. 
 Assignment Position (cm-1) FWHM (cm-1) 
Alkali Treated  
(Ti3C2-O) 
Ti-O (Eg) 207 36 
Ti-OH (Eg) n/a n/a 
Ti-O/F/OH 379 70 
Ti-O/F/OH 589 151 
Ti-O (A1g) 737 26 
Acid Treated  
(Ti3C2-OH) 
Ti-O 200 27 
Ti-OH 272 23 
Ti-O/F/OH 377 78 
Ti-O/F/OH 565 123 
Ti-O (A1g) 723 18 
C 1564 129 
Intercalated 
(Ti3C2-OH-Si) 
Ti-O (Eg) 203 26 
Ti-OH (Eg) 266 48 
Ti-O/OH/F 388 73 
Ti-O/OH/F 567 101 
Ti-O (A1g) 737 19 
DDA-Carbon 1234 251 
DDA-Carbon 1411 267 
DDA-Carbon 1607 50 
Calcined 
(Ti3C2-OH-Si-400) 
Ti-O (Eg) 207 20 
Ti-OH (Eg) 259 45 
Ti-O/OH/F 384 69 
Ti-O/OH/F 575 154 
Ti-O (A1g) 735 13 
DDA-Carbon 1216 177 
DDA-Carbon 1358 291 
DDA-Carbon 1568 109 
 
Table A.2. Ex-situ Si 2p XPS peak assignments and fitting errors for Ti3C2-OH-Si-400 at 
selected states-of-charge in a Na-ion half-cell. 
 Position (eV) FWHM (eV) Residual 
OCV 103.1 2.5 1.05 
0.01 V 102 1.8 0.99 




Table A.3. Mo 3d XPS peak assignments and fitting errors for Mo2TiC2.  
 Position (cm-1) Assignment FWHM (cm-1) 
Mo2TiC2 
Residual: 1.0 
229.8 Mo4+ (5/2) 1 
233 Mo4+ (3/2) 1.2 
235.9 Mo6+ (3/2) 1.4 
 
Table A.4. Mo 3d XPS peak assignments and fitting errors for Mo2TiC2-Si-400.  
 Position (cm-1) Assignment FWHM (cm-1) 
Mo2TiC2-Si-400 
Residual: 1.1 
229.7 Mo4+ 5/2 0.9 
232.6 Mo6+ 5/2 1.1 
232.9 Mo4+ 3/2 0.95 
235.8 Mo6+ 3/2 1.6 
 
Table A.5. Ti 2p XPS peak assignments and fitting errors for Mo2TiC2.  
 Position (cm-1) Assignment FWHM (cm-1) 
Mo2TiC2 
Residual: 0.83 
456.2 Ti3+ 3/2 1.8 
459.0 Ti4+ 3/2 2.0 
461.9 Ti3+ 1/2 2 
464.6 Ti4+ 1/2 2 
 
Table A.6. Ti 2p XPS peak assignments and fitting errors for Mo2TiC2-Si-400. 
 Position (cm-1) Assignment FWHM (cm-1) 
Mo2TiC2 
Residual: 0.61 
455.9 Ti3+ 3/2 1.7 
458.8 Ti4+ 3/2 2.2 
461.5 Ti3+ 1/2 2.1 
464.3 Ti4+ 1/2 2.0 
 
Table A.7. Ex-situ O 1s XPS peak assignments and fitting errors for Mo2TiC2-Si-400 at selected 
states-of-charge in a Li-ion half-cell. 




























OCV 531.7 1.7 0.62 530 1.5 0.62    
0.01 V 531.7 1.8 0.14 530.2 1.4 1.4 528.5 1.4 1.4 





Table A.8. Ex-situ Si 2p XPS peak assignments and fitting errors for Mo2TiC2-Si-400 at 
selected states-of-charge in a Li-ion half-cell. 
 Position (cm-1) FWHM (cm-1) Residual 
OCV 100.9 1.78 0.89 
0.01 V 101.2 1.6 0.91 
3 V 101.4 2.1 0.91 
 
Table A.9. Raman spectroscopy band assignments and peak analysis results for Ti3C2 at 
selected states-of-charge in the aqueous Zn-ion battery system. 













OCV 207 25 259 59 733 30 
0.5 
V 
201 56 267 70 734 27 
0.01 
V 
207 65 n/a n/a 734 41 
0.5 
V 
207 43 267 147 734 36 















Table A.10. Ex-situ Ti 2p XPS peak assignments and fitting errors for Mo2TiC2-Si-400 at 
selected states-of-charge in a Li-ion half-cell. 












OCV Residual: 1.2         
Position 455.9 457.5 459.7 461.9 463.9 465.4 
FWHM 1.6 1.9 1.7 2.4 1.7 1.6 
0.5 V Discharge Residual: 0.79         
Position 455.6 457.5 459.3 461.5 464.1 465.3 
FWHM 1.9 2.2 1.5 2.8 2.2 1.4 
0.01 V Discharge Residual: 0.39         
Position 455.4 457.5 459.3 461.4 463.5 465.3 
FWHM 2.1 2.6 1.9 2.2 2.3 2 
0.5 V Charge Residual: 1.2         
Position 455.7 457.5 459.6 461.7 463.6 465.3 
FWHM 1.7 1.9 1.5 2.3 1.9 1.8 
1 V Charge Residual: 0.92         
Position 455.8 457.5 459.5 461.7 463.5 465.3 
FWHM 1.7 2.1 1.5 2.3 2.3 1.5 
 
